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Abstract

In this thesis, methods to improve the accuracy and robustness of terrain aided navigation
systems are addressed. First, the functional principles of the three surface-ranging sensor
types: altimeters, range-scanning and range-imaging sensors are analyzed. A sophisti-
cated simulation model, covering geometric, beam-shape and signal propagation effects,
is developed and validated with recorded real data. To detect and eliminate erroneous
altimeter measurements, a validity assessment concept is introduced, as well as a com-
pensation algorithm for erroneous slant range measurements. The compensated height
above ground measurement is applied as vertical aiding in an integrated navigation sys-
tem. The exploitation of the surface’s information content is used to enhance conventional
matching-based surface navigation systems. A closed-loop compensation method using
the slant-range compensation algorithm in surface aided navigation brings further im-
provements, as well as the extension by a linear drift estimation and a multi-beam sensor
setup. For unknown or fast changing surfaces, a dead-reckoning approach to surface aided
navigation using overlapping measurements is introduced to provide a position drift aid-
ing. The flight test instrumentation on the Institute of Flight System Dynamic’s research
aircraft including a suite of reference sensors and an in-flight visualization is introduced
and explained. The thesis is completed with a simulation study and a real data evaluation
of the introduced methods.

In dieser Arbeit werden Methoden zur Verbesserung der Genauigkeit und Robustheit
von Geländenavigationssystemen behandelt. Als Erstes werden die Funktionsprinzipien
der drei abstandsgebenden Sensortypen: Höhenmesser, entfernungsabtastende und ent-
fernungsabbildende Sensoren analysiert. Ein detailliertes Simulationsmodell, das geome-
trische, Strahlform- und Signalausbreitungseffekte abdeckt, wird entwickelt und mit auf-
gezeichneten realen Daten validiert. Zur Erkennung und Beseitigung fehlerhafter Höhen-
messungen wird ein Bewertungskonzept zur Messgültigkeit eingeführt, sowie ein Kompen-
sationsalgorithmus für fehlerhafte Schrägmessungen vorgestellt. Die kompensierte Höhe
über Grund wird als vertikale Stützung in einem integrierten Navigationssystem angewen-
det. Eine Methode zur gesteigerten Ausnutzung des Oberflächeninformationsinhalts wird
verwendet um konventionelle geländeabgleichsbasierte Navigationssysteme zu verbessern.
Durch eine integrierte Kompensationsmethode, die die Schrägmessungskompensation in
der Geländenabgleichsalgorithmik beinhaltet, kann eine weitere Verbesserung erreicht wer-
den, wie auch durch die Erweiterung des Algorithmus durch eine lineare Driftschätzung
und einen Mehrstrahlsensoraufbau. Bei unbekannten oder schnell verändernden Erdober-
flächen wird ein Koppelnavigations-Ansatz zur Geländenavigation, basierend auf über-
lappenden Messungen eingeführt, um einen inertialen Positionsdrift zu reduzieren. Die
Flugtestinstrumentierung des Forschungsflugzeug des Lehrstuhls für Flugsystemdynamik,
bestehend aus einem Datenaufzeichnungsgerät, verschiedenen Referenzsensoren und einer
Visualisierung, wird vorgestellt und erläutert. Die Arbeit wird mit einer Simulation der
vorgestellten Methoden sowie einer Echtdatenauswertung abgeschlossen.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The estimation of the platform velocity and attitude is as important for aerospace appli-
cations as the estimation of the position. These tasks are condensed in the discipline of
navigation. Inertial Navigation Systems (INSs) have a long history beginning in the sec-
ond world war. Gimballed gyrostabilized platforms were applied in the past and have been
further developed to today’s strapdown systems. These systems can provide an attitude,
velocity and position estimation, but are however instable due to sensor measurement er-
rors. For the long-term aiding of the instable INS navigation solution, Global Navigation
Satellite Systems (GNSSs) have been established and are today’s state-of-the-art when
jamming or spoofing attacks are out of scope. The history of Terrain Aided Navigation
(TAN) began long before Global Positioning System (GPS) was operational in 1985 and
still is of great value in GNSS degraded or denied environments.

During the last few decades terrain aided navigation has been developed from an art to
a science. Due to the advent of remote sensing the globally available digital terrain and
surface models have been much improved, in global coverage, resolution and precision.
Since about the turn of the millennium most research work has been dedicated to extend
data fusion for multi-modal probability distributions (terrain ambiguity), non-Gaussian
probability distributions (skewness, correlation and peakedness) and elongated probabil-
ity distributions (terrain preference directions) by applying nonlinear Bayesian filtering
theory. In contrast this thesis entitled “Precise Surface Aided Navigation” is dedicated to
complement nonlinear filtering theory, by analyzing and exploiting the ranging altimeter
transceiver principles of operation and the range-imaging measurement modes of opera-
tion.

The measurement of the height above ground is an obvious additional information for
airborne vehicles for low-level flight or landing applications. There are various princi-
ples for height above ground measurements available today using Radio Detection and
Ranging (Radar) and Light Amplification by Stimulated Emission of Radiation (Laser)
based methods. Even multi-dimensional range-scanning and range-imaging sensors be-
came available. The widespread established integration of surface-ranging sensors in all
kinds of airborne platforms opens the opportunity for further applications.

The most common Radar altimeter application is the support in landing scenarios of
civil aircraft. The surface-ranging sensor is applied in addition to an Instrument Landing
System (ILS) under poor visibility conditions to ensure a safe landing. In military appli-
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1.1 Motivation

cations, surface-ranging sensors have been established to be already used as navigation
aiding system, for terrain following flight modes or as Ground Proximity Warning Sys-
tem (GPWS). In general aviation aircraft, Radar altimeters are used as additional height
indication for the pilot.

Due to the GNSS satellite operation principle, the accuracy of the height estimation is
weaker than the accuracy of the horizontal position estimation. Therefore, the application
of a height above ground measurement in combination with GNSS provides several benefits
by directly aiding the weak height channel.

The application of surface-ranging sensors is thus in some sense complementary to the use
of GNSS. The visible satellite constellation degrades for low-level flights due to terrain
shadowing or tracking loss due to high attitude dynamics caused by bank-to-turn flight
control laws. The surface-ranging sensor is in low-level flights right within its operating
range. Additionally, the probability of spoofing or jamming of the GNSS signal increases
with lower ground-clearance. The required energy for an intentional GNSS disturbance
decreases in low-level flight which benefits an intentional disturbance as well as a beneficial
angle between the antenna and aggressor.

The height above ground cannot always be measured easily and the measurement is error-
prone. The measurement is affected by platform attitude dynamics, surface variations
and signal propagation effects. These effects must be analyzed to understand the surface-
ranging sensor measurements. The error characteristics influence the way how they are
integrated and processed in a navigation system. A detailed sensor model is required which
covers the mentioned effects for this analysis. The height aiding of INSs can be improved
with a better understanding of the error characteristics of surface-ranging sensors. For
several applications, the height above ground can directly be used, but for the data fusion
with an absolute height, a Digital Elevation Map (DEM) is required.

Surface-ranging sensor measurements have a complementary availability compared to
GNSSs. In GNSS denied environments, surface-ranging sensors can be used to com-
pensate the outage when operating close enough to the terrain. The measurement of
surface-ranging sensors cannot only be used for a vertical aiding of the navigation esti-
mation, but also for a horizontal position aiding. TAN systems collect the height above
ground measurements of the surface-ranging sensor and relates the measurement to an
existing DEM. The position estimation can be obtained with a matching metric and can
be provided to the INS as position aiding. Contrary to GNSS, this method is independent
of external signals and can therefore not be jammed or spoofed easily. This independence
also allows the usage as integrity monitor for other navigation components. Contrary to
a camera-based navigation aid, TANs can provide a full position aiding without being
dependent on the daylight or the weather conditions.

The accuracy of existing TAN systems is limited by the accuracy of the surface-ranging
sensor measurements and the accuracy of the DEMs. Additionally, the elevation profile
matching function requires powerful computers, which have not been available in the early
development stages of these systems. Nowadays, precise DEMs with a high resolution
and good vertical accuracies are available with a world-wide coverage. The computational
power has increased dramatically in the last decades and opens the opportunity to improve
TAN. With the better understanding of the measurement error characteristics obtained
with the simulation model, novel approaches for TAN can be established.

In GNSS denied situations with a good DEM representation of the local surface, TAN
can be used as navigation aiding system in low-level operation. Environments with fast
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Chapter 1: Introduction

changing surfaces like dunes or cost areas affected by tides cannot be represented by a
DEMs with a high accuracy. The water level of rivers, strongly seasonal depending fields
with vegetations or forest are also hard to measure representatively. For aiding INSs
in unknown surroundings, a dead-reckoning TAN can provide a completely self-sufficient
aiding information.

1.2 Scope of Work

Three main problems are addressed in this thesis:

1. How can surface-ranging sensors improve the height aiding of INS/GNSS
In flight situations with small ground clearance and degraded vertical GNSS pre-
cision, surface-ranging-based vertical aiding can significantly improve the height
estimation. These situations can be a low-level flight of a fighter aircraft or the
runway approach of a passenger aircraft for example. The conventional processing
of an on-board altimeter in combination with a Digital Terrain Model (DTM) con-
tributes to significant height errors above rough surfaces areas or in unleveled flight
situations.

2. How can the positioning accuracy of TAN algorithms be increased
The position aiding accuracy using a TAN system can not keep up with the posi-
tioning performance of GNSS due to altimeter and DEM errors. In situations with
degraded GNSS or GNSS outages, TAN is a fall back option. The improvement
of the aiding accuracy to offer a real alternative to GNSS is very desirable. The
use of altimeters with their measurement errors above rough surface is thereby one
error source which degrades the accuracy of TAN algorithms. Another problem
is the processing of redundant surface information which degrades the estimation
precision.

3. How can a DEM independent TAN method be provided
TAN algorithms intrinsically dependent on DEM and thereby on their availability,
resolution, accuracy and currentness. If one of these requirements is not fulfilled, for
example the flight above unknown regions or above a fluted areas, TAN can not be
applied. A dead-reckoning approach to TAN which is GNSS and DEM independent
can be a suitable aiding to compensate short-term GNSS outages.

1.3 Contributions

The solution approaches of the adressed Surface Aided Navigation (SAN) problems are
illustrated in figure 1.1 with their uses case scenarios and are annotated following.

Vertical aiding using an altimeter This aspect of the thesis aims to improve the
accuracy of a vertical aiding of an INS/GNSS using an altimeter with a DEM. Therefore,
the altimeter measurement characteristics are analyzed using a detailed simulation model.
With the obtained knowledge by the simulation model, several methods to improve a
vertical aiding of INSs with surface-ranging sensors are developed.

3



1.3 Contributions

Figure 1.1: Vertical, precise positioning and dead-reckoning SAN

The simulation model not only covers geometric effects from the platform attitude dynam-
ics and surface variations, but also signal propagation effects and the antenna beam-shape.
The simulated results are compared to recorded altimeter flight test data to evaluate the
simulation model. The model is afterwards used in simulations to identify the dominating
error influences of surface-ranging sensors.

A method to determine the validity of sensor measurements based on the simulation model
is introduced. The estimation of the measurement variance is also covered. The variance
is derived for three cases, the height above ground variance, the slant range variance and
the georeferenced footprint variance. The main dominating error influences, the platform
attitude, the surface variations and the signal propagation effects are compensated using
a compensation algorithm with three complexity levels. The compensation algorithm is
applied on recorded real data, as well as on simulated data to show its performance in
comparison to an uncompensated raw measurement. The aiding of an INS using the raw
and the compensated altimeter measurement is compared in simulation. The introduced
validity estimation and slant range compensation algorithms are also applied in a recorded
flight test campaign.

Improvement of SAN The methods combined in this topic aim to improve the posi-
tion estimation accuracy of batch-based TAN. Therefore, the methods developed for the
vertical improvement are used and complemented by methods which aim to improve the
horizontal positioning.

In this thesis, a grid-search based algorithm using a matching metric is applied to iso-
late the information problem of this application. The information content of the Earth’s
surface is analyzed to derive sampling policies for the surface-ranging sensors. A method
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to exploit the information of the measurements is presented and combined with an ef-
ficient sampling of the surface. The consideration of the position error drift within the
comparison algorithm is introduced and its benefits are analyzed. The grid-search algo-
rithm is extended by the slant range compensation algorithm for further improvements.
TAN methods using multi-beam sensor setups are developed to increase the measured
information content.

Dead-reckoning approach to SAN The methods which have been applied to improve
vertical and horizontal SAN are used in the third aspect of this thesis to provide a dead-
reckoning SAN. The similarities and peculiarities of the dead-reckoning SAN approach to
a conventional DEM-based method are focused in this aspect.
Especially the characteristics and benefits of the two different sensor setups using either
a range-imaging or two range-scanning sensors is focused. The specialties of both mea-
surements are considered with their effects on the data processing. In this context, the
consideration of the position drift effect on the comparison results is also discussed. The
integration of the dead-reckoning measurement is derived and applied in simulation.

1.4 Outline

The thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2: “Surface-Ranging Sensor Modeling and
Validation” discusses the functional principles of the three relevant surface-ranging sensor
classes, altimeters, range-scanning and ranging-imaging sensors. A simulation model for
these sensors is presented, covering geometric and signal propagation effects and the
concepts of operation for these sensors are discussed. Three concepts to improve the
vertical aiding of INSs using surface-ranging sensors are presented in chapter 3: “Vertical
SAN”. The main focus of this chapter is the assessment of surface-ranging measurements
and their error compensation. In chapter 4: “Precise Positioning SAN” several methods
to improve the position aiding of INSs using a DEM are introduced. The aiding of
INSs with an TAN system without a DEM is discussed in chapter 5: “Dead Reckoning
SAN”. The main focus of this chapter is the processing of redundant surface-ranging
measurements. The integration of surface-ranging sensors in a research aircraft with the
necessary reference sensors is explained in chapter 6: “Flight Test Instrumentation”. It
especially focuses the aspect of data-logging with industrial automation components. In
chapter 7: “Flight Emulation and Simulation”, the presented methods of the former
chapters are applied to recorded data and in simulation. The thesis concludes with a
summary in chapter 8. Some results of this thesis have been prepublished in [82], [83],
[84] and [85]
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Chapter 2

Surface-Ranging Sensor Modeling
and Validation

In this chapter, the functional principles of surface-ranging sensors are explained, including
their measurement principle and the corresponding reference systems. A classification of
the discussed surface-ranging sensors is illustrated in figure 2.1 depending on their ranging
and imaging information content.

Figure 2.1: Surface-ranging sensors classes overview

While altimeters provide a one-dimensional range-only measurement, their ranging and
imaging information content is small. Range-scanning sensors can provided up to a range
information in two directions, thereby their ranging and their imaging information con-
tent is larger. Range-imaging sensors output a full imaging measurement including a
ranging information for each pixel and provide the maximum of range-imaging sensor
capabilities. Compared to a camera with an imaging only measurement, its resolution
is significantly smaller and thereby its imaging information content. Cameras without
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2.1 Functional Concepts

ranging measurement are not discussed in this thesis.

The specifics of the three considered sensor classes altimeters (Laser and Radar), range-
scanning and range-imaging sensors are discussed. In the second section, the theoretical
basics of the sensor principles are applied to model and simulate the sensor measure-
ment and error characteristics. The most complex model, the Radar altimeter simulation
model, is validated with recorded altimeter data from a flight test campaign. The chapter
concludes with the concepts of operation, where the limits and error characteristics of sur-
face ranging sensors are considered. A simulation study demonstrating the vulnerabilities
of surface-ranging sensor measurements complements the chapter. Another approach for
sensor simulation is given in [93] with the Laser scanner synthesizer. Some results of this
chapter have been prepublished in [82], [83], [84] and [85]. Some student theses in this
field ([44], [41], [8]) haven been supervised during the work on this thesis.

2.1 Functional Concepts

2.1.1 Measurement Principle

The height of an airborne platform with respect to a defined coordinate system is one
of the most important information for navigation, flight control and flight guidance pur-
poses. There are several definitions of the platform height that have to be distinguished,
taking into account various reference systems, measurement principles and error charac-
teristics. After introducing the relevant reference systems, the following sections discuss
different height measurement methods and characteristics. The height above ground mea-
surement, which is the focus of this thesis, is considered in detail. Subsequently, the error
characteristics of the different height measurement methods are compared.

2.1.1.1 Geodetic Reference Systems

The most common global geodetic reference system is called World Geodetic System 1984
(WGS84), it defines an ellipsoid with the semi-major axis a, the flattening f , the Earth’s
gravitational constant GM (with mass of Earth’s atmosphere) and the angular velocity
of the Earth ω. An overview of the four defined parameters is given in the table 2.1. All
other geometric parameters related to an ellipsoid, such as the semi-minor axis b or the
first eccentricity e, can be derived [63]. For other geographic coordinate systems see [77].

Especially the application of GNSS receivers, where the horizontal position and height are
provided with respect to WGS84, supports the usage of WGS84 in other navigation tasks.
GNSS receivers typically provide two kinds of height quantities: the platform height with

Parameter Variable Value

Semi-major axis a 6 378 137.0 m

Flattening 1
f

298.257 223 563

Earth’s gravitational constant GM 3 986 004.418× 108 m3/s2

Angular velocity of the Earth ω 7 292 115.0× 10−11 rad s−1

Table 2.1: WGS84 parameter definitions
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Figure 2.2: Undulation height

respect to WGS84 hwgs (P ) or Mean Sea Level (MSL) hmsl (P ) and the undulation (geoid)
hundul (P ) height. The difference between MSL and WGS84 height can be approximated
with the undulation height. The undulation height describes an equipotential surface
called geops. A detailed consideration of this topic is given in [6].

In aerospace applications, the MSL height is often used to describe the platform height
hmsl (P ). Apart from local influences on the sea level like winds, ocean currents or melt
water, the geoid height is close to the time averaged sea surface, which is exposed to the
Earth’s gravity field [30]. The undulation height hundul can be determined using a lookup
table created with the Earth Gravitational Model 2008 (EGM08). The relation between
the platform height in reference to MSL and the platform height in reference to WGS84 is
described by equation 2.1. Figure 2.2 illustrates the reference ellipsoid, the MSL and the
corresponding heights. Additionally, it provides the topographic height htopo , describing
the height of the Earth’s surface and the DEM height ddem.

hwgs (P ) = hmsl (P ) + hundul (P ) (2.1)

The platform height with respect to WGS84 hwgs (P ) varies up to 100 m from the platform
height with respect to MSL hmsl (P ), which requires the consideration of the undulation
height for all low level flight operations. It will turnout to be convenient to take the
WGS84 height hwgs (P ) as default height h (P ), if no further frame is specified. The
topographic height is denoted by htopo and is, whenever no other frame is given, with
respect to WGS84.

2.1.1.2 Height Measurement Basics

Passive as well as active sensors for height measurement are discussed in this section.
While passive sensors detect a physical quantity of the surrounding environment, active
sensors emit a signal by themselves and analyze the signal after interaction with the en-
vironment. The most common passive aeronautic height measurement is based on the
barometric measurement principle. Therefore, a barometric pressure measurement with
a pitot-static probe provides a relation to the current flight altitude using the barometric
height formula in reference to the pressure setting. In low level flight phases, like depar-
ture and approach, the altimeter pressure reference is set to a local weather dependent
parameter. This parameter is described be the Q-code QNH. The pressure setting of
the altimeter is aligned to show the correct airfield height hmsl (P ) when standing on the
ground. Even though the QNH setting provides an accurate indication of the aircraft’s
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Figure 2.3: Barometric height measurement error

height, it is mandatory for interaction with the Air Traffic Control (ATC) and the integra-
tion in the airspace, to ensure that all participating aircraft use the same pressure setting.
Therefore, a global pressure setting described by the Q-code QNE with the pressure of
1013.25 hPa is used.

Obviously, the height hmsl (P ) indicated with a Global Altimeter Pressure Setting (QNE)
is incorrect due to local pressure and temperature differences, but guarantee the Flight
Level (FL) separation of different aircraft. The height indicated by a barometric altimeter
with a QNE setting matches the GNSS height (with respect to MSL), if the assumption of
a standard atmosphere is fulfilled in the current situation. The transition from the flight
altitude with QNH setting to a FL with QNE setting after take-off is called Transition
Altitude (TA), the transition from FL back to flight altitude in an approach situation
is called Transition Level (TL). The height measurement error using a barometric mea-
surement principle is depicted in figure 2.3. The figure shows the considerable sensitivity
of the barometric height indication to local pressure deviations. This height error δP
is caused by the interpretation of the measured pressure with the standard atmosphere
height formula (see equation 2.2).

p (h) = 1013.25

(
1−

0.0065 K m−1 · h
288.15 K

)5.255

hPa (2.2)

2.1.1.3 Height Above Ground Measurement

The height above ground measurement has a long history in aerospace, beginning with
the invention of traditional pulsed Radar altimeters. These altimeters are based on the
transmission of an electromagnetic pulse, the reflection of the pulse on the Earth’s surface
and the detection of the reflected signal onboard. The Time-of-Flight (ToF) measurement
principle is illustrated in figure 2.4. The drawings of the DA42 are published with the
kind permission of Diamond Aircraft Systems [35].

The received signal srx differs in two ways from the transmitted signal srx . The signal
runtime τ delays the received signal with respect to the transmitted signal, the signal
energy is reduced by environmental disturbances, distortion and free-space loss. These
effects are summarized in the damping factor l . The relation between transmitted and
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Figure 2.4: Runtime measurement

received signal is given by equation 2.3 and is additionally illustrated in figure 2.5. The
illustration additionally introduces the definition of the pulse length Tp.

srx (t) = l stx (t − τ) (2.3)

The measurement of the distance to the reflected surface, for airborne altimeters the height
above ground hagl , can be calculated with the signal runtime τ (equation 2.4) neglecting
the airborne altimeter antenna motion. For electromagnetic measurement principles, the
propagation speed of the signal is given by the speed of light c .

hagl =
c

2
τ (2.4)

One of the main disadvantages of a pulse based Radar distance measurement is caused
by the requirement of transmitting at least as much energy to be able to detect the
reflected response. The signal energy is defined by the product of the signal pulse length
Tp and the signal amplitude. To fulfill the energy requirement, the signal has to be
transmitted with a sufficient amplitude and pulse length, to ensure the detection of a
reflection. The receiver is not capable to detect a reflected signal within this transmission
interval. The reflected signal cannot be distinguished from the transmitted signal, and
hence not be detected. Thereby, short surface reflections within the transmission pulse
length, cannot be resolved with the pulse based measurement principle. The minimum
resolvable measurement height of a pulsed altimeter is given by equation 2.5.

hagl,min =
c · Tp

2
(2.5)

A typical pulse length of Tp = 100 ns yields an unresolved minimum height measurement
of hagl,min = 15 m. While this is sufficient for a high-altitude measurement, applications
with small ground-clearance cannot be realized. Hence, the minimum height above ground
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Figure 2.5: Pulsed response

resolution is a critical factor for altimeter applications. The requirements on the minimum
and maximum measurement range are defined in the Technical Standard Order C87 [40].
A pulsed Radar altimeter is not suitable in these flight situations, while an altimeter based
on the phase-shift measurement principle, which is introduced in the following section,
does overcome this problem.

2.1.1.4 Height Measurement Error Characteristics

Inertial, GNSS and integrated navigation systems are typically based on an ellipsoidal
reference system, usually WGS84. These systems provide the platform height either as
ellipsoidal height h (P ) or as sum of undulation height hundul and MSL height hmsl (P ).
Both formulations have their advantages depending on the application. For inertial based
navigation using an Inertial Measurement Unit (IMU), it is important to formulate the
equations of motion in a reference system, in which the gravity measurement can be
compensated. While GNSS provides a long time stable height measurement, inertial
navigation underlies a position and velocity drift depending on the quality of the sen-
sors. Especially the height channel of INSs is instable due to the central gravity field of
the Earth. The accuracy of GNSS is mainly dependent on (pseuro-)range measurement
accuracy, the current satellite constellation and atmospheric effects.

Contrary to inertial or GNSS navigation systems, the measurement of the height above
ground hagl with a Radar or Laser altimeter is referenced to the overflown topographic
height htopo . The error of height above ground measurements is influenced by the char-
acteristics of the overflown surface (rough, moderate, smooth, flat) and the beam-shape
of the sensor. To provide an absolute height measurement, a reference DEM is required
with a sufficient resolution and accuracy. An overview of the different discussed height
measurement methods is given in figure 2.6, table 2.2 gives additionally the dominating
errors of the measurement methods.

The following section presents a detailed view of the different functional designs and
specific characteristics of surface-ranging sensors. Laser altimeters, Radar altimeters,
range-scanning sensors, and range-imaging sensors are considered.
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Figure 2.6: Altimeter measurement comparison

Measurement Reference Error Characteristic

Barometric Pressure setting Weather dependent height offset
Inertial Reference ellipsoid Position error drift,

instable height channel,
schulering horizontal channel

GNSS Reference ellipsoid Bias-like, constellation dependent,
vertical worse

Radar/Laser Altimeter Earth’s surface Scaling with hagl

Table 2.2: Height measurement sources

2.1.2 Laser Altimeter Functional Design

Laser altimeters provide distance measurements to the illuminated reflection point on the
Earth’s surface by using the ToF principle described above. The transmitted Laser signal
provides a short pulse length of about ∆Tp ≈ 10 ns with an energy E of about 1 mJ.
This signal is emitted by a Laser diode, for ranging applications typically Indium Gallium
Arsenide (InGaAs) diodes are used. These altimeters normally work at a wavelength λ
of about 900 nm and are thereby out of the human visibility range, which is limited to
about λmax = 750 nm. Due to the high transmission energy within the short pulse length,
the pulse measurement principle can be applied for Laser altimeters without restrictions
concerning the minimum measurement distance. The unresolved height for a pulse length
of Tp = 10 ns is calculated to hagl,min = 1.5 m. This small minimum measurement range is
acceptable for the application in airborne platforms. A frequency modulated signal can be
used, if the application requires a more detailed minimum measurement range resolution.
The principle of distance measurement using frequency modulated signals is explained in
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Figure 2.7: Reflectivity for various materials [20]

the following section in the context of Radar altimeters.

The maximum measurement range of Laser altimeters dependents strongly on the reflec-
tivity of the overflown and illuminated surface. The surface material reflectivity is the
major influencing factor on the measurement range. For material with high absorption or
stealth characteristics, the reflected power is reduced to a minimum and thereby the max-
imum measurement range, too. On the other hand, the nominal maximum measurement
range is increased when the reflected object provides a good reflectively characteristic.
Figure 2.7 illustrates the reflectivity of various materials which are of interest for this
thesis. The reflectivity values and more details to Laser ranging can be found in [20].

Furthermore, Laser altimeters underlie a strong weather dependency, especially foggy or
cloudy weather reduces the maximum range of the device considerably. Laser altimeters
provide a pencil beam measurement with a typical beam divergence of about 1 mrad to
3 mrad. The foot print at a range of 500 m thereby increases to a size of 0.5 m to 1.5 m.
The distance accuracy of Laser altimeters is normally within a few centimeters for planar
reflectors, but the measurement is exposed to the platform’s attitude dynamics. Fixed
mounted Laser altimeters cannot provide a sufficiently accurate nadir height measurement
in an unleveled flight situation without compensation of the platform attitude. The
integration of a gimbaled sensor mounting can solve this problem, but is associated with
high cost and structural changes in the platform. A detailed view on the measurement
error characteristics of all altimeter types is given in section 2.3.

Apart from range measurements, Laser technology is also applied for vehicle speed mea-
surements. For this application, a Continuous Wave (CW) signal is applied instead of a
pulsed signal. While the distance to the reflected object cannot be measured with the
CW signal, the reflected signal can be used to measure the relative velocity between the
sensor and the object. The frequency of the reflected signal is shifted by the Doppler
frequency, if the object is moving with respect to the sensor. This so-called Doppler shift
can directly be used to determine the relative velocity between object and sensor antenna
setup. There are also sensors which can measure both, the distance and the velocity of
an object, by transmitting a signal with a frequency ramp and an additional constant
frequency part afterwards. These sensors are often applied in automotive applications,
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where both information are required. Sensors with the capability to measure velocities
are not in the focus of this thesis.

2.1.3 Radar Altimeter Functional Design

High precision Radar altimeters make use of Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave
(FMCW) signals for performing a range measurement. With a continuous signal, the
transmitted energy can be increased dramatically compared to a pulsed signal. Thereby,
FMCW Radars combine the advantages of measuring large ranges with a high accuracy.

2.1.3.1 Modulated Signal

The transmitted signal stx (t) with the frequency ftx (t) consists of two parts. The carrier
signal with the frequency fc provides a continuous transmission power. The frequency
modulation fm (t) provides a time varying signal, it is modulated with a frequency saw
tooth. The transmitted signal stx (t) is given by equation 2.6. The gradient of the
saw tooth frequency

.
f m is due to the linear ramp given by the difference ratio of the

modulation frequency bandwidth ∆fm and the ramp interval ∆Tm (see equation 2.7). The
total frequency including both parts of the signal is given by equation 2.8.

stx (t) = Ptx cos (2πftx (t) t) (2.6)

.
f m =

∆fm
∆Tm

(2.7)

ftx (t) =fc + fm (t)

=fc + mod
( .
f m · t,∆fm

) (2.8)

The transmitted signal is propagated through free-space and reflected on the Earth’s
surface. The reflected signal is propagated back to its origin and detected on the reception
antenna with a delay. The transmitted and received signal frequencies with their phase
difference, but for the sake of simplicity without signal loss, are illustrated in figure 2.8.
This phase difference between the current transmission signal and the received signal is
used to calculate the distance to the reflected surface.

Let frx (t) be the frequency of the received signal srx (t). The received signal is given
by equation 2.9. Methods to extract the phase shift by comparing the transmitted and
received signal and the calculation of the distance are shown in the following section.

frx (t) = ftx (t − τ)

= fc + fm (t − τ)

= fc +mod
( .
f m · (t − τ) ,∆fm

) (2.9)

The damping of the signal is summarized in the coefficient l , which contains the free-space
path loss and the absorption of the signal depending on the surface reflectivity. Apart
from the physical free-space path loss, this coefficient covers all kinds of environmental
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Figure 2.8: Transmitted and received (lossless) FMCW signal

damping influences like temperature and general weather conditions. The received signal
is given by equation 2.10.

srx (t) = Prx cos (2πfrx (t) t)

= lPtx cos (2πftx (t − τ) t)
(2.10)

2.1.3.2 Radar Equation

In this chapter, the propagation of the Radar signal is explained in detail beginning at the
device antenna output. The cable damping between receiver and antenna with possible
additional connectors and a specific cable length has to be considered individually. The
power density at a illuminated target Starget , resulting from a isotropic radiation of the
transmission power Ptx at the distance d to the target, is given by equation 2.11. See
appendix A for the derivation of the isotropic radiation power density.

Starget =
Ptx

4πd2
(2.11)

Radar altimeters do usually not use an isotropic antenna characteristic, mainly because
the antenna is mounted at the bottom of the fuselage and the measurement direction of an
altimeter is pointing downwards. For aerospace applications, an isotropic radiation is even
not desired, due to the loss by radiating the power equally in all directions. The benefit
of a power concentration and a defined radiation direction is provided by a directional
antenna. The power density at the target is proportional to the antenna gain Gtx (see
equation 2.12).

Starget =
PtxGtx
4πd2

(2.12)

The reflected power from the surface depends on the Radar cross section σ. The Radar
cross section is an indicator for the reflectivity of the illuminated target and gives the
size of an equivalent isotropic radiating area. It is defined as the equivalent area of a
completely reflecting surface. Thereby, the cross section can be much smaller than the
geometric illuminated area in case of stealth shaped surfaces or surfaces with high natural
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absorption. The Radar cross section of a surface is defined by directly illuminating the
object with the power Pt and measuring the returned power Ps at a distance d (see
equation 2.13).

σ = 4πd2Ps
Pt

(2.13)

The total power at the target is given by equation 2.14.

Ptarget =
PtxGtxσ

4πd2
(2.14)

The reflected signal with the power Ptarget is propagated isotropically through free-space.
The signal power density Srx of the reflected signal, reduces the power at the origin (see
equation 2.15).

Srx =
PtxGtxσ

(4πd2)2 (2.15)

The effective antenna area Arx,ef f is decisive for the antenna reception gain. The received
power Prx of the antenna output is written by equation 2.16.

Prx =
PtxGtxσArx

(4πd2)2 (2.16)

The relation of antenna gain G, effective antenna area Aef f and the wavelength of the
received signal λ is given by equation 2.17.

Arx,ef f =
Grxλ

2

4π
(2.17)

The received power Prx at the Radar receiver can be decomposed by the radar equation
(see equation 2.18). A more detailed Radar explanation is given in [99].

Prx =
PtxGtxGrxσλ

2

(4π)3
d4

(2.18)

2.1.3.3 Antenna Characteristics

The characteristics of antennas describe the direction dependent gain. Usually a rotation
symmetrical diagram or a diagram with two graphs for the antenna azimuth and elevation
is used to describe the characteristics. The diagram is visualized in a radial reference
system with logarithmic scale. The antenna pattern is hereby referenced to an isotropic
antenna. The gain of the antenna is given in the unit dBi with respect to an isotropic
radiation pattern. An exemplary of a Radar altimeter antenna pattern is given in figure
2.9. The example antenna provides a maximum gain of Gel = Gaz = 10 dBi at az = el =

0 rad, which corresponds to a linear gain factor of 10. The transformation from a linear
gain factor to logarithmic relation and vice versa is given by equation 2.19.

Gl in = 10

(
GdBi

10

)
GdBi = 10 log10 (Gl in)

(2.19)
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Figure 2.9: Example antenna pattern

The exemplary antenna diagram depicts a constant half power indication. The angle of
intersection between the antenna pattern and the half power line is called Half Power
Beam Width (HPBW) θHPBW . The antenna pattern shows a HPBW of θHPBW,az = 35◦

in azimuth and θHPBW,el = 26◦ in elevation. The design intention of a large HPBW
is to compensate the roll and pitch attitude of the aircraft for an attitude independent
measurement of the nadir height above ground. Usually, Radar altimeter antennas exhibit
a larger HPBW in the roll axis and a smaller in the pitch axis due to the higher roll
dynamics.

2.1.3.4 Receiver Structures

The internal Radar receiver signal processing is described in this section. Two approaches
to isolate the phase shift indicating the height measurement are introduced. Detailed
information about the internal Radar receiver signal processing can be found in [65].

Local Oscillator Automatic Tuning The Local Oscillator Automatic Tuning (LOAT)
receiver structure is one method to isolate the so-called beat signal sb, a low frequency
signal containing the phase shift including the height information. A diagram of the struc-
ture is given in figure 2.10. The LOAT receiver uses a tunable local oscillator with the
time-dependent frequency slo (t) consisting of the current transmit frequency ftx (t) (in-
cluding the saw tooth ramp) reduced by an intermediate frequency fi f . The local oscillator
frequency is given by equation 2.20.

flo (t) = ftx (t)− fi f (2.20)

Both signals, the currently transmitted stx and the received srx , are initially downscaled
by mixing them with the local oscillator signal. The theory of signal mixing is explained
in appendix B. The down-converted transmit signal contains two frequency shares ftx,if ,1
and ftx,if ,2, which are given by equation 2.21.
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Figure 2.10: Local oscillator automatic tuning receiver architecture

ftx,if (t) = |ftx (t)± (ftx (t)− fi f )|
ftx,if ,1 (t) = ftx (t) + (ftx (t)− fi f ) = 2ftx − fi f
ftx,if ,2 (t) = ftx (t)− (ftx (t)− fi f ) = fi f

(2.21)

The frequency ftx,if ,1, containing the doubled carrier frequency, is in upper part of the
signal’s frequency domain, while the frequency ftx,if ,1 is exactly the frequency of the local
oscillator. The same down-conversion principle is applied to the received signal with the
result given by equation 2.22. The lower frequency frx,if ,2 can be rearranged with the
definition of the beat frequency fb = ftx − frx .

frx,i f (t) = |frx (t)± (ftx (t)− fi f )|
frx,i f ,1 (t) = frx (t) + (ftx (t)− fi f ) = frx (t) + ftx (t)− fi f
frx,i f ,2 (t) = frx (t)− (ftx (t)− fi f ) = frx (t)− ftx (t) + fi f

= ftx (t)− fb (t)− ftx (t) + fi f = fi f − fb (t)

(2.22)

The phase of the received signal is delayed with respect to the transmitted signal due to
the time-of-flight to the surface and backwards to the antenna. Therefore, the frequency
frx,i f ,1 contains the received and transmitted frequencies. A low pass filter eliminates the
higher frequency parts of both signals, the resulting frequencies of the filtered signals
stx,if ,lp and srx,if ,lp are given by equation 2.23 and equation 2.24.
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ftx,if ,lp (t) = fi f (2.23)

frx,i f ,lp (t) = fi f − fb (t) (2.24)

To extract the beat signal sb (t), the down-converted, low pass filtered received signal
srx,i f ,lp is mixed with its transmit signal pendant stx,if ,lp. The resulting signal is denoted
strx and it’s frequency is given by equation 2.25.

ftrx = |fi f ± (fi f − fb (t))| (2.25)

Again, the resulting signal owns a higher and a lower frequency part. The associated
frequencies ftrx,1 and ftrx,2 are given in 2.26.

ftrx,1 (t) = 2fi f − fb (t)

ftrx,2 (t) = fb (t)
(2.26)

The final low pass filter isolates the beat signal sb and eliminates the high frequency
shares.

Single Sideband Receiver Structure The Single Sideband (SSB) receiver does not
require a tunable local oscillator as advantage to the introduced LOAT receiver. Its
principle structure is shown in figure 2.11. The received signal srx is mixed with the
current down-converted and sideband filtered signal stx,lo,sbf . This signal results from
mixing the current transmitted signal stx with the constant frequency signal slo , generated
by the local oscillator with the frequency flo = const. The frequency of the signal ftx,lo is
given by equation 2.27.

ftx,lo (t) = |ftx (t)± flo |
ftx,lo,1 (t) = ftx (t) + flo

ftx,lo,2 (t) = ftx (t)− flo
(2.27)

The frequency of the sideband filtered signal, where the higher frequency part ftx,lo,1 is
eliminated, is given by equation 2.28.

ftx,lo,sbf (t) = ftx (t)− flo (2.28)

As already mentioned, the signal stx,lo,sbf is used for an initial mix-down of the received
signal, resulting in the signal strx . Its frequency structure is given by equation 2.29. The
frequencies of strx can be computed using the beat signal frequency definition fb (t) =

ftx (t)− frx (t).

ftrx (t) = |frx (t)± ftx,lo,sbf | = |frx (t)± (ftx (t)− flo)|
ftrx,1 (t) = frx (t) + (ftx (t)− flo) = frx (t) + ftx (t)− flo
ftrx,2 (t) = frx (t)− (ftx (t)− flo)

= ftx (t)− fb (t)− ftx (t) + flo = flo − fb (t)

(2.29)
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Figure 2.11: Single-sideband receiver architecture

The signal strx is once again mixed with the local oscillator signal slo without a prior low
pass filtering. Therefore, four different frequency parts remain in the signal strx,lo . The
mixing of the signals is given in 2.30.

ftrx,lo (t) = |ttrx (t)± flo | (2.30)

It consists of four parts with the frequencies given by equations 2.31.

ftrx,lo,1 = ftrx,1 (t) + flo = frx (t) + ftx (t)

ftrx,lo,2 = ftrx,1 (t)− flo = frx (t) + ftx (t)− 2flo

ftrx,lo,3 = ftrx,2 (t) + flo = 2flo − fb (t)

ftrx,lo,4 = |ftrx,2 (t)− flo | = fb (t)

(2.31)

The four resulting mix frequencies, as well as the transmit, receive and local oscillator
frequency are illustrated in figure 2.12.

Finally, the signal strx,lo has to be low-pass filtered to isolate the beat signal sb. This
low-pass filter is depicted in the figure, too.

Height Calculation The introduced receiver structures LOAT and SSB provide the
isolation of the frequency difference between transmitted and received signals, the so-
called beat frequency fb (t). The time-of-flight of the signal can directly be derived with
the frequency ramp gradient

.
f m, for a measurement interval within one saw tooth ramp

interval (equation 2.32 ).
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Figure 2.12: Mix frequency of a SSB receiver

τ =
fb
.
f m

(2.32)

The height above ground hagl is given by equation 2.33.

hagl =
c

2
τ (2.33)

Doppler Assessment A disadvantage of the measurement principle, based on a fre-
quency modulated signal, is the sensitivity to a Doppler frequency shift. The Doppler
shift can be caused by the relative velocity between the antenna and the reflecting target.
This section investigates whether Doppler induced measurement errors are significant in
altimeter applications. In an altimeter application, the vertical velocity vd of the aircraft
and the surface variation can lead to erroneous measurements. The Doppler shift ∆fd can
be calculated with the relative velocity vd,rel of the altimeter antenna and the surface by
equation 2.34.

∆fd = fc
vd,rel
c

(2.34)

Assuming a Doppler induced frequency shift in the received signal of frx,doppler = frx +

∆fd the resulting measurement error δhagl,doppler = hagl,doppler − hagl can be calculated
by substituting equation 2.32 into equation 2.33 and subsequent error propagation by
equation 2.35.

δhagl,doppler =
∆fd · c

2
.
f m

(2.35)

Assuming a standard three degree approach and oscillating surface variations up to δh =

100 m beneath the approach path, figure 2.13 illustrates the height measurement error
δhagl,doppler caused by the Doppler shift. For this simulation example, a standard Radar

altimeter with a center frequency of fc = 4.3 GHz and a modulation frequency of
.
f m =

100 GHz is assumed.

The height measurement error caused by Doppler frequency shifts are limited to a few
centimeters. As a result, the Doppler effect can be neglected for altimeter applications
and for the common position and topographic height accuracy.
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Figure 2.13: Doppler shift influence on height measurement

2.1.4 Range-Scanning Sensors Functional Design

Ranging sensors with one or more directional degrees of freedom are called range-scanning
sensors. These sensors do not only provide the distance to the reflecting target in a body-
fixed direction, but in addition a directional variation relative to the body frame. This
directional information can be one-dimensional, for example using a Laser scanner which
can deflect the Radar beam in one direction. A sensor with two degrees of directional
freedom, for example a phased array Radar, provides two angular information about the
deflection. The range measurement of a Laser scanner can use the pulsed signal principle
similar to the altimeter approach. This measurement method limits the maximum update
frequency. Expecting a maximal range measurement of dmax = 1000 m, which is a typical
range for common Laser and Radar altimeters, the maximum measurement frequency is
calculated by equation 2.36.

fmax =
c

2dmax
= 150 kHz (2.36)

Laser scanners providing higher update rates are using a frequency modulated transmit
signal, comparable to the signal used for FMCW Radars. Both measurement principles
can provide accuracies better than 10 cm, which is at least one order of magnitude above
the accuracy of typically available DEMs and thereby totally sufficient. Laser scanners
commonly use a rotating mirror to deflect the Laser ray in the requested direction. The
schematic principle is illustrated with a polygon shaped deflection mirror in figure 2.14.

In this thesis, the basic design of rotating mirror-based Laser scanners is discussed, more
advanced mirror shapes and mirror movement principles like oscillating mirrors or nutat-
ing mirrors are considered in [18]. Laser scanners with a polygon-shaped mirror cannot
measure distances for one full circumvolution. This is not an issue for the down-looking
application in airborne platforms. For automotive applications, other designs enable the
measurement in a total revolution.

The most important design factors for Laser scanners are the range measurement fre-
quency fs and the angular speed of the rotating mirror. These two parameters control the
number nl of scanned lines per second, the in-line distance of measurements and the line
distance. An exemplary footprint of a Laser scanner measurement is illustrated in figure
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2.15.

Apart from the obvious error sources like ranging or angular measurement errors, Laser
scanners are influenced by other effects. Structural bending or vibration between the
sensor position and the b frame reference point can degrade the high precision range mea-
surement. Another aspect concerning the georeferencing of the range measurement are
the different update frequencies. While Laser scanners provide an output with several
kilohertz, the position is often available with several hundred hertz. Therefore, the posi-
tion and attitude reference has to be interpolated for the georeferencing of high frequency
range measurements.

The reflected signal of a pulsed Laser scanner may consist of several responses, depending
on the characteristics of the reflecting surface. Whenever the Laser is reflected first by an
object, which reflects parts of the transmitted power and the remaining power is reflected
by the surface, two peaks, a first response and a last response are received. This situation
is illustrated in figure 2.16. Often, Laser scanner can distinguish multiple responses and
can provide them as measurement.

Since the detection of a pencil beam surface response does not require to be simulated
on signal level, the receiver internal signal processing of Laser scanners is not part of this
work. Therefore, the distance measurement can be interpreted as point distance from
platform to surface.

Another range-scanning sensor, which provides ranging measurements to the reflecting
target with an angular deflection, is a phased-array radar. This sensor is based on the
Radar measurement principle using phased-array antenna elements and Digital Beam
Forming (DBF). With this technology, the Radar signal is transmitted through an antenna
array with different phases and hence can be angularly deflected. However, the beam-size
exceeds the pencil beam-shape of a Laser scanner due to the finite size of the antenna
element and the mounting restrictions inside or on an airframe. The techniques introduced
in this thesis can also be applied to variable beam Radar altimeters but are not discussed
explicitly further on. The use of Laser scanners for geo-mapping applications is considered
in [76] and [96].

2.1.5 Range-Imaging Sensors Functional Design

Range-imaging sensors are well-known under several terms such as:

Figure 2.14: Rotating polygon Laser deflection
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Figure 2.15: Laser scanner footprint over planar terrain

• Time-of-Flight (ToF) Camera

• Photonic Mixing Device (PMD) Camera

• (Flash) Laser Detection and Ranging (Ladar)

• (Flash) Light Detection and Ranging (Lidar)

• 3D Camera.

The different terms are related to different aspects of these sensors, the functional principle
is based on a basic ToF measurement and for detection of the signal runtime a Photonic
Mixing Device (PMD) sensor is applied. The basic principle of this sensor class is based on
an active illumination of the scenery. Therefore, either a pulsed infrared light signal with
a short pulse width or a continuous modulated light signal is applied. Both measurement
principles, pulsed and continuous wave phase measurement are used for sensors of this
class. The reflected light of the illuminated objects is projected through a optical lens
onto a PMD sensor. This sensor can determine the signal runtime for each image pixel
resulting in a distance matrix measurement.

The synchronous range determination for several pixels is quite challenging, which is
one reason why range-imaging sensors are not available with the high resolutions offered
for classic digital cameras. Range-Imaging sensors are available with resolutions up to
px = 200 × py = 200 pixels and with update rates up to fs = 160 Hz. Equivalent

Figure 2.16: First and last Laser response
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Figure 2.17: 2D functional principle of range-imaging sensors

range-scanning sensors would need a sampling rate of fs · px · py = 6.4 MHz to provide
a comparable information content. Even for top-of-the-class Laser scanners, this high
sampling frequency is out of scope. The measurement principle is illustrated in figure
2.17.
The key feature and basic advantage compared to range-scanning sensors is the instan-
taneous measurement of the distance matrix. Range-scanning sensors provide sequential
surface ranging with the major disadvantage that the coverage of the surface depends
on the velocity of the platform. Additionally, for SAN or georeferencing purposes, it is
beneficial if the surface is measured at one instant point in time rather than scanning
within a certain time interval for data handling simplicity. Another beneficial aspect of a
range-imaging sensor compared to a scanner setup is the absence of movable parts in the
sensor construction and hence system reliability.

2.1.6 Formal Measurement Description

This section introduces the formal description of a direction dependent range measurement
to the surface. Let m be the measurement frame with it’s origin at the sensor device
and it’s z-axis in the measurement direction. The m is introduced to cover directional
depending effects of the measurement. The distance to the surface in m frame is denoted
by dm.
Let s be the sensor frame with the same origin as the m frame in the sensor device origin.
It’s axis are aligned to the sensor device to describe the mounting of the sensor with
respected to the platform. The transformation is given by the rotation matrix Rsm. The
distance measurement in the s frame is given by equation 2.37.

ds = Rsm

 0

0

dm

 = Rsmdm (2.37)

The leverarm from b frame to s frame is denoted by xb (S) and the rotation matrix from
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b frame to the sensor frame s is given with Rbs . The distance measurement in the body
frame b is given by equation 2.38.

db = RbsRsmdm − xb (S) (2.38)

To provide a height information, the measurement in the b frame has to be converted
into the navigation frame n. Since the navigation frame’s origin can be assumed to be
identical to the body frame origin, the transformation can be calculated by rotating db
by Rnb (see equation 2.39).

dn = Rnb (RbsRsmdm − xb (S)) (2.39)

For an absolute georeferencing, the equation has to be transformed into the Earth frame e.
Let xe (P ) be the platform position in Earth-Centered Earth-Fixed (ECEF) coordinates.
The measured point xe (M) on the Earth’s surface, expressed in ECEF coordinates by
applying the rotation matrix Ren, is given by equation 2.40.

xe (M) = xe (P ) + RenRnb (RbsRsmdm − xb (S)) (2.40)

For later processing tasks, as for example the application of table lookup functions for
comparison reasons, it is useful to transform the georeferenced measurement into geodetic
coordinates. The transformation of a Cartesian vector to a geodetic distance is established
by the matrix D−1 (equation 2.41, [30]) .

D =

M (φ) + h 0 0

0 (N (φ) + h) cosφ 0

0 0 −1

 (2.41)

Let λ (P ) be the platform position and λ (M) the georeferenced measurement position,
both in geodetic coordinates. The measurement expressed in geodetic coordinates is then
given by equation 2.42.

λ (M) = λ (P ) + D−1RenRnb (RbsRsmdm − xb (S)) (2.42)

The vector equation is transformed into a height-only representation for a table lookup
function and the comparison with a DEM. The topographic height with respect to WGS84
of the measurement footprint htopo (φ (M) , λ (M)) is given by equation 2.43 with the
platform height h (P ).

htopo (φ (M) , λ (M)) = h (P ) +
(

0 0 1
)

D−1Rnb (RbsRsmdm − xb (S)) (2.43)

With the relation (
0 0 1

)
D−1 = −

(
0 0 1

)
, (2.44)

the equation can be simplified to 2.45.

htopo (φ (M) , λ (M)) = h (P )−
(

0 0 1
)

Rnb (RbsRsmdm − xb (S)) (2.45)

Equation 2.40 can be rearranged to isolate for the distance vector measurement, which
will turn out to be useful for a formal description of slant range distance measurements
(equation 2.46).
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dm = RmsRsb (RbnRne (xe (M)− xe (P )) + xb (S)) (2.46)

The distance magnitude can similarly be derived by a rearrangement of equation 2.43
resulting in 2.47 for later integration aspects. The perturbations of the measurement
equations are derived in appendix C.2.

dm = −

0

0

1

T

RmsRsb

Rbn

0

0

1

 (h (P )− htopo (φ (M) , λ (M)))− xb (S)

 (2.47)
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2.2 Modeling and Simulation

In this section, the modeling and simulation of surface-ranging sensors is discussed in
general. A sophisticated sensor model is required for the simulation analysis of the sensor
error characteristics. Existing simulation models for surface ranging sensors have shown
limitations regarding their signal layer simulation capability. The simulation of the beam-
shape is another important aspect for the analysis and has to be modeled, too. The general
problem motivation is summarized in the following box:

Motivation
• Simulation model required for measurement characteristic analysis

• Existing sensor simulation model do not cover:

– beam-shape characteristics

– internal receiver processing

The introduced simulation model can cover all kinds of surface-ranging sensors and pro-
vides a modular architecture for highest reusability. The simulation model can be used
both with recorded flight trajectories and simulated trajectories, the architecture is shown
in figure 2.18. It consists of a geometric layer, which covers all geometric aspects of the
range measurement and a signal layer, which includes the beam-shape modeling and the
internal signal processing.

Figure 2.18: Simulation model block diagram

This section first discusses the use of DEM in the simulation model and the interpretation
of a DEM. A ray tracing approach for an accurate determination of the sensor-to-surface
distance is introduced. Finally, the beam-shape modeling and the simulation of the in-
ternal receiver processing of Radar altimeters is described. While the geometric layer is
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Geometric layer Signal layer
Ray tracing Error model Beam-shape Signal processing

Laser altimeter X X 7 7

Radar altimeter X X X X
Range-scanning X X 7 7

Range-imaging X X 7 7

Table 2.3: Sensor model overview

parameterizable for every sensor class, the beam-shape and signal propagation simulation
is exclusively introduced for the Radar altimeter. While the simulation of pencil beam-
shape sensors do not require a signal layer simulation, due to their point measurement
principle, wide beam-shape Radar altimeters do so. For sensors with a close to pencil
beam measurement, geometric error characteristics are considered. Table 2.3 gives an
overview of the sensors and the modeled effects. This section is concluded with a valida-
tion of the most complex simulation model, the Radar altimeter simulation model. The
validation is based on collected flight test data, recorded in an octo-copter test campaign.

2.2.1 Digital Elevation Models

Databases which include the topographic height of the Earth with respect to the lati-
tudinal and longitudinal position are called DEMs. These DEMs are specified by their
sampling resolution, the horizontal and vertical accuracy and the covered area. DEMs
which represent the Earth’s surface without buildings, vegetation and other obstacles are
called DTMs and are normally available with a coarser resolution. Digital Surface Models
(DSMs) are DEMs which additionally include objects on the Earth’s surface. To cover
vegetation and smaller obstacles, the resolution of DSMs has to be higher than the reso-
lution of DTM. An illustration of a DTM and a DSM explaining the difference is given
in figure 2.19. A deeper consideration of DTMs is given in [36].

DEMs are available with different resolutions and tile sizes, the National Imagery and
Mapping Agency (NIMA) proposed five Digital Terrain Elevation Data (DTED) levels to
characterize different databases. Taking into account the ellipsoidal shape of the Earth,

Figure 2.19: Digital terrain and digital surface model
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Zone Latitude

I 0◦ − 50◦ N/S
II 50◦ − 70◦ N/S
III 70◦ − 75◦ N/S
IV 75◦ − 80◦ N/S
V 80◦ − 90◦ N/S

Table 2.4: DTED zones

the latitudinal coordinates are clustered into five zones, the zones are given in table 2.4.
The DTED levels are given with the zone-dependent longitudinal resolutions in table 2.5.
The latitudinal resolution is always equal to the longitudinal resolution of zone I, the
longitudinal distance is additionally indicated at the equator, the specifications are given
in [64]. The DTED levels 3, 4 and 5 are defined with increasing resolutions, but are not
standardized.

The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) of 2000 was a Space Shuttle mission
(STS-99), which recorded global elevation data up to DTED level 2 quality with a two-
antenna Radar setup. For public use, only a DTED level 1 quality is available [52]. The
Advanced Spaceborne Thermal Emission and Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) database
is available in DTED level 2 resolution from a mission with the Earth surveying satellite
Terra [3]. Both databases are available for research and education purposes for free.
Another campaign, which aims to record a global DEM, is denoted TerraSAR-X add-on
for Digital Elevation Measurement (TanDEM-X) mission. This mission is based on two
similar satellites, the Terra Synthetic Aperture Radar - X (Band) (TerraSAR-X) and the
TanDEM-X satellite [62]. The recorded data is post-processed and provide a worldwide
elevation model with a resolution of about 12 meters which is denoted WorldDEM [100].
A more detailed database, however not globally available, is the Intermap NEXTMap
(NEXTMap) with resolutions up to 5 meters recorded with an Interferometric Synthetic
Aperture Radar (IFSAR). This database is available in DTM as well as in DSM quality
for the U.S. and Europe [49]. Apart from the introduced models, there are various local
databases with higher resolutions. The main disadvantage of those models with higher
resolutions up to several decimeters is their partial coverage. Additionally, depending on
country and district, the data is referenced to different geodetic datums, which complicates
the compatibility with other DEMs. While global DEMs are recorded by a satellite
campaign, local DEMs are recorded with airborne sensors like Laser scanners. The land

DTED Resolution Longitudinal Tile
Level I II III IV V Distance Size

0 30′′ 60′′ 90′′ 120′′ 180′′ ∼ 900 m 1◦ × 1◦

1 3′′ 6′′ 9′′ 12′′ 18′′ ∼ 90 m 1◦ × 1◦

2 1′′ 2′′ 3′′ 4′′ 6′′ ∼ 30 m 1◦ × 1◦

Table 2.5: DTED levels
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Model Coverage Resolution Accuracy

SRTM Global 90 m ∼ 20 m

ASTER Global 30 m ∼ 20 m

WorldDEM (TanDEM-X) Global 12 m ∼ 4 m

Intermap NEXTMap Europe, USA 5 m ∼ 1 m

Local land surveying offices Local regions < 1 m ∼ 0.2 m

Table 2.6: DEM classes

surveying offices of the federate states in Germany often provide very detailed DEMs
with resolution smaller than 1 meter [7]. An overview of the considered DEMs with their
resolutions and accuracies is given in table 2.6. In future a more global high resolution 3D
map will become available from 3D reconstruction using optical remote sensing imaginary.
A comparison of a DTM, recorded from the ASTER mission, and a local Laser scan DSM
of the same surface is provided in figure 2.20 for a better impression.
A high resolution DEM means large amounts of data which have to be stored in an access
friendly way. For the later processing, a lookup table is the preferred concept with the
latitude and longitude as axis and the elevation as information. Apart from a fast table
lookup, the latitude φ and longitude λ are stored as grid raster to save memory space.
For the following calculation, the coordinates are saved in double floating point precision
variables requiring 8 bytes each. The necessary memory space in Bytes for a tile with N
latitudinal and M longitudinal elevation grid points is calculated by equation 2.48. For
larger DEM tiles, the lookup memory concept saves up to factor 3 of the mass storage.
However, the lookup table provides advantages, the equidistantly spaced grid requirement
is a disadvantage.

Memarray = 8 (3NM)

Memlookup = 8 (N +M + NM)
(2.48)

The error characteristics of DEMs can be categorized into horizontal and vertical error
sources. Obviously, a vertical error provides an erroneous elevation information δhdem on
the requested horizontal position (φ, λ). A horizontal error (δφ, δλ) provides an erroneous
assignment ∆hdem of the measured vertical information to the horizontal information.
This relation is given by equation 2.49 [59]. While vertical errors are caused by ranging
measurement errors, horizontal errors are caused by an erroneous georeferencing of the
ranging information. The error source can be the reference navigation system or the
post-processing.

δhdem (φ, λ) = ∆hdem (δφ, δλ) + δhdem (2.49)

2.2.2 Bilinear Surface Interpolation

The correct interpretation of the elevation data contained in DEMs is discussed in this
section. The data provided by DEMs is normally based on a regular grid. Each tile
is defined by the horizontal position of the four corner points and their elevation. An
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Figure 2.20: Comparison of DEM resolutions

analytic representation of a plane requires only three corner points. For a surface model,
this approach would lead to sharp bends on the tile boarders, which should be avoided.
Therefore, a bilinear interpretation of the surface of a regularly gridded DEM is preferable.
A schematic illustration of one DEM tile is provided in figure 2.21.

Figure 2.21: Bilinear interpolation

The bilinear height interpolation at the horizontal position (φ (P ) , λ (P )) makes use of
two auxiliary points R1 and R2. The coefficients to determine the elevation on the auxil-
iary points with the coefficients a1, a2, b1 and b2 is given by equation 2.50.
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R1 : htopo (φ (T11) , λ (P )) =a1 · λ (P ) + b1

a1 =
htopo (T12)− htopo (T11)

λ (T12)− λ (T11)

b1 =htopo (T11)− a1 · λ (T11)

R2 : htopo (φ (T21) , λ (P )) =a2 · λ (P ) + b2

a2 =
htopo (T22)− htopo (T21)

λ (T22)− λ (T21)

b2 =htopo (T21)− a2 · λ (T21)

(2.50)

The interpolation formula of the height htopo at the position P is given in 2.51.

P : htopo (φ (P ) , λ (P )) =a3 · φ (P ) + b3

a3 =
htopo (R2)− htopo (R1)

λ (R2)− λ (R1)

b3 =htopo (R1)− a3 · φ (R1)

(2.51)

2.2.3 Ray Tracing

The geometric sensor model has the primary task to calculate the distance between the
sensor mounted on the platform and a DEM surface in the required direction. This
distance is determined with a ray tracing algorithm to handle the non-linear characteristics
of DEMs which cannot be solved analytically. The problem is illustrated in figure 2.22 in
a two-dimensional simplification.
While the exact determination of the intersection point can be solved analytically, the
determination of the exact tile has to be solved with a non-analytic approach. The
following sections investigate a solution based on a tile prediction to identify either the
tile or the near surrounding of the searched tile. For strong non-linear surfaces, the tile
prediction provides the near surrounding of the most probable intersection position and
has to be complemented by a subsequent tile search algorithm. The analytic intersection
determination is finally solved with a bilinear intersection.

2.2.3.1 Tile Prediction

The major task of the tile prediction is to identify the most probable intersection of
a ray with the surface. While a classical tile search algorithm will consume enormous
calculation time, the introduced tile prediction is optimized for a fast identification. The
prediction algorithm checks the ray for surface penetration with a refining resolution.
This fine search grid-resolution is parametrized dependent on the resolution of the DEM
used. The tile prediction principle is illustrated in figure 2.23.
Whenever the ray approaches the surface beneath a defined threshold, the section is
analyzed in detail to avoid ignored intersections (see figure 2.24).

2.2.3.2 Tile Search and Intersection

The tile prediction typically estimates the tile of intersection correctly and an extended
tile search is not required. In rare cases over rough surfaces, the tile prediction can become
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Figure 2.22: DEM intersection problem

inaccurate and selects a tile which is neighbored to the true intersection tile. Therefore,
the intersection algorithm checks the prediction for correctness inside the tile. If the
first intersection is invalid, the tile search algorithm in the vicinity of the proposed tile
is executed. First, the intersection of a bilinear DEM tile with a vector is computed by
checking the most probable tile with the corner points xe (A) , xe (B) , xe (C) , xe (D) for
an inlying intersection. The bilinear surface is given in a vectorial denotation with the
two factors s1 and s2 in equation 2.52.

Ebi l in : xbi l in =xe (A) + s1

xe (B)− xe (A)︸ ︷︷ ︸
re,BA

+ s2

xe (C)− xe (A)︸ ︷︷ ︸
re,CA


+ s1s2

xe (A)− xe (B)− xe (C) + xe (D)︸ ︷︷ ︸
re,bi l in

 (2.52)

As the definition of the bilinear plane shows, there are 2 independent variables s1 and
s2 and their combination s1s2. This non-linear equation cannot be solved for s1 and s2

with a linear approach, and thereby an auxiliary construction is used for a closed analytic
determination. The ray vector re is represented by the intersection of two planes E1 and E2

with their normal vectors k1 and k2. The auxiliary construction and the ray representation
is illustrated in figure 2.25
The first orthogonal vector can be chosen out of a various number of allowed vectors, only
the dot product of the vector and the ray re has to be zero to fulfill orthogonality (see
equation 2.53).
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Figure 2.23: Ray tracing tile prediction

Figure 2.24: Ray tracing shadowing effects

〈k1, re〉 = k1re,1 + k2re,2 + k3re,3 = 0 (2.53)

An obvious and simple solution for this requirement and the determination of the second
orthonormal vector k2 with the cross product is given by equation 2.54.
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Figure 2.25: Auxiliary planes representing the beam ray

k1 =

−re,2re,1
0


k2 =k1 × re

(2.54)

With these two orthogonal vectors, the two auxiliary planes E1 and E2, which define
the ray re with their intersection, are in the following defined by introducing the factors
n1, n2, n3 and n4. The origin of the planes is chosen in the sensor measurement center
xe (Pm), the planes are given by equation 2.55.

E1 : x =xe (Pm) + n1

−k1,2

k1,1

0

+ n2

 0

−k1,3

k1,2


E2 : x =xe (Pm) + n3

−k2,2

k2,1

0

+ n4

 0

−k2,3

k2,2

 (2.55)

Now, both planes are intersected with the bilinear surface. These intersections describe
two curves on the DEM and are given by equation 2.56 and equation 2.57. Both equations
are solved for the second bilinear surface variable s2.

〈xe (A) + s1re,BA + s2re,CA + s1s2re,bi l in, k1〉 = 〈xe (Pm) , k1〉
s2 (〈re,CA, k1〉+ s1 〈re,bi l in, k1〉) = 〈xe (Pm) , k1〉 − 〈xe (A) , k1〉 − s1 〈re,BA, k1〉

s2 =
〈xe (Pm) , k1〉 − 〈xe (A) , k1〉 − s1 〈re,BA, k1〉

〈re,CA, k1〉+ s1 〈re,bi l in, k1〉
(2.56)
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〈xe (A) + s1re,BA + s2re,CA + s1s2re,bi l in, k2〉 = 〈xe (Pm) , k2〉
s2 (〈re,CA, k2〉+ s1 〈re,bi l in, k2〉) = 〈xe (Pm) , k2〉 − 〈xe (A) , k2〉 − s1 〈re,BA, k2〉

s2 =
〈xe (Pm) , k2〉 − 〈xe (A) , k2〉 − s1 〈re,BA, k2〉

〈re,CA, k2〉+ s1 〈re,bi l in, k2〉
(2.57)

These two curves are again intersected with each other to isolate the intersection point
of the ray with the bilinear DEM interpretation. The basic equation is given in 2.58 and
the rearrangement as quadratic equation in 2.59.

〈xe (Pm) , k1〉 − 〈xe (A) , k1〉 − s1 〈re,BA, k1〉
〈re,CA, k1〉+ s1 〈re,bi l in, k1〉

=
〈xe (Pm) , k2〉 − 〈xe (A) , k2〉 − s1 〈re,BA, k2〉

〈re,CA, k2〉+ s1 〈re,bi l in, k2〉
(2.58)

s2
1 (〈re,BA, k2〉 〈re,bi l in, k1〉 − 〈re,BA, k1〉 〈re,bi l in, k2〉)︸ ︷︷ ︸

η

+

s1 (〈xe (Pm) , k1〉 〈re,bi l in, k2〉 − 〈re,BA, k1〉 〈re,CA, k2〉 − 〈xe (A) , k1〉 〈re,bi l in, k2〉
− 〈xe (Pm) , k2〉 〈re,bi l in, k1〉+ 〈xe (A) , k2〉 〈re,bi l in, k1〉+ 〈re,BA, k2〉 〈re,CA, k1〉)︸ ︷︷ ︸

κ

+ (〈xe (Pm) , k1〉 〈re,CA, k2〉 − 〈xe (A) , k1〉 〈re,CA, k2〉
− 〈xe (Pm) , k2〉 〈re,CA, k1〉+ 〈xe (A) , k2〉 〈re,CA, k1〉)︸ ︷︷ ︸

ξ

= 0

(2.59)

This quadratic equation can be solved using the formula in 2.60.

s2
1η + s1κ+ ξ = 0

s11/2
= −

κ

2η
±

√(
κ

2η

)2

−
ξ

η

(2.60)

For determination of the two possible intersection points on the DEM, the parameter s21/2

has to be calculated additionally, equation 2.61 provides the solution.

s21/2
=
〈xe (Pm) , k1〉 − 〈xe (A) , k1〉 − s11/2

〈re,BA, k1〉
〈re,CA, k1〉+ s11/2

〈re,bi l in, k1〉
(2.61)

The intersection with the bilinear DEM surface, the two auxiliary planes and the ray is
illustrated in figure 2.26.
A valid intersection of the selected DEM tile has to fulfill the criterion in equation 2.62. If
the criterion is not fulfilled, the determined intersection point with the DEM lies outside
the tile and is invalid. For the rare cases, where the tile prediction algorithm identifies a
wrong tile, a search algorithm is implemented which analyze the neighboring tiles for a
possible intersection.

0 ≤ s11/2
≤ 1

0 ≤ s21/2
≤ 1

(2.62)
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Figure 2.26: Bilinear surface model intersection construction

2.2.4 Simple Error Model

The perturbation analysis of the slant range measurement equation 2.40 and 2.42 is de-
rived in appendix C.1. The basic georeferenced slant range measurement equation have
already been discussed and are given in Cartesian coordinates in equation 2.40 and in
geodetic coordinates in 2.42. It reveals main geometric error sources which are listed in
table 2.7 with their influence on the slant range measurement.

The sensor lever-arm error δxb (S) as well as the sensor misalignment error ψs̃s can
be minimized by a careful installation and alignment of the equipment. Especially the
location of installation has to be chosen carefully in terms of structural strength, vibrations
and deflections. The platform position error δxe (P )/δλ (P ) and orientation error ψnñ are
dependent on the quality of the used reference navigation system. The two remaining
errors describe the main sensor characteristics and depend on the sensor category. The

Error description symbol

Platform position δxe (P )/δλ (P )

Platform orientation ψnñ
Ranging δdm
Sensor mounting misalignment ψs̃s
Sensor lever-arm error δxb (S)

Measurement direction ψm̃m

Table 2.7: Geometric error overview
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ranging error can be divided into a bias-like component bd , a scale factor component sd
and a noise-like component nd . The total ranging error model is given by equation 2.63.

δdm = dm · sd + bd + nd (2.63)

The dominating ranging error contributor for altimeters is the scale factor error sd , espe-
cially if no distinction between platform attitude and ranging error sources is made. In
this case, attitude caused slant range measurement errors are counted to the scale factor
error share in addition to the measurement principle-based scale factor errors, since both
scale with range. This approach is usually taken for Radar altimeters, where a ranging
accuracy is declared to depend on the absolute ranging value. Often, this specification
is related to an attitude constraint, which allows a certain roll and pitch angle without
accuracy loss. The ToF measurement principle brings the benefit of a high precision
measurement for small distances due to the high amount of reflected power. Therefore,
constant biased and noise error parts are comparatively small for this sensor class. While
the bias error is constant over the complete measurement range, the noise component is
assumed to be proportional to the measurement range and has thereby also a scale factor
component which has to be considered. An correspondingly adjusted ranging sensor error
model is given by equation 2.64. The model is extended by a scale factor dependent noise
component ns which increases with the measurement range. The noise component nd is
remaining to cover the constant noise effects.

δdm = dm (sd + ns) + bd + nd (2.64)

If a separate attitude error component is considered in the error model, the scale factor
error components and the attitude error components can exchange their error shares.
While the model is suitable for a pencil beam Laser measurement, where the platform
attitude provides a geometric error, and the ranging error can be quantified depending on
the absolute measurement error with equation 2.64, the model is not suitable for wide-
beam shapes. For example, a slant measurement with a wide-beam cone Radar altimeter
provides a scale factor error due to the signal disturbance and an attitude dependency
due to the slant measurement. These effects have a complex interaction and cannot be
considered isolated. Therefore, for beam cones which exceed pencil beam characteristics,
the beam-shape modeling, which is introduced in the following chapter, is a suitable
simulation model.

2.2.5 Beam-Shape Modeling

Simulating the beam shape of a Radar altimeter is challenging. The antenna gain charac-
teristics have to be approximated and the surface ranges within the beam cone have to be
calculated in the geometric layer. Furthermore, the surface elevation is strongly nonlinear
depending on the roughness of the considered area. Dependent on the applied DEM a
linearization of the elevation data can be sensible, but results in a loss of height accuracy.
Therefore, the solution of the Radar receiver signal response with a defined beam shape
cannot be calculated analytically.

This section introduces an approach for an integral solution for the beam-shape simu-
lation using the ray distance vector to represent the entire beam-shape. The angular
directions of the parameterizable amount N of rays are equidistantly arranged on a half
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sphere. Therefore, an equidistant distribution on a half dome, representing the lower
half of the antenna pattern, can be obtained by applying a geodesic dome. This special
geometric shape is assembled from equilateral triangles resulting in shapes which have
equal distances between all neighboring vertices. The amount of triangles, and thereby
the number of vertices, cannot be chosen independently, which is a small disadvantage.
The construction of an icosahedron and a geodesic dome is derived subsequently.
A geodesic dome is basically based on a geometric shape called icosahedron consisting of
20 equilateral triangles with a total of 12 corner points located on a circle with radius
r from the center. The usage of equilateral triangles ensures that all corner points are
at the same distance to their direct neighbors. The icosahedron shape is illustrated in
figure 2.27(a). The basic icosahedron can be constructed using the angular distance of
the upper and lower five corner points of ∆α = 72◦. Additionally, the upper five corner
points are rotated by ∆β = 36◦ versus the lower ones. The top view given in figure
2.27(b) illustrates the angles of the corner points of one layer and the shift between the
upper and lower level. The upper level points are colored in red, the lower layer points
are colored in blue.

(a) Side view (b) Top view

Figure 2.27: Icosahedron

The icosahedron is a geodesic dome with the order one. Figure 2.28 shows an unwrapped
first order icosahedron with 20 triangles and 12 vertices. The vertices, which are shared
by multiple triangles are plotted unfilled, the unique ones are plotted filled. For example,
the upper and lower row features only one unique corner point.

Figure 2.28: Icosahedron flat view

To refine a first order to a second order geodesic dome, each equilateral triangle is split into
four smaller ones. The newly created vertices are chosen to be on the sphere. The shape
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of a geodesic dome converges to a sphere as the order tends to infinity. The extension of
a first order basic triangle to a second order results in four new triangles. The extension
to a third order geodesic dome results in nine triangles per origin triangle. Generally, the
number Ntr of triangles follows equation 2.65.

Ntr = 20 · n2 (2.65)

The number of vertices Np, which is more important for the beam-shape modeling, de-
pends on the number of triangles. The relation between the number of triangles Ntr and
the number of corner points Np is given by equation 2.66. Figure 2.29 shows the extension
of a icosahedron to a second order geodesic dome, which consists of 80 triangles and 42
vertices.

Np = 2 +
Ntr iangles

2
(2.66)

Figure 2.29: Geodesic dome flat view

The number Nray of rays depends on several factors. The available computational power,
the characteristics the overflown surface and the resolution of the DEM are the main
influencing factors. While the calculation power is the limiting factor concerning the
maximum number of simulated rays, a flat surface characteristic or a low resolution DEM
can be used as argument to reduce the number of rays. As rule for thumb, the footprint
distance of the rays should be of similar magnitude as the resolution of the used DEM. The
strong damping of Radar altimeter antennas for azimuth angles φaz & 70◦ and elevation
angle φel & 70◦ can limit the number of simulated rays. An implemented half dome
resolution with Np = 751 is illustrated in figure 2.30.

To simulate the beam-cone, first the distance to the surface in elevation and azimuth
direction has to be calculated. Therefore, the introduced ray tracing algorithm of section
2.2.3 is applied for all ray directions with the measurement angle ψsm. Figure 2.31 gives
an example of the footprint of the different rays of one Radar beam measurement.

The distance dm to a flat surface at the azimuth angle φsm can be calculated using equation
2.67 at a specific height above ground hagl . The calculated curve is compared to a ray-
based simulation in figure 2.32 to proof the correctness of the ray-tracing and beam-shape
modeling approach.

dm =
hagl

cos (φsm)
(2.67)
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Figure 2.30: Antenna modeling using a geodesic dome

Figure 2.31: Ray-representation of the beam-shape
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Figure 2.32: Ray distances

The antenna pattern of the simulated antenna is used to calculate the gain of the antenna
in the specific direction of the ray. An example of a wide-shaped antenna characteristic
is given in figure 2.33.

This antenna diagram provides a section view of the elevation and azimuth antenna gain.
Before calculating the antenna gain for a specific direction, the antenna diagram has
to be transformed into a representation which can be interpolated. First, the antenna
characteristics for roll and pitch are transformed individually into a rotational symmetric
representation. The representation for the both direction Gaz (z) and Gel (z) is rotation-
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Figure 2.33: Antenna characteristics

ally symmetric around the down-axis z . In a second step, an ellipsoidal representation
covering both, elevation and azimuth, is interpolated from the one-dimensional represen-
tations (see figure 2.34).

Figure 2.34: Azimuth and elevation gain interpolation

With this interpolation, the antenna gain can be calculated for all existing elevation and
azimuth angles. For visualization purposes, the obtained gains can be plotted three-
dimensionally to illustrated the beam pattern of the antenna (see figure 2.35).

The required information, the direction dependent distance dn (ψsm) and the direction
dependent antenna gain Gn (ψsm) are used to re-assemble the antenna reception signal.
The directions are referred to the measurement frame m with respect to the sensor frame
s . The re-assembled Radar signal can be calculated by summing up the different rays and
substitute them into the Radar equation 2.18, the result is shown in equation 2.68.

Prx =

N∑
n=1

Ptx,nGtx,n (ψsm)Grx,n (ψsm)σλ2

(4π)3
dn (ψsm)4 (2.68)
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Figure 2.35: 3D antenna model

2.2.6 Receiver Signal Processing

The internal processing of the received signal was described in detail in section 2.1.3.4.
The simulation and implementation aspects of the high frequency parts of the Radar
receiver are introduced in this section. The two different internal receiver structures
are implemented and simulated on signal layer. Furthermore, a baseband representation
of the signal processing is derived and simulated to reduce the required computational
power. The parameters of the examples refer to real altimeter parameters, which underlie
the regulations of the “Frequenznutzungsplan” in Germany [22].

2.2.6.1 Simulation: Local Oscillator Automatic Tuning Receiver

This section describes the different internal mixing stages of a LOAT Radar receiver and
their implementation in a simulation model. Figure 2.36 provides the simulation results
and is divided into two columns.

The left column depicts the time series of the signal, the right column shows the associated
frequency-domain representation. The five rows correspond to the five internal mixing
stages of the internal receiver processing and can be explained as follows:

1. The first row illustrates a short extract of the received Radar signal. In this example,
the signal has a center frequency of fc = 4.3 GHz and a modulation frequency of
fm ≈ 64 MHz. Therefore, the frequency of the received signal adds up to frx ≈
4.364 GHz. Due to the beam-shape simulation with about N = 1000 beam rays
with different signal runtime to the surface, the modulation frequency can only
be approximated as was explained in section 2.2.5. The time series extract shows
a duration of Tmax = 2 ns, the frequency spectrum is plotted in a range up to
fmax ≈ 9 GHz. The corresponding transmit signal stx , which is not plotted in the
simulation, has a current frequency of ftx = 4.3666 GHz, the difference of the both
signals is about fb ≈ 2.6 MHz.

2. The second row illustrates the resulting signal, directly after mixing with the local
oscillator. In this example, a intermediate frequency of fi f = 200 MHz has been
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used. The total local oscillator frequency flo is given by:

flo = ftx − fi f = 4.1666 GHz

The mix of the received signal with the local oscillator provides the signal srx,i f by
two different frequency components given by equation 2.69.

frx,if ,1 = frx + flo = frx + ftx − fi f
= 8.5306 GHz

frx,if ,2 = frx − flo = frx − ftx + fi f

= ftx − fb − ftx + fi f = fi f − fb
= 197.4 MHz

(2.69)

The time period is stretched to Tmax = 20 ns to capture the resulting lower frequency
signal srx,i f ,1.

3. Row three shows the low pass filtered signal srx,lo,lp. Both the time and the frequency
domain plots show the resulting signal with frequency frx,i f ,2 without the eliminated
upper mixing frequency frx,if ,1.

4. The signal strx illustrated in the fourth row results from the second mix-down of the
signal srx,i f ,lp with its corresponding transmit signal stx,if ,lp. While the frequency
of the mixed down receive signal is known, the frequency of the transmit signal
is calculated by equation 2.70. The transmit signal stx is also mixed by the local
oscillator which yields the frequencies ftx,if ,1 and ftx,if ,2.

ftx,if ,1 = ftx + flo = ftx + ftx − fi f
= 8.5332 GHz

ftx,if ,2 = ftx − flo = ftx − ftx + fi f = fi f

= 200 MHz

(2.70)
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Figure 2.36: Simulation - Local Oscillator Automatic Tuning receiver
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The subsequent low pass filter isolates the frequency ftx,if ,lp = ftx,if ,2. This internal
step is not provided by the simulation example figure to focus on the received signal
shares. The resulting frequencies of the final mix down to the signal strx can now
be calculated by equation 2.71.

ftrx,1 = ftx,if ,lp + frx,if ,lp = fi f + fi f − fb
= 2fi f − fb ≈ 397.4 MHz

ftrx,2 = ftx,if ,lp − frx,if ,lp = fi f − fi f + fb

= fb ≈ 2.6 MHz

(2.71)

5. Finally, the low pass filter isolates the beat signal sb. The frequency gradient of the
sawtooth modulation is parametrized according to equation 2.72.

.
f m =

300

∆Tm
GHz s−1 (2.72)

The time-of-flight τ of the signal can be calculated by equation 2.73.

τ ≈
fb
.
f m

= 866 ns (2.73)

With the speed of light c = 299 792 458 m s−1, the measured distance hagl can be
calculated by equation 2.74.

hagl =
c

2
τ ≈ 130 m (2.74)

2.2.6.2 Simulation: Single Sideband Receiver

The same step-by-step simulation is now applied to the SSB Radar receiver. The simula-
tion example is given in figure 2.37. The plot structure is similar to the introduced LOAT
simulation: the first column showing the time representation of the signal, the second
is showing its frequency-domain representation. The SSB receiver processes the received
signal in four main steps as follows:

1. The first row shows the signal at the receiver antenna input. The SSB example
uses the same center frequency fc = 4.3 GHz, but with another absolute modulation
frequency of fm ≈ 63 MHz, due to the deviating height above ground for this simu-
lation. The frequency of the received signal srx can be added up to frx ≈ 4.363 GHz.
The corresponding transmit signal stx , which is not plotted in the simulation, has a
current frequency of ftx = 4.3666 GHz. The difference of the both signals is about
fb ≈ 4 MHz.

2. The second row illustrates the time and frequency domain of the mixed signal strx ,
which results from the mix of the received signal with a signal denoted by stx,lo,sbf .
This signal is the sideband filtered signal of the current transmit signal stx using the
constant local oscillator signal slo . For this simulation, the local oscillator frequency
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has been chosen to flo = 500 MHz. The two frequency shares of the unfiltered signal
stx,lo are calculated by equation 2.75.

ftx,lo,1 = ftx + flo = 4.863 GHz

ftx,lo,2 = ftx − flo = 4.363 GHz
(2.75)

The band pass filter eliminates the upper frequency, the resulting signal stx,lo,sbf
has the frequency ftx,lo,sbf = ftx,lo,2. The frequency components of the signal strx
are given by equation 2.76 and can be decomposed with the relation frx = ftx − fb.

ftrx,1 = frx + ftx,lo,sbf = ftx − fb + ftx − flo
= 2ftx − fb − flo = 8.2292 GHz

ftrx,2 = frx − ftx,lo,sbf = ftx − fb − ftx + flo

= flo − fb = 496 MHz

(2.76)

3. The resulting signal strx is again mixed with the local oscillator signal without prior
low-pass filtering. A signal with four frequency components occurs. The four main
frequencies of the signal strx,lo are calculated by equation 2.77.

ftrx,1 = ftrx,1 + flo = 2ftx − fb = 8.729 GHz

ftrx,2 = ftrx,1 − flo = 2ftx − 2flo − fb = 7.729 GHz

ftrx,3 = ftrx,2 + flo = 2flo − fb = 996 MHz

ftrx,4 = ftrx,2 − flo = fb = 4 MHz

(2.77)
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Figure 2.37: Simulation - Single-Sideband receiver
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4. The final low-pass filter eliminates the frequencies ftrx,1, ftrx,2 and ftrx,3 to isolate
the beat frequency. The further calculation of the height is similar to the LOAT
receiver. It start with the calculation of the time-of-flight of the signal by equation
2.78.

τ ≈
fb
.
f m

= 1.33 µs (2.78)

The corresponding height above ground level is calculated by equation 2.79

hagl =
c

2
τ ≈ 200 m (2.79)

2.2.7 Receiver Baseband Representation

The simulation of a high frequency signal, such as the carrier signal with the frequency fc
of a Radar altimeter, allocates a huge amount of digital memory and the signal processing
generates a high computational burden. As shown in the chapter 2.1.3.4 and in chapter
2.2.6, the internal receiver signal processing generates signals with a maximum frequency
of fmax ≈ 2fc ≈ 8.6 GHz. Fulfilling the Nyquist theorem, the signal has to be simulated
at minimum with twice of fmax . This leads to a sample frequency of at least fsample ≥
2fmax ≥ 4fc ≥ 17.2 GHz. One second of signal simulation would allocate a vector with
17.2× 109 data fields. Assuming double precision vectors for the time stamp and the
signal amplitude, the signal with a time duration of ∆t = 1 s would allocate 275 GB. One
approach to limit the computational burden and to reduce the allocated memory space
can be the formulation of the signal in the baseband representation.
In equation 2.80 the calculation of the beat frequency is done in the baseband, the ap-
proach is derived for one beam ray with the delay τn and the assumption ftx > frx . This
assumption requires that the current transmit frequency and the received frequency can
be compared within the same saw tooth cycle.

fb (t) =ftx (t)− frx (t)

=
.
f mt −

.
f m (t − τn)

=
.
f mτn

(2.80)

The beat signal, representing the complete beam-shape, can now be reassembled in the
baseband with the corresponding transmit power share Ptx,n, the different ray damping
coefficient Ln and the runtime dependent beat frequency fb,n. The summed up signal is
given by equation 2.81.

sb (t) =

N∑
n

LnPtx,n cos
(

2π
( .
f mτn

)
t
)

(2.81)

The case of a saw tooth cycle slip within the measurement duration can be detected by
checking the condition ftx < frx . In this case, the beat frequency is calculated by equation
2.82, the rearranged baseband signal is given in 2.83.

fb (t) =ftx (t) + ∆fm − frx (t)

=
.
f mt + ∆fm −

.
f m (t − τn)

=
.
f mτn + ∆fm

(2.82)
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Figure 2.38: Baseband signal representation

sb (t) =

N∑
n

LnPtx,n cos
(

2π
( .
f mτn + ∆fm

)
t
)

(2.83)

A comparison of the high frequency simulation on the carrier frequency fc with the direct
baseband simulation is illustrated in figure 2.38. In this example, the perfect match of the
beat frequencies demonstrate that the signal simulation can be calculated in the baseband.
This abstraction is the key technique to enable a signal simulation of a Radar altimeter.

2.2.8 Real Data Validation

An altimeter flight test campaign was realized to validate the previously derived detailed
altimeter simulation model. Therefore, an altimeter measurement campaign has been
realized, using a Quantum Systems [71] octo-copter Geo-X8000 and a Smart Micro Radar
altimeter. The Radar altimeter UMRR-0A is a lightweight device with an integrated
transmit and receive antenna. The Radar waveform is modulated on a 24 GHz carrier fre-
quency, the altimeter has a measurement range up to 500 m and a measurement accuracy
of 0.25 m or 2 % of height above ground, whichever is larger. A detailed technical specifi-
cation can be found in [79]. The octo-copter is additionally equipped with an integrated
navigation system including a Micro-Electro-Mechanical System (MEMS)-based IMU, a
µBlox GPS receiver and a barometer. The position accuracy of the integrated navigation
system is within two meters under good satellite constellation and visibility conditions.
The navigation and altimeter data were recorded and analyzed in post processing. A
picture of the flight test setup is given in figure 2.39.
The results of this real data study have first been published in [85]. The performance of
the altimeter simulation model is shown with respect to three trajectories above varying
surface types. First an approach trajectory has been realized, followed by a vertical ramp
trajectory and a trajectory with constant altitude.
Detailed knowledge about the antenna characteristics could not be provided by the manu-
facturer. The antenna characteristics was interpolated from four known gain values. The
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Figure 2.39: Flight test setup

resulting narrow beam-shaped antenna pattern is illustrated in figure 2.40.
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Figure 2.40: Estimated altimeter antenna transmission/reception characteristic

To compare the simulation with the recorded real data, the settings in table 2.8 have been
chosen for the simulation model.

Parameter Value

DEM source NEXTMAP DSM
DEM resolution ∆λ× ∆φ = 5 m× 5 m

DEM vertical accuracy δhtopo < 1.5 m

Number of rays Nray = 2000

Center frequency fc = 24.125 GHz

Update frequency fs = 10 Hz

Table 2.8: Validation: altimeter simulation model settings

The upcoming three flight test evaluations are provided in an equal structure. First, the
trajectory is shown in a three-dimensional Google Earth visualization followed by the
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measurement and evaluation time series plots. The upper graph of the result plots shows
the absolute height of the reference trajectory with a solid DSM below it in reference to
WGS84. The middle plot compares the measured Radar altimeter height above ground
hagl and the results of the simulation model and the lower plot indicates the errors between
recorded hagl and simulated height above ground in reference to the nadir height above
ground.

2.2.8.1 Approach Trajectory

The performance of the simulation model is first shown on a trajectory imitating a fixed-
wing aircraft approach. When reaching the initial height and position fix, the octo-copter
is descending with a constant approach angle. To cover the requirement of a non-flat
surface of an approach application, the trajectory leads above a small forest and continues
over farm land. The flight tests took place in summer, while the data visualized in Google
Earth have been recorded in springtime. A three-dimensional visualization of the approach
trajectory with Google Earth is given in figure 2.54.

Figure 2.41: Approach trajectory - 3D track

The simulation model results are illustrated in figure 2.42.

The Radar altimeter simulation model matches the recorded data within an accuracy of
a few meters, depending on the surface characteristics. Especially the height above the
forest is only as good as the used digital surface model covers the real situation. In this
case, the elevation database has a resolution of 5m in Northern and Eastern direction
and an accuracy of about 1.5 m, which entails that smaller vegetation is not mapped
exactly. Furthermore, seasonal differences have a huge impact on the simulation model
performance. For a quantization of the simulation model performance, the Root Mean
Square (RMS) error of the simulated height above ground is calculated with respect to
the measured height. This quantity may not serve as quality indicator for the height
measurement, it however indicates the quality of the simulation model. The RMS error is
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Figure 2.42: Approach trajectory - simulation vertical comparison

calculated to δhrms = 2.67 m. Especially the flight above the forested area shows a bias-
like deviation between the simulation model error and measurement error with respect
to the nadir height (60 min < t < 80 min and 100 min < t < 120 min). Apart from this
offset error, the simulated height above ground error seems to follow the measurement
error. This observation affirms that the error source is caused by seasonal recording issues,
which describes the major impact of the used DEM for the simulation model.

2.2.8.2 Vertical Ramp

In the second trajectory, the simulation model is compared to a recorded vertical ramp
flight path above different surfaces. The first vertical ramp up to hagl ≈ 100 m above
ground level and back to the ground is flown once above a grass vegetated area, afterwards
the same ramp is flown above a concrete area. A three dimensional visualization of the
vertical ramp trajectory with Google Earth is depicted in figure 2.43.

The absolute height, the measured and simulated height above ground and the errors
between simulation and recorded data are given in figure 2.44.

The accuracy of the simulation results regarding a scale factor error promise a linear,
scale factor error free behavior, also for higher altitudes. The results for the first ramp,
which were flown above grass (t ≈ 70 s), are about δhagl ≈ 2 m less accurate than the
result for the ramp flown above an asphalt covered area (t ≈ 175 s). While the measured
height above the grass are systematically larger than the nominal height above ground,
the good reflection characteristics of the asphalt provide slightly lower raw measurements.
The RMS error of the altimeter simulation model with respect to the measured height
is calculated to δhrms = 1.4 m. It is remarkable that the model error depends on the
properties of the overflown area. The RMS error above the asphalt area turn out to be
δhrms = 1.2 m, while the error increases to δhrms = 1.6 m above grass.

The dispersion of the radar wave due to grass vegetation surface area is one reason for
this deviation, while an asphalt area provides a defined reflection. This result affirms
the degradation of the simulation model performance above vegetated areas. Especially
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Figure 2.43: Vertical ramp - 3D track

areas with higher grass are strongly seasonal dependent. Those surface characteristics are
difficult to cover in a simulation model, since the introduction of material properties would
be required. A detailed description of Radar scattering is given in [86]. As conclusion,
the results of this flight test confirm a good match between measurement and simulation
concerning scale factor errors. The performance is in general degrading with increasing
influence of the surface vegetation.

2.2.8.3 Constant Altitude

The campaign was concluded by a straight-and-leveled flight over different surfaces in a
constant altitude. Especially the flight over and parallel to a forest is a specific challenge
for the simulation model. A three dimensional visualization of the constant altitude
trajectory with Google Earth is depicted in figure 2.45.

The vertical profile of the test flight is given in the established plot sequence in figure
2.46.

The simulation model shows a good performance compared to the recorded data. Espe-
cially, the entry and exit points of the forested area at t = 100 s and t = 150 s show a
very good match between the altimeter model and the true altimeter receiver and antenna
characteristic. In this situation, the quality of the used DEM has the major influence.
At these time points, the platform is still over flat surface, while the antenna already
measures the slant range to the tree tops. The RMS error of the simulated height above
ground shows an error of δhrms = 1.72 m with respect to the measured height. This
example demonstrates the performance of the simulation model, while the model strongly
depends on the currentness and accuracy of the DSM. The altimeter antenna and signal
processing behavior is covered quite accurately. The RMS error of the nadir height with
respect to the measurement is calculated to δhrms = 3.72 m. Summarizing the simulation
model validation with respect to the applied DSM with a height accuracy of δhagl < 1.5 m.
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Figure 2.44: Vertical ramp - simulation vertical comparison

Figure 2.45: Constant altitude - 3D track

The following box summarizes the results:
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Figure 2.46: Constant altitude - simulation vertical comparison

Results
• Currentness of DSM is most important

• Seasonal differences have to be considered

• Surface reflectivity is not covered by the simulation model

• Scale factor errors are covered by the beam-shape simulation

• Good coverage of the beam-shape characteristic

• Performance is limited by DSM resolution, accuracy and currentness
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2.3 Concept of Operation

The use of surface-ranging sensors in an airborne platform provides different challenges
which will be discussed in this section. The problems of a height above ground measure-
ment are various and strongly dependent on the nature of the measurement. Apart from
general environmental error sources, a distance to ground or height above ground can be
influenced by several geometric and wave propagation effects. In the first section, operat-
ing limitations are discussed followed by the analysis of slant-range measurement errors.
A formal error description complements the theoretical part of this section followed by a
simulation study. Parts of this analysis have first been published in [82], a student thesis
has been supervised in this topic ([8]). The problem motivated by:

Motivation
• Surface-ranging sensors cannot provide a situation-independent nadir

height measurement

• Influencing factors have to be identified for further improvements.

2.3.1 Operating Limitations

Active ranging sensors based on the ToF measurement principle generally depend on the
reflectivity of the overflown surface. The surface characteristics define the maximum mea-
surement range as well as the achievable accuracy. Apart from the surface characteristics,
the weather conditions may also influence the measurement depending on the signal type
of the sensor. While electromagnetic waves in a frequency range used for Radar altime-
ters are almost independent of the weather conditions, Laser light can be disturbed easily
and cannot be used under poor visibility conditions for larger distances. Another chal-
lenging task is the integration of the altimeter in the aircraft fuselage. Laser altimeters
and range-imaging sensors require a mounting with a direct line-of-sight to the surface.
Normally, a cut-out has to be made in the fuselage, which can be a challenging task in
terms of structural strength. For military applications, a cut-out at the platform bottom
side is an even bigger problem, since the Radar cross section increases and hence the
detectability. Radar altimeters do not require a cut-out in the platform fuselage, but an
outside mounting of the antennas. From a structural point of view, this is a smaller effort
compared to a cut-out. However, the antenna positioning in or on the fuselage provides
additional challenges. Another aspect which can be important for the sensor selection
is the capability of duplex or triplex operation. If the aircraft design or the certification
regulations require more than a single altimeter, the altimeters have to be prepared to
be synchronizable. Otherwise a measurement of one of the altimeters can disturb or even
lead to an erroneous measurement of the other altimeters [83].

2.3.2 Slant-Range Measurement Errors

The height above ground is defined as the distance between the sensor platform and
the nadir point on the surface below the platform. Due to different geometric effects,
Radar altimeters do often not measure the vertical height above ground, but a slant
range to the closest lateral surface. Three types of geometric effects are responsible
for erroneous measurements, which are attitude dependent, beam-shape dependent and
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surface variations dependent effects. The attitude dependency is caused by the limited
Radar beam-cone aperture angle. Radar altimeter antennas with a sufficient half power
beam-width are designed to compensate small roll and pitch angles over a flat horizontal
surface. For attitude angles larger than the maximum allowed antenna compensation
angles, the radar altimeter will measure a slant range. Designed to compensate for attitude
angles, the beam-cone size can even increase the slant range measurement error in an
unfavorable situation. If a surface variation (e.g. hills, buildings or vegetation) is within
the beam-cone, the altimeter will likely measure a slant range, and thereby the shorter
distance to the closest object. An example, illustrating an obstacle caused slant range
measurement error, is given in figure 2.47 [83].

Figure 2.47: Obstacles measurement

Consequently, a narrow beam-cone is less influenced by surface variations, but to attitude
caused slant range effects, while an antenna with wide characteristics is more tolerable to
attitude dependent slant range causes, but has a higher risk of erroneous measurements
due to surface variations. Apart from geometrical error sources in combination with
surface dependent effects, the internal signal processing of a Radar receiver is another
error source [83]. Radar and Laser altimeters are compared considering the beam-size in
[21].
Dependent on the geometrical situation, the reflectivity of the surface and multi-path
signal reflections leads to disturbed, distorted or spread received signals at the receiver
antenna. These interferences are influencing the signal processing and can lead to erro-
neous height measurements. A graphical explanation of the different ranges is given in
figure 2.48.
The latitude and longitude dependent platform nadir (P) and the attitude dependent
platform perpendicular are exclusively determined by the platform geometry. The antenna
beam-center is additionally tilted by the sensor mounting angles, while the first reflection
of the Radar is also influenced by the geometric shape of the surface. The real measured
slant range is furthermore influenced by signal propagation, reflection and processing
effects. The following subsections give a detailed explanation of the three main error
sources [83].
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Figure 2.48: Altimeter measurement description

2.3.2.1 Attitude Dependency

The most obvious slant range-causing situation occurs when the platform is flying un-
leveled. In flight phases such as departure, bank-to-turn or final approach, where either
the platform is changing the flight level or the heading, the platform perpendicular is not
pointing to the platform nadir. Figure 2.49 shows the effect of a small roll angle on the
altimeter measurement with an antenna providing a narrow beam-cone shape. While the
antenna center points to the side, the beam-cone can compensate a part of the slant range
measurement, whereas there is however still a remaining height error.
An isolated evaluation of the attitude casued slant range errors is given in figure 2.50.
The illustration shows the attitude dependency of the height measurement over a roll
angle range of φ = 0◦..75◦ for the three different nominal heights above ground hagl,1 =

100 m, hagl,2 = 400 m and hagl,3 = 800 m. Additionally, the illustration covers the effects
of the increasing roll angle for a narrow shaped beam-cone and a wide shaped beam
characteristic. The red area highlights the exceedance of the maximum measurement
range dmax described by equation 2.84.

dmax (φ) = hagl cos (φ) (2.84)

The analysis shows different attitude and height dependent effects. First, the spreading
of the two different beam-shapes is remarkable even with no rotation. While the narrow
shaped beam-cone provides a comparatively small spreading of the received signal, the
received signal of the wide beam-cone shape spreads up to ∆h ≈ 100 m for the nominal
height hagl,3. The analysis of the responses with higher rotations of about φ > 30◦ shows
the benefits of the antenna with the wide beam characteristics. While the rising edge of
the signal received by the wide beam-cone provides the nominal height above ground, the
signal of the narrow beam antenna is delayed and hence erroneous. This effect increases
with increasing attitude angle. On the other hand, the falling edge of the wide beam-cone
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shaped antenna is dramatically more distorted compared to the signal received with the
narrow beam shaped antenna. Summarizing, a narrow beam shape antenna has benefits
when the platform is in a leveled flight phase. In this situation, the smaller illuminated
surface area results in a more defined reflection signal, compared to the wide beam-cone
pendant. A wide beam shape antenna provides a vice versa behavior. The disadvantage of
this antenna type is the huge spreading of the received signal in a leveled situation. On the
other hand, this effects enables the capability of compensating slant range measurement.
A narrow beam shaped antenna provides a smaller defined measurement direction and
opens opportunities for an algorithmic compensation of the attitude caused slant range
measurement.

2.3.2.2 Surface Variations

While for attitude caused slant range errors, a wide beam-cone shape can compensate for
slant range errors, the error could also increase with a wider beam-cone shape in unfavor-
able situations. Due to the increased field-of-view of the wider beam-shape altimeter, the
probability of surface variations within the illuminated area increases. These variations
of the Earth’s surface or reflecting obstacles lead to slant range measurements and hence
to errors which cannot be easily compensated for.

Figure 2.51 illustrates a situation where the surface variations are responsible for a short-
ened height above ground measurement due to the hilly surface characteristics within the
beam-cone. While this aspect considers the surface variation, in the next section the main
focus is on the interaction of these causes and the corresponding effects on the received
signal.

2.3.2.3 Signal Dependency

For flat surfaces, a wide beam-cone is designed to compensate for platform attitudes, i.e.
is not vulnerable for slant range measurements. For narrow beam-cone shaped antennas,

Figure 2.49: Slant range - attitude dependency
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Figure 2.50: Attitude dependency error characteristics

Figure 2.51: Slant range - surface variations

rough surface is also an error source by measuring non-representative areas, for example
the top of a local hill or the bottom of a valley. A combination of the three slant range
causing effects is shown in figure 2.52.

Apart from the geometrical error sources, the signal processing of a Radar receiver is an
additional error source. Beginning with the radiation at the transmit antenna, the sig-
nal underlies the environmental conditions and signal propagation effects. Additionally,
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Figure 2.52: Slant range - combined effects

different reflectivity characteristics of the measured area can distort the signal reception
by over-weighting specific well reflecting areas and under-weighting others. Receiving
the signal at the antenna, the signal and the existing noise are being processed receiver
internally to find a representative distance measurement. Figure 2.53 illustrates a repre-
sentative Radar altimeter response including the noise level, a rising and a falling edge.

Figure 2.53: Leading edge detection

2.3.3 Simulation Study

This section exemplifies the concept of operations consideration and the entire surface-
ranging sensor chapter with a simulation study. Two scenarios, an approach trajectory
and a fighter aircraft trajectory, are considered to quantify the slant range error influences
on altimeters. The approach trajectory is characterized by smooth platform dynamics and
a surface typical for a smaller rural airfield. To provide also a consideration of military
applications of Radar altimeter, a high dynamic trajectory above a rough surface in
a hilly environment is analyzed. The fighter aircraft trajectory features high platform
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dynamics, especially in the roll axis, flown with a small ground clearance. Both scenarios
are simulated with a pencil beam Laser altimeter, a narrow beam-cone Radar altimeter
and a wide beam-cone Radar altimeter.

2.3.3.1 Approach Trajectory Scenario

The trajectory starts in the South-West with the downwind sector heading North-East at
an altitude of about h ≈ 8000 ft. The trajectory provides a bank-to-turn maneuver onto
the airfield base leg and a final bank-to-turn for the localizer interception with a stepwise
descend to the final approach. The three-dimensional Google Earth illustration of the
approach trajectory is given in figure 2.54. The trajectory is flown with typical dynamics
of an airliner aircraft.

Figure 2.54: Approach trajectory - 3D track

To isolate the platform and beam-cone shape caused effects from the surface dependent
effects, this trajectory is also simulated above a virtual flat Earth surface. The local
topographic height is assumed to coincide with the airfield elevation and is virtually
added to the simulation environment. Figure 2.55 illustrates the absolute height h, the
height above ground hagl and the height error δhagl in reference to the nadir height of the
three sensors. Additionally, the aircraft roll and pitch are plotted in the lower row plot.

As expected, the beam-cone shape has a significant influence on the measured height
above ground. The pencil beam of the Laser altimeter causes large measurement errors
during the bank-to-turn maneuvers of the platform. The point measurement to the surface
does not provide any compensation for the roll angle. Especially over flat surface, these
error characteristics can be observed due to the missing influence of surface variations.
Both Radar altimeters can compensate the bank-to-turn maneuvers in a very good way.
However, the benefit of the wide beam-cone can further reduce the measurement error
compared to the narrow beam-cone, especially during the second bank-to-turn maneuver.
While the first and the third maneuvers are flown within the roll limitation specifications
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Figure 2.55: Approach trajectory - vertical situation (flat surface)

of both altimeters, the second one exceeds the specification of the narrow beam-cone
altimeter. As predicted in figure 2.50, this exceedance causes a slant range measurement
and thereby a measurement error. Another observable effect is a small scale factor error
of both Radar altimeters for larger heights above ground. Due to the wide enlargement
of the Radar footprint, the Laser altimeter is beneficial is this situation.

Following, the simulation results are shown for the same approach trajectory above the
realistic elevation profile. The absolute height h, the height above ground hagl , the height
errors δhagl and the platform attitude are shown in figure 2.56.
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Figure 2.56: Approach trajectory - vertical situation

Applying the realistic surface elevation to the same trajectory provides the same error
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characteristics of the altimeters as for the virtual flat Earth. The Laser altimeter errors
are still dominating the error spectrum. Not only in the situation with an unleveled
platform, but also dependent on the surface variations on the ground. Also, both Radar
altimeters exhibit additional errors. At the beginning of the trajectory, both Radar al-
timeters measure the top of the illuminated surface area. Thereby, the measured distance
is shorter than the current nadir height above ground. Especially, above rough areas
where the energy is reflected first by exposed hills or similar formations, the same effect
can be observed along the trajectory. Another example of this effect can be observed at
t = 550 s. The attitude caused effects however dominate the error spectrum compared to
the surface dependent errors. The effects of a rough surface are analyzed in the second
simulation example.

2.3.3.2 Low-Level Flight Trajectory

The second simulation example features significantly higher flight dynamics. Since the
previous simulations showed the inappropriateness of the Laser altimeter for this kind of
dynamics, only the Radar altimeters are compared. The considered trajectory starts in
the East with a low-level flight path heading West first and North-West afterwards. The
three-dimensional Google Earth representation of the trajectory is given in figure 2.57.

Figure 2.57: Low-level trajectory - 3D track

First, the simulation results are again shown for the virtual flat Earth for a better isolation
of the error effects. The height h, the height above ground hagl , the height errors δhagl
and the platform attitude are given in figure 2.58.

The effects discussed in the first simulation example are exposed more obvious in this
simulation. Due to the high platform dynamics with large roll angles, the benefits of the
wide beam-cone altimeter become obvious. The results in figure 2.59 in contrast provides
the flight path above the true elevation profile.
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Figure 2.58: Low-level trajectory - vertical situation (flat surface)
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Figure 2.59: Low-level trajectory - vertical situation
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Obviously, the height above ground decreases for the realistic surface and hence the ob-
served slant range effects are reduced, too. The main characteristics of both altimeters
are affirmed with this simulation results. The narrow beam-cone altimeter performs well
within its attitude limitations where the majority of signal energy is still reflected by the
surface. For larger roll angles φ > 50◦, this requirement is not fulfilled anymore. In such
situations, the wide beam-cone altimeter is beneficial. The wide beam-cone allows larger
roll angles without losing the reflecting surface. Both altimeter however stop working
when the roll angle exceeds φ ≈ 90◦ without facing a reflection surface.
Finally, the simulation results show advantages and disadvantages of the three altime-
ters in different situations. While the narrow beam-cone altimeter is beneficial when the
majority of the signal energy is reflected, it is vulnerable to larger roll angles. The wide
beam-cone altimeter provides a complementary characteristic. While the vulnerability
to measurement errors is larger for smaller roll angles, the altimeter can provide a valid
measurement for larger roll angles. While the pencil beam-cone dominates the error char-
acteristics, a defined point-distance measurement Laser from a Laser altimeter or narrow
beam-cone shaped Radar altimeter in a compensation friendly measurement. This desig-
nated slant range measurement can be compensated more accurately due to the smaller
and defined reflecting surface. Conclusively, the type of altimeter has to be chosen under
consideration of the application requirements, platform dynamics and surface character-
istics, since no best sensor for all situations has been identified. The main results of this
section are concluded in the following box:

Results
• Wide beam-cones are beneficial for high platform dynamics

• Narrow beams concentrate the signal energy and provide a defined re-
sponse

• Pencil beams provide a defined and compensation friendly measurement
direction

• The sensor has to be selected under consideration of the platform dynam-
ics, the mission profile and the expected surface characteristics
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Chapter 3

Vertical SAN

For a safe landing under poor visibility conditions, larger airfields offer navigation aiding
systems like an ILS or a Ground Based Augmentation System (GBAS). Small or tempo-
rary airfields cannot offer expensive ground infrastructure, and the pilot has to navigate
with the aircraft internal sensors to the minimum decision height. In this case the pilot
has to decide whether the runway is visible and a safe landing is guaranteed or has to
divert to an alternate airport. A diversion is often associated with increasing costs as far
as a return flight to the origin airport in case of an island. There are three categories
to cluster the approach conditions for instrument guided landings under poor visibility
conditions. The visibility conditions are given in table 3.1, more detailed information is
provided in [50]. The approach situation with a characteristic surface of a smaller airfield
below the approach path is illustrated in figure 3.1.

Radar altimeter measurements are often applied in the landing control algorithms for an
automatic landing under CAT II/III conditions. Not only the aircraft has to be certified
for an automatic landing, but also the airfield has to be prepared for an operation under
those conditions. Apart from wide aircraft separations and special taxiway hold positions
in the ATC procedures, the airfield has to provide a Radio Altimeter Operating Area
(RAOA). Smaller airfields often do not provide such an obstacle free reflection area and
the surface below the approach pattern can contain vegetation, terrain variation and
buildings. A schematic visualization of the RAOA is given in figure 3.2 [1].

Figure 3.1: General aviation aircraft approach on small airfield
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CAT Decision height Runway visual range

I > 200 ft > 1800 ft

II 200 ft-100 ft > 1000 ft

IIIa/IIIb/IIIc < 100 ft/< 50 ft/no limit < 600 ft/< 150 ft/no limit

Table 3.1: CAT visibility conditions

Low-level trajectories have generally similar requirements and preconditions as airfield
approaches, for example a fighter aircraft in a terrain-following flight mode. These flight
situations often occur in military aviation, where the low-altitude profile is a require-
ment to decrease the probability of detection. In this scenario, the vertical accuracy of
a GNSS aided integrated navigation system is degraded by the high attitude dynamics.
The high dynamics especially in the roll axis cause satellite signal losses due to the GNSS
antenna beam-shape. Furthermore, the topographic surrounding of a low-altitude tra-
jectory restricts the visibility to the satellites with low elevations due to terrain shading.
Conclusively, whenever a platform flies with a low ground-clearance, the probability of
degradation of the important vertical navigation accuracy is increased. The geometrical
degradation of the satellite constellation is indicated with the Vertical Dilution of Preci-
sion (VDOP). The motivation is summarized in the following box. Parts of the following
chapter have already been published in [82], [83], [84] and [85]. In [16] a method for verti-
cal aiding using GPS, Radar and barometric measurements and a fade-over algorithm is
introduced. In [15] a Radar altimeter based method to reduced vertical navigation errors
is introduced.

Figure 3.2: Radio Altimeter Operating Area
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Motivation
• High satellite shading effects by surface elevation in low-level flights

• Degraded GNSS vertical position accuracy

• Altimeter measurement errors caused by surface variations, obstacles,
platform attitude and beam-cone shape

• Altimeter measurement validity and variance information missing

Four methods to handle the described problems are introduced in this chapter. Beginning
with a measurement validity assessment, which decides whether a measurement is valid
and can be used for further processing or is invalid and has to be excluded from further
processing. The measurement variance estimation provides a quality assessment of the
measurement considering the entire platform and sensor situation and additionally the
surface characteristics. As third method, the slant range compensation algorithm provid-
ing several compensation methods to improve the measurement accuracy is introduced.
Not only the measurement accuracy can be increased with this method, but also the mea-
surement availability is improved. The solution approach is summarized in the following
box.

Solution Approach
• Validity assessment considering the aircraft states and surface character-

istics

• Situation dependent measurement quality estimation

• Accuracy improvement by compensation algorithms

3.1 Measurement Validity

The measurement errors and limitations of Radar and Laser altimeters have been ex-
plained and discussed in section 2.3. These slant range measurement errors occur due to
a combination of the three main influencing effects: the platform attitude, the beam-cone
shape and the surface variation. Navigation systems which use external measurements
rely on a consistent validity assessment and measurement covariance information. The
exclusion of degraded measurements improves the accuracy of navigation systems. By
excluding erroneous measurements, they cannot directly influence the integrated navi-
gation system, however the update rate of the sensor is reduced or the measurements
are excluded for a certain time period. Figure 3.3 shows the block diagram of an in-
flight validity assessment algorithm using an altimeter simulation model coincident to the
measurement.

Invalid altimeter measurements can have multiple reasons. Physically caused reasons, for
example the extensions of the maximum measurement range will result in a reduction of
the reflected power. If the reflected signal is not powerful enough to be distinguished from
the noise floor, the height cannot be measured. In this case, a conventional sensor will
not provide a measurement and the invalidity can easily be detected. Furthermore, sensor
internal checks may provide a validity flag or another information within the transmission
protocol indicating the measurement validity. In this chapter, invalid sensor measure-
ments, that cannot be detected by the sensor itself, will be discussed. It is necessary to
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Figure 3.3: Validity assessment - architecture

analyze the sensor and the specific applications to find requirements for valid and invalid
measurements. From sensor perspective, one reason for invalidity could be the exceedanca
of the measurement range. Some sensors however continue transmitting erroneous mea-
surements in this scenario, while the measured value exceeds the defined maximum mea-
surement range. The measurement integrity cannot be guarantied and the measurement
has to be excluded from further processing. With the same reason, a measurement drop-
ping below the minimum measurement range should be ignored to ensure the operation
within intended signal strength limits. Another reason for erroneous measurements is
the platform roll and pitch angle. Depending on the beam-shape, the platform attitude
angles may cause enormous measurement errors. Even the compensation of the slant
range errors caused by the platform attitudes cannot ensure a measurement error within
the specifications due to the surface roughness, figure 3.4 illustrates this situation. A
Radar altimeter can compensate parts of those slant range measurement errors but Laser
altimeter are vulnerable to the platform depending errors due to their pencil beam shape.
The slant range causing effects have been discussed in section 2.3. Strategies for slant
range compensation are going to be introduced in section 3.3. Apart from sensor range
and platform attitude indications, the altimeter simulation model can be introduced to
analyze the validity of the measurements. The distribution of the simulated distances of
the single rays representing the beam shape, can be used to define a validity requirement.

Furthermore, the reflection angle between surface and measurement line-of-sight is an
indicator for the measurement validity. Figure 3.5 left shows good signal reflection condi-
tions, while the signal in the situation of the right figure is diverted. The orthogonality of
surface gradients, mainly effecting the signal diversion are also illustrated as small arrows
on the surface.

The selection of suitable validity criteria is primarily sensor dependent, therefore the re-
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Figure 3.4: Attitude sensitivity of a pencil beam-shape

Figure 3.5: Surface gradient

quirements for Laser and Radar altimeters are discussed. The major influencing factor
for the validity of a height measurement of a Laser altimeter is the platform attitude. At-
tributable to the thin pencil beam of the Laser altimeter, the measurement error increases
with the platform roll and pitch angles. Additionally to the slant range measurement, the
surface height at the footprint is unknown and can even increase the error. For a robust
validity assessment, the output of the altimeter simulation model is compared to the real
measurements. If the simulated measurement strongly disagrees with the real measure-
ment, the measurement is also declared invalid. This metrics are equally applied on the
Radar altimeter with a wider tolerance for roll and pitch attitude angles due to the wider
Radar beam-cone. The HPBW θhpbw of the used antenna is the design parameter for this
parametrization. The dispersion of the altimeter simulation model distance results are
evaluated in addition to the altimeter validity check. The result can identify abnormal
measurements and the limitation scaled on the height above ground. For example, the
distance dispersion increases if obstacles or strong surface variations are within the beam
cone. The designing factors are summarized in table 3.2. Chapter 7 gives performance
examples of the algorithm using recorded flight test data.
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Criteria Laser altimeter Radar altimeter

Roll angle ≤ 10◦ φhpbw
Pitch angle ≤ 10◦ θhpbw
Simulation model deviation ≤ 5m ≤ 10m

Received signal dispersion - ∼ hagl

Table 3.2: Validity criteria

3.2 Measurement Variance

The elimination of erroneous measurements leads to discontinuous aiding which is not
suitable for navigation systems which rely on a continuous and frequency stable aiding
information. Another solution, which can be used for weighting and measurement quality
assessment, is the estimation of the measurement covariance. For example, GNSS receivers
provide position and velocity covariance estimates based on the satellite constellation,
the satellite signals and the tracking loop noise values. Receivers prepared for a tightly
coupled integration also provide pseudo-range and delta-range covariance estimations.
Conventional Radar or Laser altimeters do not provide a comparable measurement quality
indicator, which is fundamental for any navigation system data fusion. The covariance of
the integrated navigation system, which is an indicating factor for the system accuracy,
strongly depends on the consistency of single measurement covariance estimations. Figure
3.6 shows the architecture of an in-flight variance estimation of an altimeter measurement.

Figure 3.6: Variance estimation - architecture

The covariance value of a measurement is absolutely required as quality indication to
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weight the information in a data fusion filter. Without a sensor internal covariance esti-
mation, the covariance has to be estimated outside the sensor. If no estimation is available,
the covariance would have to be otherwise chosen as constant. This approach can lead
to inconsistencies of the navigation filter, since the good and the bad measurements can
not be distinguished. Choosing a too optimistic covariance matrix of a measurement will
converge the integrated navigation system into a situation where new measurements have
minor influence on the estimation state and the filter becomes inconsistent. On the other
side, if the covariance of the measurement is chosen too pessimistic, the filter will reduce
the influence of the information and the benefit of the measurement is lost.

The covariance can be obtained by considering a simplified altimeter model with the three
main dominating error components, the sensor bias bagl , the scale factor sagl , and the noise
error nagl . A simplified approach is given by equation 3.1.

hagl = h̃agl + δhagl

= h̃agl + sagl · h̃agl + bagl + nagl
(3.1)

This error model does not take the platform states and the surface environment explicitly
into account. This model does not provide any platform attitude angles or surface char-
acteristics. A possible perfect nadir measurement of a leveled aircraft above flat surface is
rated equal to a slant range measurement above rough surface. Additionally, this model
does not cover the exceedance of the maximum measurement attitude angles specified for
altimeter operation. A covariance estimation based on this model, provides pessimistic
results for ideal situation and too optimistic for worst case situations.

In the following three sections, a platform dependent in-flight variance estimation for
altimeter measurements is derived. First, the variance for the height above ground mea-
surement is calculated, the second section considers the covariance of the slant range
distance, and finally the measurement footprint covariance, which is required for SAN
systems, is determined.

3.2.1 Height above Ground Variance

The error parts of a slant range measurement and the surface variation, which have been
discussed in section 2.3, are included in this consideration. The height above ground error
δhagl can be interpreted as the difference of the true nadir height hagl and the altimeter
measurement dm. The relation with the topographic height of the platform nadir h (N)

and the absolute height of the platform h (P ) is given by equation 3.2. The consideration
of the height above ground variance does not take map errors into account by definition.
The situation is additionally illustrated in figure 3.7.

δhagl = hagl − dm
= h (P )− h (N)− dm

(3.2)

The scalar height above ground can be described with the slant range distance dm rotated
into the n frame and the topographic height difference between the nadir height h (N) and
the measurement height h (M), which is denoted by ∆h (N,M). The equation is given in
3.3.
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Figure 3.7: Height above ground error parts

hagl =
(

0 0 1
)

Rnmdm + ∆h (N,M) (3.3)

Substituting equation 3.3 into equation 3.2 leads to equation 3.4. The two error parts
can be grouped into an attitude dependent and a surface dependent error part. The
attitude dependent error part defines the slant range error caused by the platform attitude,
sensor mounting or measurement direction influence. These influences are combined in
the rotation matrix from the measurement frame m into the navigation frame n. The
second error part describes the surface variation between the nadir and the measurement
point. While this influence can be neglected for flat surfaces, it has to be considered for
rough surface variations. The covariance of the height above ground measurement is given
by equation 3.5.

δhagl =
(

0 0 1
)

Rnmdm + ∆h (N,M)− dm
=
(

0 0 1
)

(Rnm − I) dm + ∆h (N,M)
(3.4)

Cov [δhagl ] = Cov
[(

0 0 1
)

(Rnm − I) dm
]

+ Cov [∆h (N,M)] (3.5)

For the determination of the height above ground variance, the slant range error part is
modeled depending on the measured distance dm. The distance dependent term can be
modeled dependent on the rotation matrix Rmn. This matrix is a composition of three
different rotations, the transformation from n frame into b frame, from b frame into the
sensor frame s and finally into the measurement frame m. The rotation matrix may be
decomposed as given by equation 3.6. The body and sensor frame poses are well known
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from the navigation system and the mounting of the sensor, whereas the measurement
frame rotation is sensor specific. While the measurement frame coincides with the sensor
frame for Laser altimeters with their pencil beam-shape characteristics, Radar altimeters
wide beam-cone antennas measure into an unknown direction within the beam-cone in
case of known DEM, but insufficiently good known position or vice versa. The rotation
of the measurement direction has either to be modeled generically or the rotation has to
be determined with the simulation model. This approach is shown in the section dealing
with the compensation methods.

Rnm = RnbRbsRsm (3.6)

This rotation matrix is the main dominating factor, scaled by measurement range, which
influences the height above ground error and its covariance. The second error contribution
is the surface variation between the measured topography and platform nadir topographic
height. This error part is depending on the surface variation of the overflown area. The
rotation matrix also contributes to the distance between these two points and can increase
the error probability. Using this equation for the integration of an altimeter in a navigation
system, depending on the altimeter type, the error parts have to be parametrized.

For sensors providing an intentional slant range measurement such as Laser scanners, this
approach is not suitable. For these sensors the distance variance calculation, introduced
in the following section, has to be applied. The influences on the two error parts are given
in table 3.3 and have to be parametrized according to the given altimeter specification.

Influence Pencil beam-shape Wide beam-shape

Slant range
Rsm Pencil beam: neglectable Attitude & surface
Rbs Structural deformation (aeroelasticity)
Rnb Platform attitude

Surface ∆h Local surface characteristics

Table 3.3: Influences on height above ground variance

3.2.2 Slant Range Variance

While the height above ground variance considers only a nadir height measurement of
the altimeter, the slant range measurement variance does also cover slant range measure-
ments. On the one side, this section deals with the variance of intentional slant range
measurements, provided for example by Laser scanners. On the other side, the variance
for mistakenly measured slant range is calculated. The mathematical derivation is per-
formed twofold, once for pencil beam-shape characteristics and once for wide beam shape
characteristics to cover both, Radar and Laser measurements. For the measurement vari-
ance consideration, the perturbation result of appendix C.2 is used. The approximation
of the rotation matrices with skew symmetric matrices is introduced in the appendix,
as well. This perturbation is based on the basic measurement equation, introduced by
equation 2.46. The covariance calculation is given by equation 3.7. The references M
(measurement), S (sensor origin) and N (nadir) are similar to figure 3.7.
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Cov [δdm] ≈Cov [Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (M)− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (P )

+ Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (M)− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (P )

+ Rm̃sRs̃bδxb (S) + Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)

−Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P ) + Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S)

+ Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)− Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )

+Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bx̃b (S)]

(3.7)

In the sequel, the covariance terms which are small or equivalent to zero are eliminated.
First, the covariance of the sensor frame misalignment can be neglected due to the fix
mounting of the sensor to the aircraft. The static rotation angles can be determined
with a high accuracy, and the s frame is expected to have no motion due to vibrations,
therefore it is neglected in equation 3.8. If the sensor mounting location is suspended
to vibrations, the term has to be considered in the further calculations. Second, the
covariance of the lever-arm error can be neglected for a similar reason. The lever arm of
between coordinate frame origin and sensor frame origin can be measured or determined
out of the constructions planes with a high accuracy. This term is also not considered
further, but has to be considered if the sensor mounting location is suspended to vibrations
or bending effects. The neglected term is given by equation 3.9.

Cov [ψs̃s ] ≈ 03x3 (3.8)

Cov [δxb (S)] ≈ 03x3 (3.9)

The platform position and attitude covariances are well-known from the navigation filter.
The corresponding entries in the covariance matrix P are given by equation 3.10

Cov [δxe (P )] =Ppos

Cov [ψnñ] =Patt

(3.10)

The resulting terms in equation 3.11 are now determined sequentially and are discussed
afterwards. Table 3.4 gives an description of the terms and the corresponding equation
number.

Term Description Equation

1 Footprint position error 3.12
2 Platform position error 3.13
3 Platform attitude influence on footprint 3.14
4 Platform attitude error 3.15
5 m frame misalignment influence on footprint position 3.16
6 m frame misalignment influence on platform position 3.17
7 m frame misalignment influence on lever-arm 3.18

Table 3.4: Dependencies on the slant range covariance
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Introducing the described assumptions into equation 3.7 results in following equations.

Cov [δdm] ≈Cov [Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (M)− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (P )

+ Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (M)− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (P )

+ Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)−Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )

+Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S)]

(3.11)

Cov [Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (M)] =Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne Cov [δxe (M)] (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne)T (3.12)

Cov [Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (P )] = Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne Cov [δxe (P )] (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne)T

= Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRnePpos (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne)T
(3.13)

Cov [Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (M)] = Cov [−Rm̃sRs̃bRbñ (Rne x̃e (M)×)ψñn]

= Rm̃sRs̃bRbñ (Rne x̃e (M)×) Patt (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñ (Rne x̃e (M)×))T
(3.14)

Cov [Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (P )] = Cov [−Rm̃sRs̃bRbñ (Rne x̃e (P )×)ψñn]

= Rm̃sRs̃bRbñ (Rne x̃e (P )×) Patt (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñ (Rne x̃e (P )×))T
(3.15)

Cov [Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)] = Cov [− (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)×)ψmm̃]

= (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)×) Cov [ψmm̃] (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)×)T
(3.16)

Cov [Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )] = Cov [− (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )×)ψmm̃]

= (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )×) Cov [ψmm̃] (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )×)T
(3.17)

Cov [Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S)] = Cov [− (Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S)×)ψmm̃]

= (Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S)×) Cov [ψmm̃] (Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S)×)T
(3.18)

For calculation of the covariance terms, the position error covariance Ppos and attitude
error covariance Patt of the central navigation filter have been used. The rotation matri-
ces Rbñ and Rne can be calculated with the navigation state solution, which are sensor
independent. The rotation into the sensor mounting frame Rs̃b is static and can be de-
termined once for the current setup. The rotation into the measurement frame Rm̃s is
strongly sensor dependent. Now the distinction between pencil beam and wide beam
sensors is presented to determine the measurement frame rotation.
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3.2.2.1 Pencil Beam Shape

The measurement distance covariance can be simplified furthermore for pencil beam sen-
sors. All covariance terms including the measurement frame misalignment, which describe
slant range effects can be eliminated. The simplification is given by equation 3.19. The
distance covariance can then be simplified to equation 3.20.

Cov [ψmm̃] ≈ 03x3 (3.19)

Cov [dm] =Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne Cov [δxe (M)] (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne)T

− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRnePpos (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne)T

+ Rm̃sRs̃bRbñ (Rne x̃e (M)×) Patt (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñ (Rne x̃e (M)×))T

− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñ (Rne x̃e (P )×) Patt (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñ (Rne x̃e (P )×))T

(3.20)

3.2.2.2 Wide Beam Shape

The determination of the measurement distance covariance is much more complicated for
wide beam-shaped sensors, such as Radar altimeters. The measurement direction of a
Radar altimeter is not compulsory equal to the antenna center direction, the reasons for
the deviation have already been described in the section 2.3. Contrary to the approach
for a Laser altimeter, the m frame error of a Radar altimeter measurement cannot be ne-
glected. Furthermore, the m frame error cannot be calculated analytically. One method
which can provide an approximation, is the application of the altimeter simulation model
to calculate the measurement direction of the synthetic measurement. Therefore, the sim-
ulation model is executed with the input parameters regarding the current flight state and
a DEM. The simulation model provides the simulated distance, which is not requested
for this application, and the measurement direction. For the determination of the dis-
tance variance, the covariance of the simulation model error ψmm̃ has additionally to be
considered.
The problem could also be solved with a generic geometric model for measurement di-
rection determination. This approach will not cover all influencing effects and will lead
to a optimistic covariance estimate. The covariance of the measurement orientation error
covers the errors of the model which is used to determine the measurement orientation.
The complete formula to calculate the Radar altimeter covariance is given by equation
3.21.

Cov [dm] = Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne Cov [δxe (M)] (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne)T

− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRnePpos (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne)T

+ Rm̃sRs̃bRbñ (Rne x̃e (M)×) Patt (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñ (Rne x̃e (M)×))T

− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñ (Rne x̃e (P )×) Patt (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñ (Rne x̃e (P )×))T

+ (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)×) Cov [ψmm̃] (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)×)T

− (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )×) Cov [ψmm̃] (Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )×)T

+ (Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S)×) Cov [ψmm̃] (Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S)×)T

(3.21)
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3.2.3 Footprint Variance

Often the footprint position information is considered for the processing of altimeter mea-
surements in SAN systems. For this application, the covariance of the measured footprint
is derived in this section. The perturbation, which is the basis for the further calculation
is given in appendix C.1, the covariance calculation is given in 3.22. The calculations are
based on the basic georeferenced height measurement equation, introduced by equation
2.40.

Cov [δxe (M)] ≈ Cov [δxe (P ) − RenRñbδxb (S)− RenΨnñRñbx̃b (S)

+ RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃δdm + RenΨnñRñbRbs̃Rsm̃d̃m

+ RenRñbRbs̃Ψs̃sRsm̃d̃m + RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃Ψm̃md̃m
] (3.22)

The dependencies of the lever-arm error and the sensor frame misalignment are not con-
sidered for the same reasons discussed in the previous section. The simplifications are
given by equation 3.8 and 3.9 in the previous section. The simplified covariance is given
by equation 3.23

Cov [δxe (M)] ≈ Cov [δxe (P ) − RenΨnñRñbx̃b (S) + RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃δdm

+ RenΨnñRñbRbs̃Rsm̃d̃m + RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃Ψm̃md̃m
] (3.23)

The platform position and platform attitude covariance are again substituted by the
relation in equation 3.10. The remaining covariance terms are rearranged separately.
Table 3.5 gives an overview and a description of the terms.

Term Description Equation

1 Platform position error 3.24
2 Platform attitude error with lever-arm 3.25
3 Ranging error 3.26
4 Platform attitude error with range 3.27
5 Measurement orientation error 3.28

Table 3.5: Dependencies on the footprint covariance

Cov [δxe (P )] = Ppos (3.24)

Cov [RenΨnñRñbx̃b (S)] = Cov [− (Rñbx̃b (S)×) Renψnñ]

= (Rñbx̃b (S)×) RenPatt ((Rñbx̃b (S)×) Ren)T
(3.25)

Cov [RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃δdm] = RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃ Cov [δdm] (RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃)T (3.26)
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Cov
[
RenΨnñRñbRbs̃Rsm̃d̃m

]
= Cov

[
−Ren

(
RñbRbs̃Rsm̃d̃m×

)
ψnñ
]

= Ren

(
RñbRbs̃Rsm̃d̃m×

)
Patt

(
RñbRbs̃Rsm̃d̃m×

)T
RT
en

(3.27)

Cov
[
RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃Ψm̃md̃m

]
= Cov

[
−RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃

(
d̃m×

)
ψm̃m

]
= RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃

(
d̃m×

)
Cov [ψm̃m]

(
d̃m×

)T
(RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃)T

(3.28)

The entire covariance result is given by equation 3.29. For the further calculation, the
platform states and platform covariances from the navigation solution and navigation
filter are used. For the determination of the measurement orientation ψm̃m, the sensor
characteristics have to be considered. This approach has been discussed in the previous
section.

Cov [δxe (M)] ≈ Ppos + Ren

(
RñbRbs̃Rsm̃d̃m×

)
Patt

(
RñbRbs̃Rsm̃d̃m×

)T
RT
en

+ RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃ Cov [δdm] (RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃)T

+ RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃

(
d̃m×

)
Cov [ψm̃m]

(
d̃m×

)T
(RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃)T

− (Rñbx̃b (S)×) RenPatt ((Rñbx̃b (S)×) Ren)T

(3.29)

The footprint covariance does not include surface dependencies. It models the effects of
the platform position and orientation variance, the measurement direction and ranging
variance on the measurement footprint. The surface characteristic is not included in the
derivation.

The three approaches provide templates for different altimeter measurement interpreta-
tions. They can be applied whenever the measurement variance of an altimeter has to be
estimated.

3.3 Slant Range Compensation

The height above ground measurement should be available with a constant frequency
and a high accuracy, especially for trajectories with a small ground-clearance. The ex-
clusion of invalid measurements or the measurement variance estimation cannot provide
a benefit. While these methods are suitable to exclude erroneous measurements or esti-
mate the measurement quality, this section introduces methods to improve the accuracy
of the measurement. The reasons for slant range errors have been introduced in section
2.3. Three compensation methods are discussed suitable for different sensor classes and
applications in this section. First the attitude compensation method is discussed, which
compensates the deviation caused by platform attitude. This method requires a high atti-
tude estimation accuracy of the platform. The second method is the range compensation
and considers additionally the surface variations. For this method, the platform position
and attitude is required with a high accuracy. Additionally, a high resolution DEM is
necessary for the geometric range determination. Thirdly, the beam compensation con-
siders furthermore the beam characteristics and signal propagation effects of the sensor.
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Figure 3.8: Slant range compensation with altimeter simulation model

An overview of the error coverage of the three proposed compensation methods is given
in table 3.6.

The architecture of the compensation algorithm is given in figure 3.8. The altimeter
measurement is preprocessed using the navigation state estimates to improve the mea-
surement accuracy and covariance. The corrected measurement can be used as height
aiding information in a central navigation filter. The three compensation methods are
explained in the following three sections. Subsequently, the integration of a slant range
compensated height measurement in a central navigation filter is discussed.

Error influence
Platform
attitude

Surface
variations

Beam-shape and
signal propagation

Attitude compensation X 7 7

Range compensation X X 7

Beam compensation X X X

Table 3.6: Compensation method overview
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3.3.1 Compensation Methods

3.3.1.1 Attitude Compensation

The attitude compensation algorithm compensates for slant range errors caused by the
deflections of the measurement direction due to platform attitude angles. This approach is
suitable for altimeters with narrow beam-cone shapes such as Laser altimeters. Addition-
ally, the algorithm requires a smooth or flat surface for a good compensation performance.
The calculation can be executed without high computational burden and is suitable for
smaller aircraft without dedicated computational power for navigation applications. Only
the roll and pitch angles are required from the aircraft navigation system for this compen-
sation approach. The position has no influence on this method, which is another benefit.
A schematic visualization of the compensation is given in figure 3.9.

Figure 3.9: Attitude compensation - narrow beam-cone shape

The formal description of the compensation is given by equation 3.30. The measured
range d̃m is rotated into the s frame and compensated by the lever arm. The rotation
into n frame and isolation of the height channel provides the compensated height above
ground h̃agl .

h̃agl =
(

0 0 1
)

Rñb

(
Rbs̃ d̃m − x̃b (S)

)
(3.30)

An example where the requirements on the attitude compensation algorithms are not
fulfilled is given in figure 3.10. The wide beam-cone shape increases the probability
of diversion of the measurement direction from the antenna center. Additionally, the
hilly environment does not support the attitude compensation algorithm and causes a
significant compensation error. To eliminate the surface dependent compensation errors,
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the range compensation algorithm, which is going to be introduced in the following section,
is a convenient method.

Figure 3.10: Attitude compensation - wide beam-cone shape

3.3.1.2 Range Compensation

The range compensation extends the attitude compensation algorithm to consider surface
variations. Surface variation errors can be described as the difference between the topo-
graphic heights at the aircraft nadir and the beam-cone center projection on the surface.
The horizontal position of the platform is required for the DEM lookup function to calcu-
late the nadir height h (N). The horizontal position has to be provided from the platform
navigation system in at least the accuracy of the DEM resolution. Equation 3.31 gives
the relation of the nadir height to the platform topographic height.

h (N) = htopo (P ) (3.31)

For the in-flight compensation, the nadir height h (N) is provided by a DEM as well as
the beam-cone center height h (A). For the determination of the horizontal position of
the beam-cone center interception point, the ray tracing algorithm, introduced in chapter
2, is applied in-flight.

The compensation method is illustrated in figure 3.11. The formal two-step compensation
approach is given by equation 3.32. The calculation of the slant distance h̃range remains
identical to the attitude compensation, while the compensated height above ground h̃agl
now consists of the slant distance and the surface variation compensation. This surface
variations compensation considers the difference between the topographic height at the
beam-cone center projection on the surface and the topographic height of the aircraft
nadir point.
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Figure 3.11: Range compensation - narrow beam-cone shape

h̃range =
(

0 0 1
)

Rñb

(
Rbs̃ d̃m − x̃b (S)

)
h̃agl =h̃range + hdem (A)− hdem (N)

(3.32)

The platform attitude and the surface variations have been compensated perfectly with
the distance compensation method for a narrow beam-cone shaped altimeter. This com-
pensation method however cannot cover the measurements of a wide beam-cone altimeter.
The distance compensation in a similar situation with a wide beam-cone altimeter yields
a compensation error. This situation is illustrated in figure 3.12. A method which elimi-
nates additionally the beam-cone caused errors is given in the following section.

3.3.1.3 Beam Compensation

Two methods which cover geometric slant range error sources have been introduced so
far. The beam-cone shape and signal propagation effects have not been considered by
the former compensation methods. The simulation model is applied in-flight to deter-
mine the required measurement direction ψsm̃ additionally to the platform attitude and
horizontal position. A graphical example is given in figure 3.13. Since the effects of sig-
nal propagation and signal processing cannot be modeled perfectly due to the explained
reasons in chapter 2, the figure shows a small deviation between synthetic and real mea-
surement. This deviation leads to a small compensation error which depends on the
accuracy of the simulation model and the DEM. The formal description of the compensa-
tion method is given by equation 3.33. The geometric part of the compensation algorithm
is supplemented by the rotation matrix from the estimated m frame to the s frame Rsm̃.
This rotation matrix describes the orientation of the measurement direction within the
measurement frame. Assuming a wider Radar altimeter beam cone, the rotation matrix
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Figure 3.12: Range compensation - wide beam-cone shape

describes the deflection of the measurement direction with respect to the antenna beam-
center. This direction cannot be easily determined by a generic geometric model, but can
be estimated using the altimeter simulation model. The simulation model is executed
in-flight with a current DEM and the current position attitude estimates. The surface
share does not longer consider the topographic height of the beam-cone center, but the
topographic height of the synthetic measurement h (M).

h̃range =
(

0 0 1
)

Rñb

(
Rbs̃Rsm̃d̃m − x̃b (S)

)
h̃agl =h̃range + hdem (M)− hdem (N)

(3.33)

The beam-cone compensation method promises an encouraging approach, at the price of
high computational burden. To provide a highly accurate compensation, the beam-cone
shape has to be modeled with a variety of rays, as shown in chapter 2. Furthermore,
processing a high resolution DEM is another task which requires high computational
power. As the discussion has shown, the three methods are suitable for different sensor
characteristics in different environments. Table 3.7 gives an overview of the applicability,
depending on the sensor and surface characteristics.

Beam-shape Surface characteristic
Pencil Wide Flat Rough

Attitude compensation X 7 X 7

Range compensation X 7 X X
Beam compensation X X X X

Table 3.7: Compensation method applications
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Figure 3.13: Beam compensation

3.3.2 Validation

The beam compensation algorithm, as most complex representative of the compensation
methods and best suitable method for Radar altimeters, is validated on a recorded flight
test trajectory in this section. The flight test setup, the trajectory and the raw altimeter
measurements have been introduced in section 2.2.8. The recorded position data and the
altimeter measurements are used for a post-processing compensation for this validation.
For each altimeter measurement sample, the altimeter simulation model is processed with
the current platform states. This includes the position, attitude and topographic elevation
of the DSM. The synthetic measurement orientation Rsm̃ and the elevation difference is
used to compensate the real measurements.

Figure 3.14 depicts the validation results. The upper plot shows the absolute platform
height and the topographic DSM elevation. The lower plot shows the height above ground
error δhagl of the compensated measurement in respect to the nadir height above ground.
Additionally, the raw height above ground hralt measurement error is plotted in respect
to the nadir height, to represent the uncompensated information.

The classical interpretation of an altimeter measurement as nadir height (blue) would
lead to an erroneous measurement with errors up to 20 m. In the situations near to the
forest at the time points t1 = 100 s and t2 = 155 s, the missing beam compensation leads
to erroneous measurements of the forest’s edge, while the platform nadir is still above flat
surface. The cyan line depicts the slant range compensated altimeter measurement. The
erroneous measurements at the beginning and end of the forest flyover have been reduced
significantly by the beam-cone compensation. The RMS error of the nadir interpretation is
calculated at δhrms = 3.8 m, while the compensation algorithm reduces the RMS error to
δhrms = 1.7 m. The introduced compensation method improves the height measurement
considerably, it is however strongly depending on the accuracy and actuality of the used
digital surface map, especially above vegetated areas.
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Figure 3.14: Compensation of UAV altimeter data

3.3.3 Navigation Filter Integration

This section describes the integration of a slant range measurement into an integrated
navigation system. The required navigation filter basics are discussed first, followed by
classical height aiding approaches and a novel approach.

3.3.3.1 Navigation Filter Update

A basic INS is based on a six-axis IMU, consisting of a three-axis gyroscope and a three-
axis accelerometer. The sensor measurements are integrated with the Strapdown Algo-
rithm (SDA) to the navigation states position, velocity and orientation. Sensor measure-
ments are always corrupted by several error types. The influence of the error is strongly
depending on the sensor class. The dominating error types of gyroscopes and accelerom-
eters are bias-like, scale factor and noise-like errors. The integration of erroneous sensor
measurements leads to position, velocity and orientation error drift. These inertial errors
are usually estimated in a central navigation filter using an independent external mea-
surement. This aiding information can be provided by GNSS or sensors like cameras,
magnetometers, surface-ranging sensors, or in case of a wheel-based vehicle, odometers.
Independent measurements enable the estimation of inertial navigation errors. The ar-
chitecture of a conventional, aerospace typical integrated navigation system aided by a
GNSS receiver is given in figure 3.15

The use of a Kalman filter has been approved for an IMU/GNSS based data fusion. Apart
from the estimation of the navigation states position, velocity and orientation, an error
state approach in beneficial. With this method, the position, velocity and orientation
errors are estimated, which are limited in dynamic and range. The lower dynamics of the
error states and the more linear behavior of the errors is the reason for this error-state-
space design. The error state consists of the latitudinal position error δφ, the longitudinal
position error δλ, the height error δh, the velocity error δvn and the platform orientation
error ψnñ. The complete state vector is given by equation 3.34. This state error can be
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Figure 3.15: Integrated INS/GNSS navigation system

extended by inertial sensor error states to estimate for example bias or scale factor errors.
For tightly coupled systems, the clock error and the clock error drift of the GNSS receiver
is additionally estimated. A basic loosely coupled integrated navigation system with bias
estimation of a six-axis IMU requires 15 states, a tightly coupled system requires at least
17 states. If a more detailed sensor error model is required or single satellite errors need
to be estimated, the number of states increases significantly. The methods shown in this
thesis are, for the sake of simplicity, independent of these additional Kalman filter states.
A nine-state filter with a loosely-coupled GNSS aiding is considered further-on.

δz =
(
δφ δλ δh δvn ψnñ

)T
(3.34)

For the topics discussed in this thesis, the aiding of a navigation filter is required and is
explained. A more detailed consideration of navigation filters is given in [17] and [97]. The
measurement matrix H maps the navigation filter states δz into the measurement space.
For the implementation of a real navigation system, the time discrete representation of
the Kalman filter is considered. A measurement δyk is given in equation 3.35. The
measurement noise requires to be zero-mean white-noise.

δyk = Hkδzk + δhk , δhk ∼ N (0,Rk) (3.35)

With this definition of a measurement, the first step of a Kalman filter correction begins
with the calculation of the Kalman gain matrix Kk . This matrix relates the measurement
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covariance Rk with respect to the state covariance P−k of the last discrete time step. The
Kalman gain matrix is calculated by equation 3.36.

Kk = P−k HT
k

(
HkP−k HT

k + Rk

)−1
(3.36)

The correction of the Kalman filter requires two steps. The navigation state is updated
first (see equation 3.37), the new filter state δz+

k thus consists of two components, the
previous filter state δz−k and some part of the innovation. Secondly the navigation state
covariance P+

k is updated (see equation 3.38) using the past covariance P−k .

δz+
k = δz−k + Kk

(
δyk −Hkδz

−
k

)
(3.37)

P+
k = (I−KkHk) P−k (3.38)

3.3.3.2 Slant Range Compensated Aiding

The conventional height aiding approach leads to the measurement matrix for a height
error measurement δh given by equation 3.39.

H =
(

0 0 1 01x3 01x3

)
(3.39)

The application of this measurement matrix requires an external compensation of the
slant range error prior to the processing. In the sequel, a novel approach is presented
which integrates the slant range compensation in the measurement equation. This section
proposes an intrinsic compensation of the slant range which can be used in a navigation
filter. The measurement equation is given by equation 3.40. The position errors δλ are
substituted by their Cartesian counterparts δx, which can be converted by δx = Dδλ.

dm = RmsRsb (RbnRne (xe (L)− xe (P )) + xb (S)) (3.40)

Linearization of equation 3.40 gives equation 3.41 (see appendix C.2 for derivation).

δdm ≈Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (L)− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (P )

+ Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (L)− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (P )

+ Rm̃sRs̃bδxb (S) + Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (L)

−Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P ) + Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S)

+ Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRne x̃e (L)− Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )

+ Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bx̃b (S)

(3.41)

The method assumes ψnñ to be known with high accuracy as condition for the validity of
the altimeter simulation model. If the angular orientation error cannot be neglected, this
compensation method cannot be applied. Furthermore, the mechanical sensor mounting
is fix and can be determined with a high accuracy, thus the s frame misalignment ψs̃s is
not considered. The equation reduced by the neglectable terms is given in 3.42.

δdm ≈Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (L)− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (P )

+ Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (L)−Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )

+ Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S)

(3.42)
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The measurement frame error ψmm̃ describes the mismatch between measured and esti-
mated measurement direction. This error is influencing the covariance matrix as derived
in section 3.2. It can be neglected furthermore and the measurement equation can be
reduced to 3.43. The measurement matrix is given by equation 3.44.

δdm ≈Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (L)− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (P )

+ Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S)
(3.43)

H =

−
0

0

1

Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne 03x3 03x3

 (3.44)

This formulation of the measurement matrix allows the processing of a raw altimeter
measurement. The compensation of the slant range error is done within the measurement
matrix. The height error is rotated from the e frame via the navigation frame n, the body
frame b and the sensor frame s into the measurement frame m. The frame misalignment
rotation matrices Rmm̃, Rss̃ , Rbb̃ and Rnñ are unknown and can not be considered for the
compensation.
The main benefit of this formulation is the instantaneously processing of incoming mea-
surements. While an external compensation requires a valid input measurement, the
processing steps of this novel approach can be parallelized. Regarding the high compu-
tational burden of the measurement direction estimation with the altimeter simulation
model, this is a benefit in terms of processing time. The measurement covariance for this
novel approach has been derived in equation 3.21 in section 3.2.
The application results of the methods introduced in this chapter with simulated and real
data is given in chapter 7. The results and achievements of this chapter are summarized
in the following box:

Results
• Platform, sensor and environmental specific altimeter measurement valid-

ity criteria have been introduced

• Variance estimation equations for different applications (footprint, slant
range and height) and sensor specifications (wide/narrow beam-shape)

• Three compensation methods presented with platform, environmental and
sensor specific applications

• Method validated using recorded altimeter data

• Compensation performance is strongly depending on the currentness of
the DSM (vegetation, terms, weather)

• Intrinsic slant range compensation within the measurement matrix
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Chapter 4

Precise Positioning SAN

The aiding of INSs, with tactical grade performance or less, is mandatory to avoid a
short-term position drift. The aiding of INSs with TAN has been a traditional approach
in GNSS denied situations. TAN systems are designed to provide not only a robust height
estimate, but also a horizontal position solution above sufficiently rough surface and with
sufficiently low flight altitude. The application of TAN systems is complimentary to the
use of GNSS in their availability. The GNSS position solution is degraded, especially
in low-level flights, by poor satellite constellation geometries caused by terrain shading
and vulnerable to intentional degradations like jamming or spoofing. In those situations,
TAN can replace the GNSS based position aiding and can avoid position error drifts. The
absolute position is determined by the comparison of the measured topographic elevation
beneath the flight path with a DEM. An illustration providing the recording of the surface
elevation beneath the flight path is given in figure 4.1.

Figure 4.1: Altimeter height above ground track measurement

The surface-ranging sensor errors, discussed in 2.3, also affect TAN. The TAN algorithm is
sensitive to erroneous height measurements. TAN systems have been traditionally limited
by the altimeter measurement accuracy and the DEM accuracy. Classical TAN systems
which do not compensate for the slant range sensor errors do not reach the GNSS position
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accuracy. Therefore, these systems only serve as backup for GNSS outages rather than as
alternative aiding source. Erroneous measurements can lead to position fix ambiguities,
which can lead to inconsistencies of the navigation filter.

The opportunity to improve existing methods is mainly enabled by two factors: modern
DSMs with high resolution and accuracy and an ever-growing computational performance
of available computers. These two factors were the limitations of early TAN systems and
the processing of height above ground measuring altimeters.

Motivation
• TAN is highly sensitive to surface-ranging measurement errors

• TAN accuracy cannot reach GNSS accuracy level

• Availability of computational power and high accuracy DEMs open op-
portunities for further improvement

In this chapter, novel methods to improve TAN based on classical matching functions are
introduced. First, the knowledge of slant range measurement errors, obtained in section
2.3, is used to establish new procedures of processing height above ground measurements
in TAN applications. The measurement conditioning methods of chapter 3 can only
be partially applied to TAN. The aim of TAN is the estimation of a three-dimensional
position, while the previously introduced methods require a precise horizontal position to
improve the vertical accuracy.

New methods for improvement have to be developed. The measurement information
content of surface-ranging sensors is analyzed in detail to isolate the main dominating
influences and to adjust the measurement strategy. Novel methods for a robust and
beneficial surface sampling are introduced. Furthermore, this knowledge is used to identify
criteria for measurement exploitation to improve the position accuracy of TAN. This
measurement exploitation excludes redundant information and isolates the significant
information content. Not only the calculation time can be reduced with this approach,
but also the shape of the matching function can be changed for a more accurate position
estimate.

The knowledge of the slant range compensation algorithm is applied to TAN and adjusted
to the positioning problem. With this adaption of the compensation method, the accuracy
of TAN systems can further be improved. The grid-search approach is extended by a
calculation time efficient method to reduce the calculation burden of the compensation.

To state the difference to classical TAN system and to highlight the application of DSM
elevation databases, the term SAN is introduced in this thesis. Consequently, novel TAN
systems using DSM are furthermore denoted SAN. For further improvements, approaches
for multi-beam sensor measurements are discussed in section 4.6.

Solution Approach
• Measurement information content analysis & exploitation algorithm

• Improvement of matching accuracy and robustness

• Increasing the information content with multi-beam sensors

First, an overview of existing TAN and the used techniques is given. In the sequel, the in-
formation content analysis and the improvement of SAN with an information exploitation
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algorithm is introduced. Furthermore, the sampling strategy of the surface elevation is
analyzed. Subsequently, the influence of position error drift on the SAN is discussed. The
slant range compensation approach to SAN and the benefit of reducing the probability
of ambiguities is shown. The chapter is concluded with a consideration of the benefits of
multi-beam surface-ranging sensors for SAN. Parts of the topics and results discussed in
this chapter have first been published in [83].

4.1 Matching function-based SAN

4.1.1 Existing TAN Systems

This section gives an overview of existing TAN systems and applied technologies. The
development of TAN systems began in the 1950’s. Several synonyms are used for the
technology of determination of a horizontal position by measuring the height above ground
and comparing the height profile with a DEM. The most popular terms are given in the
following list. These terms are often derived from existing systems and are regarded
synonymous for the entire system category.

• Terrain Aided Navigation (TAN)

• Terrain-Referenced Navigation (TRN)

• Terrain-Contour Navigation (TCN)

• Terrain-Contour Matching (TCM)

• Terrain-Based Navigation (TBN)

• Terrain-Matching Navigation (TMN)

All of these terms include the word ’terrain’ as substantial component, which is another
indicator for the common use of DTM as reference in classical TAN approaches. Table
4.1 gives an overview of existing terrain navigation systems and the applied technologies.

An overview of further development of TERPROM is given by [29]. The development
of the Digital Terrain System (DTS) based on a TERPROM algorithm is described in
[28]. A Laser scanner based SAN is promoted in [23]. A monitoring algorithm for classical
TAN is introduced by [87]. The underwater application of TAN using ultrasonic sensors is
explained in [66] and in [57]. A method considering the Radar beam-shape is introduced
in [68]. The underwater application if TERCOM is shown in [54].

The integration of Radar altimeter measurements in a navigation system called RAPIN
in shown in [56]. A method based on an interferometric synthetic aperture Radar sensor
is introduced in [51]. The different use-cases of DEM in airborne platforms as navigation
aiding or as display enhancement is provided in [10] and [9]. A high-level description of
the development of an integrated navigation system using TAN and GPS is provided in
[69].

Apart from navigation functions, surface-ranging measurements can be used to indicate
critical situation to the pilots by GPWS [39].
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System Characteristics

Automatic Terrain
Recognition And
Navigation (ATRAN)

• Front looking scanning Radar
• Analog optical correlation
• Reference images stored on a film
• Application: TM-76A MACE cruise missile in 1950s
• Disadvantages: large and heavy

Terrain Contour
Matching (TERCOM)

• Development 1960 - 1976
• Batch-correlation based method
• High computational load for comparison
• High memory storage for reference map
• Terrain roughness dependent trajectory planning

Terrain Profile Matching
(TERPROM)

• Development started in 1987
• Batch-processing mode for acquisition
• Tracking mode for continuous updates
• Additionally: Terrain Following and GPWS

Sandia Inertial Terrain
Aided Navigation
(SITAN)

• Developed around 1988
• Sequential processing approach
• Extended Kalman Filter with terrain linearization
• Disadvantage: Acquisition Performance due to terrain
linearization

StockPot Algorithm
Robust Terrain-Aided
Navigation (SPARTAN)

• Reduction of altimeter measurements
• Approximation (quadratic) of the comparison function
• Maximum of the fitted comparison function for position
estimation

Terrain Navigation
System (TERNAV)

• Development started in 2001
• Non-linear recursive method based on Bayes theorem

Precise Terrain Aided
Navigation (PTAN)

• Synthetic Aperture Radar
• 10ft horizontal accuracy
• Modular system to apply SITAN, TERCOM or
TERPROM algorithms

Table 4.1: SAN systems overview ([4], [59], [45], [46], [42], [73], [47], [74], [61], [95], [78],
[53])
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Batch processing Sequential processing

Technology Elevation profile matching Stochastic filtering

Acquisition Good performance
(grid-size dependent)

Not possible, initial position
required

Update frequency Low (correlation length) High (sensor frequency)

Table 4.2: SAN method comparison

Solutions for the indoor and urban positioning problem using horizontal Laser scanner
measurements are given in [81] and [80]. A student thesis dealing with indoor navigation
algorithms has been supervised ([72]).

Classical terrain navigation systems always relied on DEMs and require an on-board mass-
storage, which was a limiting factor in the past. The mission trajectory had to be planned
a-priori, which restricted the flexibility in-flight enormously. The DTM of the overflown
path was loaded in the navigation system embedded computer, which implies that the
terrain navigation was only available when the platform did not leave the defined area.
Another limiting factor of terrain navigation was the calculational burden due to the high
amount of table lookup function calls of the reference elevation. Additionally, the time
consuming grid-search algorithms constitute a significant computational load.

The major design decision for a TAN system is whether batch processing or sequential
processing algorithms shall be applied. Batch processing-based algorithm collect mea-
surement within a certain time period and process them in batches, while a sequential
approach processes each measurement separately. Both approaches provide advantages
and disadvantages, they are compared on table 4.2 [95].

Batch processing based systems collect the measurements over a defined time interval and
use a matching metric-based grid-search algorithm to find the best match with a reference
DEM. Apart from position tracking, this method is also capable of a position acquisition.

Modern sequential TAN systems are based on Bayes’ theorem and apply a nonlinear
stochastic filter, like a particle or point mass filter. With this approach, nonlinear naviga-
tion problems can be covered, which is an advantage, compared to the batch processing
approach. On the other hand, sequential methods cannot rely on a continuous processing
of measurements and cannot be used for position acquisition.

These complementary characteristics promote the application of a comation of both ap-
proaches. For initial acquisition and re-acquisition after a loss of track, a batch-based
algorithm can be used. When the initial position is fixed, the system can continue track-
ing with a sequential algorithm.

The further focus of this thesis will be on batch processing and matching metric based
grid-search algorithms. Sequential TAN methods are not part of the problem formulation
of this thesis. More details on this topic can be obtained by [11], [13], [12], [66], [59], [14]
and [70].
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Figure 4.2: Loosely-coupled INS/GNSS/SAN (TAN)

4.1.2 TAN Methods

Comparable to GNSSs, TAN systems provide an absolute position estimate which is
capable to aid an INS. TAN systems process the measured elevation profile of the overflown
surface and compare it with a DEM. The architecture of a TAN system integrated in a
integrated navigation system setup is given in the block diagram in figure 4.2.

4.1.2.1 Altimeter Aiding

In this section, the basic processing of a height above ground hagl measurement for INS
aiding is introduced. The basics of INSs are shown in [38] and [58]. Integrated navigation
systems including their estimation theory and aiding sensors are explained in [37], [97],
[46] and [48]. The measurement equation is given by equation 4.1.

hagl = h (P )− hdem (φ (P ) , λ (P )) (4.1)

The measurement has to be linearized for the use in a Kalman filter. A perturbation
approach is given by equation 4.2. A first order Taylor series is applied to linearize the
topographic elevation table lookup.
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h̃agl + δhagl =h̃ (P ) + δh (P )− h̃dem
(
φ̃ (P ) + δφ (P ) , λ̃ (P ) + δλ (P )

)
− δhdem

h̃agl + δhagl ≈h̃ (P ) + δh (P )− h̃dem
(
φ̃ (P ) , λ̃ (P )

)
− δhdem

−
∂hdem (φ, λ)

∂φ

∣∣∣∣
φ=φ̃(P ),λ=λ̃(P )

· δφ (P )

−
∂hdem (φ, λ)

∂λ

∣∣∣∣
φ=φ̃(P ),λ=λ̃(P )

· δλ (P )

(4.2)

With the basic relation of the total states in 4.3, the error equation can be isolated and
is given in 4.4.

h̃agl = h̃ (P )− h̃dem
(
φ̃ (P ) , λ̃ (P )

)
(4.3)

δhagl ≈δh (P )− δhdem

−
∂hdem (φ, λ)

∂φ

∣∣∣∣
φ=φ̃(P ),λ=λ̃(P )

· δφ (P )

−
∂hdem (φ, λ)

∂λ

∣∣∣∣
φ=φ̃(P ),λ=λ̃(P )

· δλ (P )

(4.4)

The measurement matrix H for the nine states of the navigation filter, including position,
velocity and orientation errors, is given by equation 4.5. The results can be compared to
[59] with respect to the different definition of the n frame down channel. Apart from the
height correction, this measurement matrix maps the latitudinal and longitudinal errors
with the terrain gradient onto the height measurement. The use of a surface gradient for
horizontal position aiding is discussed in the following section.

H =
(
− ∂hdem(φ,λ)

∂φ

∣∣∣
φ=φ̃(P ),λ=λ̃(P )

− ∂hdem(φ,λ)
∂λ

∣∣∣
φ=φ̃(P ),λ=λ̃(P )

1 01x3 01x3

)
(4.5)

4.1.2.2 Terrain Linearization

The validity of the terrain linearization under different conditions is discussed in this
section. The gradient of the surface can be calculated with the used DEM in respect to
the definitions in figure 4.3. The latitudinal gradient is given as difference quotient in
equation 4.6, the longitudinal in equation 4.7.

∂hdem (φ, λ)

∂φ

∣∣∣∣
φ=φ̃(P ),λ=λ̃(P )

=
hdem (R2)− hdem (R1)

φ (R2)− φ (R1)
(4.6)

∂hdem (φ, λ)

∂λ

∣∣∣∣
φ=φ̃(P ),λ=λ̃(P )

=
hdem (Q2)− hdem (Q1)

φ (Q2)− φ (Q1)
(4.7)

For the calculation of the surface gradient within the tile (T11, T12, T21, T22) the auxiliary
point definitions in equation 4.8 are required.
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Figure 4.3: Terrain gradient

hdem (R1) =
hdem (T12)− hdem (T11)

λ (T12)− λ (T11)
(λ (P )− λ (T11)) + hdem (T11)

hdem (R2) =
hdem (T22)− hdem (T21)

λ (T22)− λ (T21)
(λ (P )− λ (T21)) + hdem (T21)

hdem (Q1) =
hdem (T21)− hdem (T11)

φ (T21)− φ (T11)
(φ (P )− φ (T11)) + hdem (T11)

hdem (Q2) =
hdem (T22)− hdem (T12)

φ (T22)− φ (T12)
(φ (P )− φ (T11)) + hdem (T12)

(4.8)

Since the DEM is given as elevation raster data, the discrete elevation gradient has to be
interpolated for a continuous gradient representation. A beneficial use of the linearized
equations is only guaranteed if the INS position navigation error is significantly smaller
than the DEM resolution. If this requirement is not fulfilled, the horizontal correction
cannot compensate the estimated error and may even increase the navigation error. Two
examples in the following illustration explain this aspect.

The left illustration in figure 4.4 shows the true and the estimated position of the INS.
The height measurement yields a larger height measurement compared to the expected
nadir height at the estimated position. The larger height of the altimeter measurement is
interpreted with the surface gradient as shift towards the true position. In this example
the surface gradient-based correction provides a good result due to the small relation
between DEM tile size and position error.

The right part of figure 4.4 shows the same horizontal situation using a modern high-
resolution DSM. The true and estimation horizontal position have not changed their
position but the corresponding high-resolution DSM results in an opposing gradient com-
pared to the first example. This opposing gradient is caused by the surface variations
included in the DSM but not in the DTM.
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(a) Low-resolution DTM (b) High-resolution DSM

Figure 4.4: Gradient-based horizontal position correction

In this example, the correction even increases the horizontal position error. The resolution
of modern DSMs is about five meters or less. The expected horizontal position error should
be smaller to obtaine a suitable surface aiding.

In this thesis, the use of surface gradient based horizontal aiding is avoided due to the
discussed problems. For high precise SAN DEMs with resolution up to one meter are
applied and therefore gradient based horizontal aiding can not be applied.

4.1.2.3 Matching Approach

The matching metric based grid-search algorithm collects the topographic elevation mea-
surements below the flight path and georeferences these measurements using the platform’s
INS position solution. By georeferencing the measurements, the navigation errors of the
INS are intrinsically included in the elevation profile. This elevation profile is subsequently
compared to a DEM using the matching metric.

The measured profile is shifted horizontally within the matching grid and for all grid
points the matching function is repeated. The grid-resolution ∆g of the grid-search can
be adjusted to the available computational power, while the grid-size g has to be chosen
to include the largest anticipated horizontal position error.

The matching function with the best match indicates the position error and can be used
to correct the navigation system. A search-grid is given in figure 4.5, the number of
matching functions calls Nmatch can be calculated with the grid-resolution ∆g and the
grid-size g in equation 4.9.

Nmatch =

(
g

∆g

)2

(4.9)

The matching function of the measured height profile including the collected amount of
measurements K and the DEM height hdem is discussed following. For each grid-search
shift i , the arithmetic mean height offset ∆h̄i of the measurement is calculated. The
mean height offset is later eliminated to avoid a negative effect of an absolute platform
height h̃k error. To calculate the offset, the reference elevation map is interpolated at the
corresponding horizontal position of the measured samples. An illustration of the first
step is given in figure 4.6, the equation to calculate the offset is given in 4.10.
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Figure 4.5: Regular grid-search

∆h̄i =
1

K

K∑
k=1

(
h̃k − h̃agl,k − hdem

(
φ̃k + ∆φi , λ̃k + ∆λi

))
(4.10)

Figure 4.6: Eliminating the height offset

The elimination of the mean height offset brings the advantage that INS or barometric
height error can not negatively influence the correlation result. However, the separation
of two identically height profiles in different absolute heights can not be distinguished
with this method. The probability of matching ambiguities can increase due to this.

The matching function compares the two elevation profiles shapes for their best match.
Several matching metrics have been applied in the past, for this thesis an offset-free, non-
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quadratic comparison metric has been chosen. The metric is given by equation 4.11 and
is illustrated in figure 4.7.

Mi =
1

K

K∑
k=1

∣∣h̃k − h̃agl,k − hdem (φ̃k + ∆φi , λ̃k + ∆λi
)
− ∆h̄i

∣∣ (4.11)

Figure 4.7: Calculating the match quality

Conclusively, the procedure of building up the entire matching matrix requires the fol-
lowing three steps for each grid-search shift i .

1. All elevation profile elements λL are shifted horizontally by ∆φi ,∆λi

λL,i = λL + ∆λi (4.12)

2. The mean height offset with the current shift is calculated to ∆h̄i

3. The matching function Mi is calculated

The result of this grid-search algorithm is the matching matrix M providing the matching
errors for each grid-shift. The matching function shift with the smallest error is the
position with the maximum likelihood. The position error estimate can be written with
the index of the minimum matching function imin and the mean height offset to equation
4.13 for a non-ambiguous matching matrix.

imin = arg min (M)δφδλ
δh

 =

∆φimin
∆λimin
∆h̄imin

 (4.13)

The integration of the position estimate in a Kalman Filter based nine-state navigation
system with the measurement equation 4.14 is given by equation 4.15.

δyk+1 = Hk+1δzk+1 + νk+1 (4.14)

H =
(
I3x3 03x3 03x3

)
(4.15)
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The term νk+1 in the measurement equation 4.14 is the measurement noise and covers
the uncertainty of the measurement. The measurement noise is assumed to be zero-mean
white Gaussian noise and not time correlated and the corresponding covariance of the
measurement is given by equation 4.16 [30].

E (νk) = 03x3

E
(
νkν

T
l

)
=

{
Rk k = l

03x3 k 6= l

(4.16)

This assumption is fulfilled for a batch based SAN. Each update contains exclusively
or mostly new measurements, which have not been used for a former navigation filter
update. If the update frequency needs to be increased, the correlation length of the batch
processing has to be considered in the covariance matrix. An approach for covariance
estimation of a SAN system assuming uncorrelated updates is given in the following
section.

4.1.2.4 Covariance Estimation

The integration of TAN into an existing Kalman Filter based navigation system requires
not only a position observation, but also the corresponding covariance matrix R of the
measurement. The covariance of a measurement indicates the accuracy quality and is
used in the discrete Kalman filter for the calculation of the Kalman filter gain matrix K

(see equation 4.17).

Kk+1 = P−k+1HT
k+1

(
Hk+1P−k+1HT

k+1 + Rk+1

)−1
(4.17)

The measurement covariance required for the central navigation filter has to represent
the current measurement quality. TAN strongly depends on external factors like the sur-
face characteristics and the range measurement quality, which influence the measurement
quality and should hence be covered in the covariance estimation. With a static approach,
well shaped matching functions would be downgraded in their impact on the total navi-
gation performance and inaccurate matching functions would be overrated, which could
result in an inconsistent navigation solution. Hence, a static covariance estimation must
be avoided.

While a sequential TAN system delivers an intrinsic covariance based on the measurement
input variances, the covariance of a matching function-based system has to be calculated
separately. A particle-based approach for covariance estimation of a block processing
TAN system is given e. g. in [59], a covariance estimation based on the input variances is
given in [60]. A method for covariance calculation based on the application of a recursive
least square estimator is given in [102].

In this thesis, an appropriate approach using the matching function shape to derive the
covariance is applied, which has been first introduced in [11]. The following covariance
estimation is divided into two parts, first the covariance of the horizontal position estimate
is derived using the matching function shape, then the covariance of the height is included
to cover a three-dimensional position covariance. The basic idea of this approach is
the interpretation of the matching matrix M, which is a quality value for the matching
of the measured height profile to the DEM reference, as probability density function.
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This approach requires that the most unlikely position estimate provides the smallest
value within the matching matrix and the most likely provides the maximum value. The
matching metric in equation 4.11 is defined as matching function error and provides the
smallest value for the most probable position estimate and the largest error for the most
unlikely. For the covariance estimation, the matching metric is transformed from an error
indication into a matching quality indication value with the relation in equation 4.18.
The operation max (M) yields the largest value of the matching matrix M.

M+ = max (M)−M (4.18)

For the calculation of the covariance, the matching function will be interpreted as prob-
ability density function and thus has to be normalized. The normalized matching metric
is given by equation 4.19.

M̄+ (∆φ,∆λ) =
M+ (∆φ,∆λ)∫ ∫

M+ (∆φ,∆λ) dφdλ
(4.19)

This normalized matching function fulfills the requirements on a probability distribution
and can be used to calculate the expectation value vector. This expectation can be used as
alternative to the minimum matching function error as position estimate. The calculation
of the expectation value vector of the matching matrix is given by equation 4.20.

E (λ) =

[
E (φ)

E (λ)

]
=


∞∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

φiM̄
+ (φi , λi) dφdλ

∞∫
−∞

∞∫
−∞

λiM̄
+ (φi , λi) dφdλ

 (4.20)

The covariance of the matching matrix can be calculated with equation 4.21 using the
expectation vector. This approach is analog to the covariance determination of a point
mass filter [2].

Cov (λ) = E
[

(λ− E (λ)) (λ− E (λ))T
]

(4.21)

In figure 4.8 the covariance estimation algorithm is applied to a Gaussian surface with
the variances σxe = 25 m and σxn = 15 m. The Gaussian function, which represents the
matching metric results in this example is fed into the covariance estimation algorithm
described above. The result affirms perfectly the inputs of the Gaussian function variances
parameters which proves the analytical correctness of the estimation approach.
To demonstrate that the approximation is also valid for non-Gaussian unimodal match-
ing matrices, two generic matching matrices, with a characteristic shape for matching
metrics are fed into the covariance estimation algorithm. The illustration is reduced to a
two-dimensional representation to simplify the visualization, however the calculation are
performed in three dimensions. The variances of the two examples were parametrized to
σ1 = 2.5 m and σ2 = 0.6 m. Figure 4.9 shows two examples with their matching function
peaks and the corresponding Gaussian distribution with the estimated variances.
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Figure 4.8: Gaussian covariance estimation
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Figure 4.9: Matching function peak covariance estimation

4.2 Information Exploitation

The influencing factors on the horizontal matching quality are analyzed in this section.
As already shown with the validity assessment in section 3.1, the elimination of erroneous
or invalid measurements can provide advantages. In this section, a similar approach is
targeted, which aims at the improvement of the matching metric. Not only erroneous
measurements are eliminated, but additionally measurements containing no information
are excluded from further processing. The following approach assumes that the impact
on the matching function depends on the information content of the single measurements.
The elimination of unimportant samples will improve the matching function. Not only
the calculation burden can be reduced with this approach, but also the matching function
shape will be improved at the same time. For single-beam or fixed-mounted multi-beam
setups, the selection of measurements can be post-processed. For range-scanning sensors,
the measurement direction has to be defined a priori. The altimeter simulation model can
be used to select the most beneficial measurements depending on the flight situation and
surface characteristics. This approach is explained in more detail in section 4.6.

The determination of the matching matrix has already been discussed in section 4.1.
First, the matching function of an analytic stair function is analyzed to show the effects
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of different sampling methods. Figure 4.10 shows the stair function and the sampling of
the function at a high and low frequency in the upper plot. The matching function is
considered to be one dimensional in the sequel for visualizing the principle. The effect
get by principle more prominent in the two-dimensional case [83].
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Figure 4.10: Analytic matching function with arbitrary sampled measurements

The matching function based on the high frequency samples, shows a continuous shape
with a linear behavior. The sampling of the low frequency method has been chosen
equidistant. The matching shape of the low frequency sampling results in a stair func-
tion with wide ambiguities. The ambiguities are caused by an inaccurate sampling of
the important surface gradients. For localization, the shape of the matching function is
important and is desired to be sharp and unambiguous. The contained surface gradients
in the measurement samples have the major influence for the matching function shape.

To proof this, the same analysis is repeated with an algorithm searching for high gradi-
ents in the samples. The algorithm detects pairs of samples with high elevation gradients.
For this example, the flanks of the rectangular obstacle are selected. Additionally, the
beginning and the end sampling measurement is fed into the matching algorithm to in-
crease the matching length. The sampling and the corresponding matching function is
demonstrated in figure 4.11.

With this method the matching function shape can be changed to be much sharper,
compared to previous approaches. Thus the shape of the matching function has been
improved significantly while reducing the number of samples.

This gradient-based selection rule for measurements is now applied on a real DEM to
show the performance in a non-synthetic environment. The matching value based on a
high sampling frequency is compared to the matching value at a low sampling frequency.
The matching function is illustrated in figure 4.12.

Both matching functions show a similar shape and accuracy. The oversampling of the
surface does not provide any advantage compared to a low frequency sampling.

The gradient-based information exploitation algorithm is further applied on this topo-
graphic profile. The sampling and matching function is illustrated in figure 4.13.
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Figure 4.11: Analytic matching function with selected reduction
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Figure 4.12: Topographic matching function with arbitrary sampled measurements

The algorithm selects the hilly surface in the middle of the surface with the most significant
gradients and a smaller obstacle in the left side due to contained higher gradients compared
to the smoother behavior of the other parts. The algorithm is tuned to select the best
10% of the measurement samples in this example. The information exploitation method
improves the matching function significantly.

For a better understanding of this effect, a graphical processing of a matching matrix is
illustrated in figure 4.14. The example features a profile including low gradients (blue) and
a profile including high gradients (cyan). The exemplary calculation of a two-dimensional
matching function, with five grid-search points are described in the following list according
to the illustration. The illustration shows the surface shape in the upper subplots and
the matching function in the lower subplots.
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Figure 4.13: Topographic matching function with selected reduction

1. Without navigation error, the center matching function produces no errors for both
profiles.

2. A shift to the left results in a small error for the flat samples, while the comparison
with the high gradient samples produces a larger error.

3. The matching function to the right brings errors to both results in the same mag-
nitude

4. The fourth matching function distinguishes the results clearly due to the high gra-
dient.

5. The shift to the right brings also a clear difference between both methods, however
the difference in the left direction is clearer

Not only the appearance of surface gradients in the overflown surface is important, but
also the correct sampling of them. The sampling of a surface gradient with a high and
low sampling frequency is illustrated in figure 4.15.

It is important to sample the surface with a high resolution to avoid sampling errors of
the surface gradients due to undersampling. It is important to choose the sensor sampling
frequency at least twice as high as the maximum expected surface variation frequency.

A disadvantage of the introduced method is the increasing influence of measurement
errors by reducing the number of processed measurements, i.e. the error on a single
measurement has a larger impact on the result. To avoid an increasing influence of the
sensor measurement errors, the validity assessment is mandatory to avoid a degradation of
the matching algorithm result. However, the reduction of samples reduces the processing
time of the matching algorithm, whereas the selection of the measurements itself requires
computational power. Thus, a part of the saved calculation time has to be invested for
the mandatory validity assessment and inherent selection algorithms.
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Figure 4.14: Gradient impact on matching function

Figure 4.15: High gradient selection

The performance of the reduced matching function compared to a matching function
with the full number of measurements is demonstrated with a simulation example. The
scenario with the measurements (red) and the gradient-selected samples (white) is given
in figure 4.16.

Figure 4.17 shows the matching function results of the full sampling and the information
exploitation algorithm.
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Figure 4.16: 3D measurement
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Figure 4.17: Reduced samples matching function comparison

The matching function shape is improved by the information exploitation, the number
of samples is reduced to 10 percent of the measurements and the calculation burden is
therefore decreased. Not only the shape of the matching function peak is sharpened,
but also the noise floor level is decreased. These characteristics provide a more unique
appearance of the matching function peak and a smaller covariance value.

4.3 Surface Sampling Analysis

In this section, the information content of the altimeter height above ground measurement
is analyzed. This knowledge is used to improve the performance of matching function-
based SAN. The information contained in the Earth’s surface elevation is analyzed in the
spatial and frequency domain to derive requirements on the surface sampling. A similar
analysis to improve SAN systems can be found in [5] or [67].
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4.3.1 Spatial Domain

Several aspects and methods to improve the matching function accuracy and shape have
been introduced in the previous sections and the previous chapter. These methods aim
either to estimate the measurement validity or variance value, to obtain a quality estimate
of the measurement or to reduce the measurement error with a compensation algorithm.
This results in a more accurate and reliable matching matrix and reduces the risk of
ambiguities and the need for non-linear filter methods. These filter methods require
high computational burden which is disadvantageous. Another benefit of an unimodal
matching matrix is the interpretation of the matching function as Gaussian distribution,
which enables the direct processing in a central navigation Kalman-Filter (KF).

Often, matching function ambiguities are the result of surface sampling effects and not
caused by real surface ambiguities. Not only measurement errors, but also too low surface
sampling frequencies, lead to a worse representation of the overflown surface. This sam-
pling issue propagates into the comparison results and is responsible for a degradation.
With the methods introduced earlier, the measured surface representation becomes more
accurate, detailed and unique. Normally, matching function ambiguities are not caused
by surface ambiguities, but by some combination of sampling and measurement errors.
If real surface ambiguities appear in the measurement, the explained methods will have
the same problems as the traditional approaches, but real surface ambiguities within the
matching function grid do often just occur in quite special landscapes and are hence nor
very likely for many applications.

For a graphical explanation of the relation between sampling, measurement error and
matching quality, two examples will be shown. The first example features an elevation
profile with two unique obstacles, one rectangular shaped and one triangular shaped
(upper part of figure 4.18). Both shapes can be found in real surfaces, for example
produced by houses or trees. A traditional low frequency surface sampling is compared to a
high frequency sampling method in the sequel. Additionally, the information exploitation
method is compared to the classical method. The upper plot in figure 4.18 also shows
choice of the three different sampling methods, while the lower plot gives the matching
function of the three different methods. The analysis is provided in a one-dimensional
representation to isolate the main influences more obvious. The low-frequency sampling
in the following examples is intentionally representing the worst case sampling to show
the effects on the matching function.

The low frequency sampling method just measures the middle of the rectangular obstacle
and both flanks. With the higher frequency, the rectangular obstacle is resolved in more
detail and the flank gradients are sampled more accurately. The information exploitation
algorithm can reduce the significant samples to the rising and falling edge of the rectan-
gular obstacle. In the matching function result in figure 4.18, the true position on the
left is detected perfectly with all three methods, but with different sharpnesses of the
matching functions. However, the triangle leads to an ambiguity for the low frequency
sampling method. While the high frequency sampling method shows a local maximum at
the triangle position, whereas the information exploitation method suppresses this peak.

A second example, given in figure 4.19, illustrates a situation with two almost similar
rectangular obstacles, but slightly different dimensions. A surface elevation with these
characteristics can e.g. be found in urban surroundings.

Compared to the first example, the rectangular shape of the obstacle is sampled better
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Figure 4.18: Different shaped obstacle with matching function
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Figure 4.19: Similar shaped obstacles with matching function
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with the low-frequency method, however the object dimensions are not covered perfectly.
The high frequency sampling gives a good representation of the surface, as well as the
information exploitation method does. The matching function result is illustrated in the
lower plot showing again a good position detection performance of all three methods.
While the low frequency sampling approach yields a small ambiguity, the two other meth-
ods provide a sharp matching function peak. Once again, the information exploitation
method outperforms the other two methods concerning the peak sharpness. The obstacle
on the right hand side leads again to matching ambiguities with the low frequency sam-
pling approach. The methods using a high sampling frequency can resolve the dimension
differences of the two shapes and are advantageous in this situation, too. The local maxi-
mum of the high frequency sampling can be suppressed with the information exploitation
method again.
Consequently, the sampling with a higher frequency provides a more detailed model of
the surface and describes the situation in a more unique way. The reduction of erroneous
measurements and the intrinsic compensation of slant-range errors are additionally bene-
ficial, as shown earlier. To increase the amount of measurements with the aim to reduce
the likelihood of matching function ambiguities, the extension of the SAN algorithm using
multi-beam sensors is explained at the end of this chapter.

4.3.2 Frequency Domain

The topographic surface of the Earth can be spatially Fourier analyzed similar to a fre-
quency analysis of a time-series signal. The spatial Fourier transformation gives the
surface spectrum, which influences the required sampling frequency of the surface mea-
suring sensors which transform via the maximum allowed velocity into a sensor update
frequency. The spatial (lateral φ and longitudinal λ) Fourier transformation is given in
4.22, the result in units of 1/m.

H (f ) = F {htopo (φ, λ)}

=

∫ ∞
−∞

∫ ∞
−∞

(
htopo (φ, λ) e−j2πf φe−j2πf λ

)
dφdλ

(4.22)

The Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem can be directly transferred from time to spatial
domain. The sampling frequency has to be at least twice the maximum spatial surface
frequency of the signal to avoid information loss. The requirement is given by equation
4.23. An example showing an analytic topographic model based on superposed trigono-
metric functions is given in spatial domain in the upper plot of figure 4.20. The plot shows
the superposed function as well as the samples, the lower plot illustrates the frequency
domain of the reference and the sampled surface calculated with a sampling frequency of
fs = 3 · fmax .

fsample ≥ 2 · fmax (4.23)

The maximum frequency contained in this surface example is fmax = 0.5 km−1. For
sampling frequencies, which do not meet the Shannon-Nyquist requirement, the spatial
spectrum cannot be covered completely. The following examples illustrates an under-
sampling with a sampling frequency of fs = 1.8 · fmax of the same surface. An additional
peak due to aliasing effects appears in the plot in figure 4.21.
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Figure 4.20: Spatial Fourier analysis of a synthetic surface
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Figure 4.21: Spatial Fourier analysis of a synthetic surface with fSampling < fNyquist

Next, the spatial Fourier analysis is applied on a real DEM. Figure 4.22 follows the same
plot order as the previous example, just the frequency plot uses a logarithmic scale.

The Fourier analysis shows that 90 % of the information is within a frequency of ftopo,max ≈
92 km−1. The minimum required sampling frequency is given by equation 4.24.

fsample ≥ 2 · ftopo,max
≥ 0.18 m−1 (4.24)

In this example, the recommended sensor update frequency for a medium velocity platform
with an along track speed of vx ≈ 50 m s−1 is calculated by equation 4.25. The required
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Figure 4.22: Spatial Fourier analysis of a topographic surface

sensor update frequency, depending on the platform along track velocity, is given in figure
4.23.

fupdate ≥ vx · fsample
≥ 9 Hz

(4.25)

Obviously, this result strongly depends on the applied digital elevation model. It is
important whether a surface or terrain model is used and which resolution of the elevation
database is applied. The second major influencing factor is the specific local surface
characteristics. Urban scenarios or rough shaped surfaces will inhibit more details and
more high-frequency elements. For this example, a high resolution DSM with a resolution
of about 2 m has been used. The platform velocity dependent sampling frequency of the
surface ranging sensor is given in figure 4.23.
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Figure 4.23: Required along track update frequencies

The upper sampling limitation is given by the applied digital elevation model. It is useless
to sample details of the surface, which are not covered in the reference map. To avoid a
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Figure 4.24: Along track update frequencies limitations

oversampling of the surface, the maximum sampling frequency of the surface is given in
dependence of the along track velocity vx for four different types of DEMs. The resolutions
of the used elevation models are given in table 4.3, the update frequencies are illustrated
in figure 4.24.

DEM Label Resolution

DTED Level 1 90 m

DTED Level 2 30 m

WorldDEM 12 m

Local High Resolution 1 m-5 m

Table 4.3: DEM resolutions

4.3.3 Sampling Length

The contained frequencies of a surface elevation profile have been analyzed in the previous
section. The most significant spatial frequencies have been determined to be between
ftopo = 0.11/km and ftopo = 11/km. Obviously, this result is strongly dependent on the
considered area. Even though this value is not representative for the entire Earth’s surface,
the calculation can be applied in general. It is recommended to evaluate the surface in
the particular application region. With this analysis, the ideal sampling length for the
matching function can be determined. For the given example it can be determined to be
between 1km < ∆scor < 10km.

4.4 Translational Drift Estimation

The traditional matching function approach determines the best three-dimensional match-
ing offset between the reference elevation model and the measured surface elevation profile.
This approach implies a constant position offset of all measured samples within the match-
ing function interval. This assumption is fulfilled for high class INSs, while the position
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error drift becomes the more important to be considered the lower accurate the used INSs
are.

The position error drift behavior within the recording time interval is illustrated in figure
4.25. The left illustration shows a linear position error drift, while the right image shows
a non-linear behavior, both within the selected matching length.

(a) Linear Behaviour (b) Non-Linear Behaviour

Figure 4.25: Position error drift behavior

Normally, SAN is applied when other aiding systems are not available and is used for a
closed loop correction of the estimated position error.

A linear behavior of the position error can be assumed due to the continuous correction of
the position error in the main navigation filter. The non-linear consideration is relevant
if the system is unaided for a longer time interval.

A realization if the position error drift of a tactical grade INS is plotted in horizontal and
vertical direction in figure 4.26. The plot additionally shows a linear approximation of
the position error growth.
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Figure 4.26: Tactical grade INS linear drift interpolation

This linear approximation can be applied as drift correction in the matching algorithm
to improve the matching accuracy. The matching function procedure, which has been
described in the enumeration in section 4.1.2.3, has to be extended by the drift consid-
eration. The horizontal shift of the i -th grid search step ∆λi of all measured samples
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λL (tk) is replaced by a time depending relative shift of the measured samples, it is given
by equation 4.26.

λL,i (tk) = λL (tk) +
tk − tmin

∆tcor
∆λi (4.26)

Obviously, this approach assumes that surface samples, recorded at the beginning of the
matching interval ∆tcor , are influenced less from a position error compared to the ones
recorded at the end of the matching interval. To show the improvement of this approach,
a conventional matching algorithm, which assumes a constant position error within the
matching interval is compared to the position drift corrected algorithm. The horizontal
position error in North direction has been chosen to δxn = 10 m, the position error in
East direction to δxe = 15 m in this example. The results for both directions are given in
figure 4.27.
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Figure 4.27: Constant error assumption vs. drift correction

As mentioned above, the linear position error drift assumption is only valid for high
precision IMU sensors and for a closed loop correction. While the position error drift
provides a linear short period behavior, the medium- and long-term characteristics can
include quadratic and even cubic terms. While an compensation of a quadratic or cubic
drift characteristics is a theoretical opportunity, it is not applicable for practical solutions.
The number of drift coefficients would blast the matching problem and the calculation
time would increase dramatically. Furthermore, an application using a low-class IMU in
combination with a SAN is inappropriate.

4.5 Closed-Loop Slant Range Compensation

The selection of the most beneficial measurements improves the matching function, which
has been discussed at the beginning of this chapter. However, the altimeter measurements
are still affected by slant range errors. SAN algorithms are often applied in platforms with
high dynamics and are vulnerable to attitude depending error effects. Erroneous height
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measurements lead to weak and ambiguous matching functions and as a consequence to
inaccurate position estimates. The slant range compensation methods of section 3.3 can
be a means to improve the position matching function.

As a proof of concept, the compensation algorithm is applied to the matching problem. For
this example, the horizontal position of the platform is assumed to be known. While this
assumption cannot be fulfilled in later applications, in this analysis only the improvements
of the compensation are focused. The matching functions are compared in figure 4.28.
The red line illustrates the matching function, when the measured distance is interpreted
as nadir height above ground, while the results illustrated with the cyan colored line uses
the slant range compensated height measurements.
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Figure 4.28: Nadir height and slant range matching comparison

The application of the slant range compensated measurement improves the matching
function significantly. Especially, the characteristics of the matching function peak is
improved in its shape and correspondingly in its accuracy. The expected matching func-
tion shift for both directions is equal to zero for this example. However, even when the
slant range compensation algorithm may be an adequate approach for the solution of this
problem, it does require a precise horizontal position estimate. This requirement is ful-
filled in the height aiding application, where only the degraded vertical position channel
is aided, while the horizontal position is available with a sufficient precision. For SAN
applications, which require a three dimensional position estimate, the uncertainty in the
horizontal position must be additionally considered.

Therefore, the compensation algorithm is integrated into the matching metric and pro-
cessed for each matching function shift. The grid points of the search algorithm are
considered as input to the compensation algorithm. The matching function not only in-
cludes the measurement errors but also the compensation errors. The modification on the
matching metric is discussed in the following section.
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Figure 4.29: Slant range compensated SAN

4.5.1 Slant Range Compensated Matching Metric

The basic principle of the matching algorithm including the slant range compensation is
illustrated in figure 4.29. The left image shows the slant range compensation algorithm in
the position error-free situation. The synthetic measurement has a small deviation due to
errors of the simulation model. The estimated matching function shift for the best match
is zero. In this situation, the compensation algorithm can improve the matching function
by reducing the slant range measurement error.
The right image shows the effects of a horizontal position shift on the compensation
algorithm. While the real measurement is not influenced by the matching function shift,
the synthetic measurement from the altimeter simulation model provides a modified result.
This synthetic measurement does not fit well the real measurement and benefits the
matching function.
Furthermore, the calculation of the mean height offset includes the dependency of the
compensated height measurement on the matching function shift. The same relation is
covered in the matching function. The mean height offset is given by equation 4.27, the
matching function calculation in equation 4.28.

∆h̄i =
1

K

K∑
k=1

(
h̃k − h̃agl,comp,k

(
φ̃k + ∆φi , λ̃k + ∆λi

)
− hdem

(
φ̃k + ∆φi , λ̃k + ∆λi

))
(4.27)

Mi =
1

K

K∑
k=1

∣∣h̃k − h̃agl,comp,k (φ̃k + ∆φi , λ̃k + ∆λi
)
− hdem

(
φ̃k + ∆φi , λ̃k + ∆λi

)
− ∆h̄i

∣∣
(4.28)

The compensation of the height above ground h̃agl,comp,k has to be calculated for each grid-
search shift and for all measurements K. The compensation is repeated for convenience
in equation 4.29.
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h̃agl,comp,k
(
φ̃k + ∆φi , λ̃k + ∆λi

)
= h̃k + hdem (Mk)− hdem (Nk)−0

0

1

RnbRbsRsm

 0

0

d̃m,k

 (4.29)

The determination of the topographic height of the synthetic measurements hdem (Mk) and
the rotation of the s frame into the m frame Rsm require the execution of the altimeter
simulation model. The model has to be executed for all samples within the matching
length and for all matching function shifts of the grid-search.
Even with the calculation power of today’s processors, this exceeds the technical capabili-
ties. An approach to reduce the measured samples was introduced earlier and is one step to
solve this problem. Unfortunately, this method implies a selection of measurements before
compensation. Without compensation, the selection algorithm would degrade. Another
approach to reduce the calculation burden is the reduction of the number of matching
function shifts. Modern matching function grid concepts with reduced grid points are
therefore introduced in the following section.

4.5.2 Grid-Search Optimization

A conventional matching function grid with the grid-size g and the grid-resolution ∆g has
been introduced earlier in this chapter and is illustrated in figure 4.5.
The computational burden for the slant range compensated matching algorithm is huge.
Means to reduce the computational effort are to reduce the number of samples or the
number of grid-points. In this section, the reduction of grid-search shifts with modern
grid concepts is introduced.
Obvious approaches to reduce the amount of grid-points are an increase of the grid-
resolution or the reduction of the grid-size. While the enlargement of the grid-resolution
results in a degradation of the matching function accuracy, the reduction of the grid-size
reduces the operating area of the SAN system. The grid-size should cover the maximum
expected horizontal position error. A coupling of the grid-size on the covariance informa-
tion of the navigation filter is an option to reduce calculation effort, but is not promising
as a general solution of the problem. In this thesis, an iterative grid-search is used for a
significant reduction of the number of matching functions.
The iterative matching grid-search concept has first been introduced in [91]. It is based on
a five-point grid-search algorithm, four corner and one central grid point, with an variable
grid-resolution for each iterative step. For the first step, the distance between the corner
grid points is equal to the grid-size and is halved in each step. Whenever the central
matching function does not provide the best matching result, the center is shifted onto
the best corner point without reducing the grid-resolution. This algorithm is repeated
until the grid-resolution is smaller or equal to the required resolution.
This algorithm can only replace a regular grid search is the result is assumed to be uni-
modal. Therefore the surface has to be rough enough and sampled with a high frequency
[66]. If these requirements are not fulfilled a conventional algorithm has to be executed
instead. A horizontal illustration of the grid-search is given in figure 4.30.
While the number of grid corners is reduced with this method, the resolution in the target
area can be increased. This feature is advantageous especially if the expected results
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Figure 4.30: Five-point grid-search

provide a linear behavior, i.e. the surface in the considered are is sufficiently smooth. A
diagram of the calculation procedure is given in figure 4.31.

Figure 4.31: Five-point grid-search block diagram
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The number of iterations Niter of the five-point grid-search algorithm can be calculated
depending on the required resolution ∆g and the grid-size g. The result is given by
equation 4.30 with a variable factor s , which describes the reduction of the grid-resolution
in each step.

∆g ≥ gsNiter

sNiter ≤
∆g

g

Niter ≥
log10

(
∆g
g

)
log10 (s)

(4.30)

Whenever the center grid-search matching result is the best and a re-centering of the five-
point grid is not required, the number of matching functions is Nmatch = 4Niter + 1. This
is a significant reduction of the number of matching function calls (g/∆g)2 of a regular grid.
A comparison is given in logarithmic scale in figure 4.32, which illustrates the number of
matching function calls depending on the grid-resolution of the two approaches.
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Figure 4.32: Number of grid-search corners

An example of the five-point grid-search algorithm applied on a real three dimensional
matching function is given in figure 4.33.

Figure 4.33: Five-point grid-search example

To illustrate the compensation within the process of matching function grid shifting, the
process diagram of the five-point grid-search is extended by the execution of the synthetic
altimeter simulation model.
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An additional benefit of the five-point grid-search, compared to a regular grid-search, is
the ability to extend the grid size limit. This can be an advantage whenever the navigation
system is degraded and is operating outside its specifications. The five-point grid-search
algorithm, including the slant-range compensation is illustrated as block diagram in figure
4.34.

Figure 4.34: Slant range compensation matching algorithm expansion

When the five-point grid-search is applied, the represented area of the specific corner
grid points is not anymore equally distributed. The specific corner points have to be
weighted depending on their corresponding influence. A Delaunay triangulation is applied
to calculate the representation area of the single grid points. Figure 4.35 shows such a
triangulation. This method is only partially suitable to multimodal matching function
results.
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Figure 4.35: Five-point grid-search weighting

4.5.3 Matching Function Comparison

As already shown, a narrow beam-shaped altimeter provides advantages for the matching
function shape of a SAN system. If either the platform, application or mission profile
does not allow a narrow-beam shaped surface-ranging sensor, a synthetic compensation
of the slant rage errors can improve the matching function. In this section, the results
of the slant range compensated matching function are compared with the conventional
approach. The matching function is calculated using the five-point grid-search, due to the
high computational burden of a regular grid. A comparison of the performance of both
matching metrics is given in figure 4.36.
Due to the high calculation effort of the compensation algorithm in each grid shift, the
combination of the classical matching function grid approach, using a regular grid, and
the five-point grid-search is beneficial. The combination of both methods aims to reduce
the compensated matching function calls without reducing the grid-size.
First, the matching function is calculated using the regular grid without compensation.
The most probable position shift is used as the initial value for the compensated five-
point grid-search. The five-point grid-size can be reduced for the fine search of the most
probable position. The result of the combined method promises a large grid-size, as well as
a high resolution by combining the advantages of the both method for sufficiently smooth
areas. The result of the combined approach is given for the same situation in figure 4.37.
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Figure 4.36: Comparison of classical and slant range compensated matching algorithm
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Figure 4.37: Combination of classical and slant range compensated matching algorithm
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4.6 Multi-beam SAN

In the previous section, the requirements on a high precision SAN system have been
considered. The measurement of high surface gradients, which guarantee a sharp and
unambiguous matching function, require a flight trajectory above hill-tops and other
significant obstacles. A trajectory which fulfills this requirement is on the other site quite
exposed which. For civil aviation, the restrictions of the ATC do not allow to adjust
the trajectory to the needs of the SAN system. The joint usage of some prominent
landmarks would significantly rise the risk of an in air collision. The performance of
SAN systems can be increased without adjustments of the trajectory by using multi-
beam surface ranging sensors. The term multi-beam covers sensor class with multiple
parallel measuring beams, as well as sequential measuring sensors with a variable beam
direction. Sensors providing these characteristics can be Laser-scanners, phased array
Radars or multi-antenna altimeters. As example, the measurement of the Earth’s surface
with a sequential Laser-scanner is illustrated in figure 4.38. Several SAN systems based
on multi-beam sensors have been introduced in [31], [34], [27], [26], [24], [25].

Figure 4.38: Airborne Laser scanner

In this section, the beneficial application of multi-beam sensors in SAN systems is dis-
cussed. The benefits of the introduced information exploitation method is used for multi-
beam measurements with fixed-antenna sensors. A gradient-based beam prediction for
maximization of the matching function accuracy is introduced for variable beam sensors.
This algorithm can also be applied for sensors with variable beam directions and is based
on the previously introduced altimeter simulation model.

4.6.1 Architectures

In this section, three different multi-beam measurement setups and processing methods
will be explained. The first measurement setup uses three fixed-beam altimeters, one
in platform normal direction and two side-looking beams, one left and one right of the
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Figure 4.39: Multi-beam setup

center beam in across track direction. Whereas the antenna positions and directions of
the second method called beam-switching are similar to the fixed-beam approach, they
share one single receiver. This setup is not suitable to provide parallel measurements, but
may be preferred due to the reduced hardware costs. A beam-switching sensor setup has
the advantage of requiring only one receiver, while a parallel measurement requires one
for each antenna. The third setup is based on a variable pivoted beam which can be used
for the beam-steering approach. A schematic illustration of the three methods is given in
figure 4.39.

The information exploitation of the fixed-beam measurement method can be applied in the
post-processing, while the beam-switching and beam-steering method require the a-priori
information about the measurement direction. The information exploitation algorithm is
similar to a single beam approach in case of a fixed-beam measurement apart from the
modification to a multi-beam measurement.

Apart from the center altimeter, which provides similar information as in a single-beam
setup, the two side-looking sensors from the fixed-beam setup provide additional across
track information. The additional information content can improve the matching function
in the weak across track direction. The measurements of the three fixed-beams in a bank-
to-turn flight situation are illustrated above a digital elevation model in figure 4.40.

The information exploitation algorithm is now applied on the beam-switching measure-
ments and is shown in figure 4.41. The algorithm selects the measurements with the
highest impact by a gradient analysis, which has been shown in the previous chapter.
In case of a parallel measurement of three independent surface distances, the selection
of measurement can be done in the post-processing in-flight. If the antennas share one
receiver and only one measurement can be made simultaneously, the introduced altimeter
simulation model is applied to calculate a measurement forecast. Based on the simulated
measurement, the beam-switching command can be derived. The sampling result of the
beam-switching method is given in figure 4.41. The samples with high gradients are se-
lected (red samples), the other samples are ignored (gray samples). In this example, the
algorithm is tuned to select the best measurement in each time step. The information
exploitation algorithm will reduce the samples further when it is applied on the samples
within on matching function length.

When a multi-beam surface measuring sensor is applied, such as a Laser scanner or a
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Figure 4.40: Fixed-beam measurement

Figure 4.41: Beam-switching measurement

phased array Radar, the measurement direction can be chosen freely within the sensor
boundaries. This gives two degrees of freedom, which allows to maximize the information
content of the collected measurements.
The simulation model is used for an in-flight terrain gradient analysis. The model predicts
the measurement direction which features the most beneficial measurement. The beam-
steering command for the sensor, for example the lateral deviation of a Laser scanner
is derived from the measurement direction to ensure the sampling of this area. The
measurement representations obtained by this method are given in figure 4.42.
The chapter is concluded by a comparison of the matching functions of the three multi-
beam approaches in a two-dimensional intersection of the three-dimensional matching
matrix. The result is given in figure 4.43.
The multi-beam approach using three fixed-beams improves the matching function slightly,
compared to a single-beam setup. The beam-switching method improves the matching
function significantly, the beam-steering method shows the expected additional benefits
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Figure 4.42: Beam-steering measurement
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Figure 4.43: Comparison of the multi-beam matching function

to the matching function. In this example, the information exploitation is not applied,
and thereby, the fixed-beam method processed 3N measurements, while the others process
only N measurements.

The results of the multi-beam measurements using the information exploitation is illus-
trated in figure 4.44. The information exploitation brings the expected improvements.
The matching function shape of all methods profits from the selection of the measure-
ments. The fixed-beam method can catch up the performance of the beam-switching
method and in some situations even improve the result. When the beam-switching method
has not measured the surface information with the best impact on the matching function,
the fixed-beam method is beneficial.

SAN systems can be improved by this method, but the achievable increase is limited by
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Figure 4.44: Comparison of the multi-beam matching function using the information
exploitation method

the resolution of the DEM used. To calculate the maximum across track resolution of the
sensor, an maximum view-angle of θsm = 60◦ is assumed as an example. The limitation
concerning the number of beams, dependent on the DEM resolution and the platform
height above ground, is illustrated in figure 4.45.

Figure 4.45: Number of beams - across track

Generally, if the application of a SAN system is proposed, the nominal trajectory of the
aircraft should be adjusted to the needs of SAN. Especially the following three require-
ments have to be fulfilled:

• Flight path within surface-ranging sensor range

• Significant and rough surface characteristics

• Corresponding DSM available in the required detail level.
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As additional benefit, SAN systems can support the platform guidance in case of degra-
dation of the main navigation system by adjusting the flight path to the needs of the SAN
systems. Comparable to an in-flight alignment bank-to-turn maneuver for INS, a sweep
motion above a characteristic surface helps improve the SAN accuracy.
This method can also provide a solution for asymmetrically shaped matching functions,
which means that the position is estimated with a high accuracy in one and with a low
accuracy in the opposite direction. The prediction of the most beneficial measurement
area can be used to identify measurements to particularly aid the weak matching function
direction. In [101], a method to determine the update area of a SAN depending on the
surface roughness is introduced.
The improvements of this chapter are summarized in following box. The methods intro-
duced in this chapter are applied in simulations in chapter 7.

Results
• Information exploitation method increases the processed information con-

tent and sharpens the correlation shape

• Sampling requirements derived from surface characteristics in time and
spatial frequency domain reduce the probability of ambiguities

• Consideration of the translational position drift by the matching function
improves positioning accuracy

• Closed-loop slant range compensation improves the position accuracy for
unimodal matching functions

• Multi-beam methods can increase the measured information content, re-
duce the probability of ambiguities and increase the position accuracy
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Chapter 5

Dead Reckoning SAN

The so far introduced methods for SAN relied on an a-priori available DEM. There are
several DEMs which cover the Earth’s surface world wide, an overview of available DEMs
and their resolution has been given in table 2.6. For high precision SAN, DEMs with
high resolution, accuracy and currentness are required. DEM providing these feature are
not available with a global coverage or an adequate currentness. Especially fast changing
environments, like urban surroundings or dune-like surfaces in deserts are difficult to
capture in DEMs. Seasonal differences of forests, vegetation and agricultural fields also
complicate the comparison with the DEM. Tidal differences of the water level of coast,
rivers or floods are another fast changing surface characteristics. Furthermore, in winter
term, snow- or ice-covered surfaces are also changing the surface range measurements,
compared to the reference DEM.
Another issue with the application of SAN systems is the in-flight availability of the entire
DEM, which is required for the upcoming mission. The Earth surface covers an area of
about 150 000 000 km2 (without water surfaces). Especially for long-endurance missions
or missions with unplanned or dynamically adapted trajectories, a DEM independent
SAN would be beneficial. In this section, a dead-reckoning approach for SAN is therefore
introduced in order to overcome the DEM dependency.

Motivation
• DEMs not applicable for SAN above:

– fast changing environments (urban/dunes)

– seasonal differences (forests/vegetation/agricultural fields)

– water level fluctuation (tidal/rivers/floods)

• Huge memory storage for unknown/unplanned/changeable flight paths

The dead-reckoning approach to SAN follows the basic idea of a temporal triangulation of
the overflown surface. The comparison of the earlier and later recorded surface elevations
indicate the position error, which was accumulated before and after the overflight. The
INS position estimation of the platform is used to create the elevation map by georefer-
encing the measured distance and direction to the surface. Using the platform navigation
system to create the elevation model, the position errors are intrinsically contained in the
model and can be estimated by a classical matching approach. Even though no absolute
position aiding to the integrated navigation system can be provided with this method,
the error of the estimated position increment can be reduced. This linear position drift
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measurement can be used to aid the navigation filter and to reduce the quadratic and
cubic drift of the INS, for example for the bridging of GNSS outages. The basic concept
of this approach is based on the following publications: [94], [90], [89], [92], [91], [88], [33],
[32]. A student thesis dealing with this topic has been supervised ([75]).

Solution Approach
• Dead-reckoning as DEM independent approach to SAN

• Overlapping measurements of the surface elevation before and after over-
flight

• Multi-beam sensors to increase the measured information content

• Estimation of the platform position error drift to be used in the navigation
filter for position error drift limitation

While reference-based SAN methods can be applied using single-beam altimeters as well
as multi-beam sensors, the dead-reckoning approach requires multi-beam measurements.
Not only the larger information content of the multi-beam sensors, but also the indepen-
dence of platform maneuvers require a wider across track sampling. The range accuracy
and measurement density must be very high in order to cover prominent features suffi-
ciently well. The small footprint of a single-beam altimeter would disable the probability
of measuring the same area twice with two sensors within high dynamic platform maneu-
vers. In this thesis, dead-reckoning SAN methods using range-scanning and range-imaging
sensors are discussed. For a better overview, table 5.1 brings this chapter in context to
the earlier discussed approaches.

Reference DEM Without DEM

Single-beam X

Multi-beam X X

Table 5.1: SAN methods

The architecture of a dead-reckoning SAN system is given in the diagram in figure 5.1.
While the integrated navigation system part is unchanged compared to the classical SAN
approach, the dead-reckoning approach requires strongly redundant surface-ranging mea-
surements and provides a position increment aiding to the navigation system. The next
sections discus the range-scanning and range-imaging measurements followed by the anal-
ysis of the position drift estimation. The determination of the measurement time period
and the integration of the measurement in the central navigation filter complete this
section.
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Figure 5.1: INS/dead-reckoning SAN

5.1 Range-Scanning Measurements

A dual range-scanning sensor configuration is the basic setup for a overlapping measure-
ment of the surface. To measure the same surface with both sensors at two different
points in time, the mounting angle or the mounting position or both have to be chosen
differently for each sensor. It is important to ensure different angles of view for both
range-scanning sensors in along track direction, to enable the measurement of the same
surface are at different points in time.

An example for a dual range-scanning sensor configuration with a forward (red) and a
backwards (green) looking Laser scanner is given in figure 5.2.

Furthermore, the surface elevation measured with the forward looking range-scanning
sensor is interpreted as reference, the data provided by the backwards looking sensor
as measurement. To record the reference elevation map and the measurement elevation
map, range-scanning sensors are sampling the surface sequentially in different directions.
A schematic top-view of the expected measurements is given in figure 5.3.

In this example, the forward looking range-scanning sensor is parametrized with a wider
angle-of-view compared to the back looking sensor. This allows small platform roll maneu-
vers without loosing the required overlap. For the further system engineering calculations,
the Earth’s surface variations are neglected to find a solution without local dependencies.
Laser scanner data sheets often state the lines-per-second nl as indication of the radial
velocity of the rotation mirror and the sampling frequency fs . The angular sampling
resolution ∆α is calculated with the scanning beam-width α in equation 5.1.

∆α = α ·
nl
fs

(5.1)
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5.1 Range-Scanning Measurements

The functional principle of range-scanning sensors has been discussed in chapter 2. To
achieve the sampling of a squared surface grid, which provides an ideal resolution of the
overflown surface, the distances of points in-line and the distance between the scanned
lines have to be equal. The mean point distance ∆s̄y of the scanned line is considered. It
is calculated with the across track scanning range sy , the scanning beam-width α and the
sensor mounting angle θsm in equation 5.2 depending on the height above ground.

Figure 5.2: Dual airborne Laser scanning simulation scenery

Figure 5.3: Laser scanner - overlap measurement concept
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∆s̄y = sy ·
nl
fs

= 2 tan
(α

2

) hagl
cos (θsm)

·
nl
fs

(5.2)

The along track displacement of the point has been neglected due to the small along track
movement between the high frequency sampling intervals. Additionally, this displacement
affects all measurements in the same way. The distance between the scanned lines exclu-
sively depends on the platform along track velocity vx and the scanned lines per second.
The corresponding relation is given by equation 5.3.

∆sx =
vx
nl

(5.3)

Figure 5.4: Sensor angle and point distances sketch

The along and across track point distances as well as the sensor view angle and the angular
sensor resolution are illustrated in figure 5.4. By equalizing the across track ∆sy and the
along track ∆sx distances, the nominal lines-per-second for a squared sampling grid can
be determined (equation 5.4).

vx
nl

= 2 tan
(α

2

) hagl
cos (θsm)

·
nl
fs

(5.4)

Rearranging the relation to isolate the sensor mirror velocity leads to equation 5.5.

nl =

∣∣∣∣∣
√
fsvx cos (θsm)

2 tan
(
α
2

)
hagl

∣∣∣∣∣ (5.5)

Figure 5.5 exemplifies equation 5.5 for a down-looking Laser scanner with an angular field-
of-view of α = 80◦ and a measurement frequency of fl = 10 kHz. The lines-per-second
nl are illustrated depending on the along track velocity vx and for different heights above
ground hagl .
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Figure 5.5: Regular grid tuning

To maintain an almost squared grid an increased along track velocity must be compensated
by an increased line-per-second scan speed. An increased height above ground requires
the reduction of the lines-per-second scan speed.

Another design criterion for a dual Laser scanner sensor configuration are the mounting
angles θsm of both sensors. The tilted installation of at least one of the sensors enables
the capability to provide an overlapping scan of the same area at different points in time.
The angle between both sensors’ viewing direction determines the time-to-overlap between
both measured point clouds. In figure 5.6 the time-to-overlap for a configuration with a
forward looking scanner mounted with θsm = 20◦ pitch and a down-looking scanner is
calculated for four heights above ground.

The plot shows that an increase of velocity reduces the time-to-overlap to , while the
increase of the height above ground hagl increases the time-to-overlap.

While the lines-per-second can be adjusted, the mounting angles of the dual scanner
configuration are fix. It is important to consider the mission profile of the platform,
especially the expected height above ground and the along track velocity for a sustainable
SAN system design. Apart from the surface sampling, the time-to-overlap is the other
main dominating parameter. On the one hand, the time-to-overlap is desired to be large
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Figure 5.6: Time-to-overlap parameters
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enough to allow a considerable position drift and on the other hand it shall be small enough
to enable overlapping measurements despite from platform movements and rotations. The
roll dynamic is thereby the most important factor, as high roll can prevent an overlapping
of both surface maps. A small mounting angle between both sensors is therefore preferable
for platforms with high roll dynamics.

5.2 Range-Imaging Measurements

Another measurement method which can provide overlapping surface measurements is
based on snapshot measurements with a range-imaging sensor. Sensors which provide a
range-matrix measurement are for example a Ladar, PMD Camera or ToF-camera. Figure
5.7 gives an example for a range-imaging sensor.

Figure 5.7: Range-imaging simulation scenery

These types of sensors output measurements which can be seen as photographic image
with an additional ranging information attached to each pixel. This sensor type provides
several advantages. First, the measured samples on the surface are almost equidistant,
when assuming a flat surface. Second, range-imaging sensors provide a range-matrix
recorded at one point in time. Third, this method only requires one sensor and hence
allows an easier integration in the platform.

Table 5.2 gives a comparison of a range-scanning and a range-imaging measurement with
a resolution of px to py pixels for comparison reasons.
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5.2 Range-Imaging Measurements

Measurement
Time stamp Quantity Range Direction

Range-scanning tk 1 dm,k Φsm,k

Range-imaging tk Nk = px · py dm,1..N Φsm,1..N

Table 5.2: Range-imaging measurement

The footprint of an overlapping recording with a range-imaging sensor is illustrated for
an exemplary flat surface in figure 5.8.

Figure 5.8: Overlap measurement concept

The array measurement structure of a range-imaging sensor implies an almost regular
surface measurement grid. While the footprint is intrinsically regular, the update fre-
quency is important to guarantee an overlapping measurement. As a rule of thumb, an
overlapping of at minimum so ≥ 50 % of the measured area should expected (see figure
5.9).

The time duration between two measurements ∆ts to fulfill the requirement is given by
equation 5.6 with the along track velocity vx and the along track angle-of-view β.
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Figure 5.9: Range-imaging overlapping area sketch

∆ts ≤
so
vx

≤
hagl
vx

tan

(
β

2

) (5.6)

Figure 5.10 illustrates the resulting requirements on the sensor update frequency and the
sampling time ∆ts . For the illustration the sensor angle-of-view of the range-imaging
sensor is set to α = 80◦. The illustration gives the relation of the sampling time and the
along track velocity vx for different heights above ground.
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Figure 5.10: Range-imaging update frequency requirements

Obviously, the increase of the along track velocity leads to a reduction of the sampling
time and an increase of the sensor update frequency. By increasing the height above
ground, the sensor update frequency can be reduced.
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5.3 Position Drift Calculation

The calculation of the position error drift follows a similar approach compare to reference-
based SAN systems. The main difference of the dead-reckoning approach is the application
of an in-flight recorded point cloud as reference. Due to this fact, a dead-reckoning SAN
system measures the position drift of the INS within the measurement time interval. A
benefit, compared to a reference-based approach, regarding the information processing,
is the reduction of the grid-search size. Due to the fact, that the position drift is lim-
ited by the measurement time interval, the grid-size can be reduced to the corresponding
maximum expected position error as given by the INS specifications. The computational
burden can be reduced by limiting the grid-search size and the number of matching cal-
culations. Furthermore, dead-reckoning SAN systems have no need for a time consuming
acquisition mode. The time drift statistics of the INS can be used to determine the match-
ing result grid-size. The main difference regarding the signal processing is in the use of
an in-flight recorded irregular point cloud as reference. The processing of irregular point
clouds as reference map requires additional calculation (see figure 5.11).

Figure 5.11: Matching algorithm applied on point cloud measurement

For regular grids, the interpolation of the reference elevation of the DEM can be processed
using the bilinear interpolation as shown in chapter 2. One way to handle irregular grids
is to transform the point cloud into a regular grid before processing. This approach
may eliminate essential information and is therefore not recommended. In this thesis a
triangulation is used to interpolate the irregular point cloud. The interpolation of the
reference height at the measured horizontal position is a sequential process consisting of
the following steps:

1. Find a triangle including/surrounding the measurement point

2. Prove the validity of the triangle geometry

3. Calculate the height of the reference triangle at the horizontal position.

Especially the first two items on the list are computationally challenging. First, the trian-
gle which includes the measured horizontal position, has to be identified. The distances
to the reference points (fore measurement) are calculated in the near surrounding. When
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the corresponding reference points are identified, the triangles are checked whether the
measured point is inside or outside the triangle. For a better interpretation, this situation
is illustration in figure 5.12.

Figure 5.12: Triangle search

The search for a matching triangle is enormously time consuming for an unclustered
and unsorted reference point cloud. As alternative to the approach in this thesis, a
management of the point cloud with an intelligent tree data structure would reduce the
computational effort. However, clustering can enable a faster triangulation search, but
the clustering itself requires computational power. The identified triangles are checked
whether they include the searched measurement point or not.
As second step, the chosen triangle is checked for its geometry. Before interpolating, it
has to be ensured, that the triangle is representing the specific measurement point in a
good way. Simulations have shown, that triangles with pointy edge angles or corners
with excessive distance are not suitable for an interpolation. These assignments are
identified and excluded for further processing. These situations often appear at the edges
of the measurement width. If the requirements on the surface sampling are fulfilled, the
consideration of this situation can be neglected. Figure 5.13 gives examples for valid and
invalid geometries for interpolation purposes.

Figure 5.13: Examples for valid and invalid triangle geometry

The high computational effort of the triangulation, interpolation and matching function
requires a fast grid-search algorithm. Therefore, the already introduced five-point grid-
search is used. The entire process is illustrated in figure 5.14.
The algorithms developed as part of this thesis are modularly designed and can han-
dle regular gridded as well as irregular gridded elevation models. Figure 5.15 shows an
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Figure 5.14: Five-point dead-reckoning grid-search block diagram

exemplary triangulation of Laser scanner measurements above a smooth surface.

Figure 5.15: Triangulated point cloud example

The rest of this section deals with the difference and effects on the matching function be-
tween an overlapping range-imaging measurement and a dual Laser scanner measurement
setup. While range-imaging sensors provide two measurements with a direct assignment
to two points in time, range-scanning sensors measure sequentially over time. The aim of
the matching algorithm is the isolation of the position error drift of the INS. Figure 5.16
depicts the situation for a range-imaging measurement recorded with a range-imaging
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sensor.

Figure 5.16: Time sequence for a range-imaging measurement

For sequential range-scanning measurements the time variant position error is assigned to
each single measurement. A growing position error will affect later recorded measurements
more strongly than older measurements. As long as the position error has a linear growth
within the measurement time period, the error will be compensated with the matching
function intrinsically. This situation is illustrated in the left illustration of figure 5.17.

(a) Linear position error growth (b) Non-linear position error growth

Figure 5.17: Time sequence for a range-scanning measurement

Depending on the grade of the inertial sensor characteristics, the position error drift may
also be non-linear. This non-linear error growth can influence the measurement and cannot
be compensated by the matching metric. This situation is illustrated in the right part of
figure 5.17. The application boundary conditions for a high precise surface measurement
do not allow a low-grade INS due to the required georeferencing precision. Obviously, the
processing of the range-imaging sensor measurements is beneficial considering this effect.

5.4 Time-to-Overlap

The position error drift estimation is not the sole measurement for a dead-reckoning SAN
system. The time-to-overlap ∆to , which describes the time period between both mea-
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surements, has to be determined exactly. For a range-imaging based dead-reckoning SAN
system, the time-to-overlap can easily be determined as difference of the measurement
time stamps. Using a range-scanning sensor setup, the determination of the time-to-
overlap is more complicated due to the fact that each measurement sample has a different
time stamp. The basic idea for the time-to-overlap estimation is illustrated in figure 5.18.

Figure 5.18: Time-to-overlap

When it comes to the interpolation of the measurement on the recorded reference, not
only the height of the horizontal measurement position, but also the time stamp has to
be interpolated. Using a range-imaging sensor, the time stamps within one snapshot are
the same, but for a range-scanning measurements, they are recorded sequentially. For the
interpolation of the measured height with a reference triangle, the time stamp assignment
is important. Figure 5.19 describes this problem on a simplified example. The left part
of the figure illustrates a footprint of a range-scanning sensor mounted on a platform in a
bank-to-turn maneuver. Due to the maneuver, the footprint scanning lines are distorted.
Hence, in the lower left area measurements mk with significant different time stamps are
neighboring.

(a) Corresponding interpolation area (b) Interpolation triangle

Figure 5.19: Time-to-overlap non-linearities

The non-linear assignment of the mission time onto the sampling time is caused by the
runtime measurement principle. The right part of figure 5.19 illustrates an interpolation
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triangle with corner point from significant different points in time. In this simplified
example the triangle consists of one corner point of the first scanned line and two corner
point of the second scanned line. The recording time of the corner point of one triangle
used for interpolation has to be as near as possible to provide a representative position
error drift estimation. The different influence of the position error growth on the sampled
measurement causes this effect.

While the position error drift affects the measurement linearly over time, in this situation
a linear behavior cannot be guaranteed anymore. Triangulations with corner measure-
ments from strong varying time-points are detected with the triangulation algorithm and
excluded from further processing.

For interpolation with a valid triangle, the time-to-overlap can be calculated with a linear
interpolation. For the entire position error drift estimation, the time to overlap is given
by equation 5.7.

∆to =
1

N

N∑
n

tf ore,n − tint,n (5.7)

5.5 Navigation Filter Integration

The fusion of a position error drift estimate, as provided by a dead-reckoning SAN system
is not comparable to the integration of a height or position aiding information. The
estimated position error drift within the estimated time period cannot directly be fed into
a standard nine-state navigation filter. A simple approach is the interpretation of the
measurement as velocity error, which is a navigation filter state. This measurement could
then be used directly as aiding information.

The calculation of the mean velocity error uses the measured position drift δx̃n and the
time-to-overlap ∆to (see equation 5.8). The measurement matrix for a mean velocity
error for an error state space filter with the state introduced by equation 3.34 is given by
equation 5.9.

δv̄en =
δx̃n
∆to

(5.8)

H =
(
03x3 I3x3 03x3

)
(5.9)

A more advanced processing of the dead-reckoning SAN measurement, considering the
platform motion, is introduced following. Instead of interpreting the measurement as
mean velocity error, the position error estimate δxn can be interpreted as position error
increment. The relation can be written as an integral as shown by equation 5.10.

δx̃n,k =

tk∫
tk−∆to

δven (t) dt (5.10)

Using this approach, the velocity measurement matrix, given in 5.9 can be applied again.
The measurement can be rewritten with the navigation filter state vector z to equation
5.11.
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5.5 Navigation Filter Integration

δx̃n,k =

tk∫
tk−∆to

Hδz (t) dt (5.11)

The transition to a discrete measurement is given with the relation in equation 5.12 using
the propagation matrices of the navigation filter history Φtk ,tk−1

in equation 5.13.

δz (t) = Φt,tk−∆to ·Φtk−∆to ,tk · δzk (5.12)

δx̃n =

tk∫
tk−∆to

HΦt,tk−∆to ·Φtk−∆to ,tk · δzkdt

= H

tk∫
tk−∆to

Φt,tk−∆todt Φtk−∆to ,tk︸ ︷︷ ︸
H′

·δzk
(5.13)

The new measurement matrix H′ maps the the position error increment onto the mea-
surement values [98]. This method is applied in simulations in chapter 7.
The results of this chapter are shortly summarized in the following box.

• The lines-per-second, along track velocity and the height above ground
are influencing the range-scanning sampling grid

• The time-to-overlap is dependent on the mounting angles

• Range-imaging sensors provide a squared grid (flat surface) with a bene-
ficial instant range-matrix measurement

• Position error drift matching algorithm follows the reference-based SAN
method with an additional triangulation

• The platform dynamics can distort the range-scanning footprint and has
to be considered for triangulation

• The position increment aiding can be achieved with the transition matrix
including the platform motion history
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Chapter 6

Flight Test Instrumentation

The Institute of Flight System Dynamics owns a twin-engine, four-seated aircraft research
platform. The research aircraft, a Diamond Aircraft DA42 MPP (see figure 6.1), was mod-
ified to a fly-by-wire research testbed and supplemented by a reference sensors suite. In
the context of this thesis, the sensor related aspects of the research aircraft are discussed,
to explain the steps beginning with the sensor selection, the integration into the aircraft,
to finally record and evaluate real-data. The work packages are summarized as follows:

Work packages
• Selection and integration of a suitable reference sensor suite

• Development of a modular and extendable data recording infrastructure

• Development of an in-flight sensor data visualization.

The first section gives an overview of the sensors, which have been integrated into the
research aircraft. The second section presents the interface architecture including the
sensors, connection cables and the Flight Test Instrumentation (FTI) setup. The data
logging concept is explained in the third section followed by the flight test engineer mon-
itoring system. The chapter ends with a short introduction to the FTI Hardware in the
Loop (HIL) environment.

Figure 6.1: Diamond Aircraft DA42 MPP research platform
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6.1 Sensor Suite Integration

The research aircraft features a high precision integrated navigation system using Ring
Laser Gyroscopes (RLGs) as reference. The device provides a free inertial position ac-
curacy of 0.8 nautical miles per hour. The unit is integrated in the nose baggage com-
partment of the aircraft and is connected to the Flight Control Computer (FCC) and
FTI via a RS232 connection. It is additionally connected to the Ethernet hub for service
applications and high frequency data logging. An image of the device installed in the
aircraft nose compartment is given in figure 6.2.

While the integrated navigation represents the core navigation reference system using
GNSS aiding information, a standalone GNSS solution is additionally provided with an
independent connection to the FTI. Apart from position and velocity information, the
connection to the GNSS receiver is used to record additional data like satellite constella-
tions, clock errors and raw measurements. The GNSS setup also includes three optional
antennas, one on the roof and one on each wingtip for a future GNSS attitude estima-
tion using two additional receivers. Air data measurements, such as static and dynamic
pressure, the temperature or the differential dynamic pressure for the angle of attack and
the angle of side-slip, are provided by a SIMTEC air data system. While the Air Data
Computer (ADC) is mounted in the rear baggage compartment, the airdata sensor boom
can optionally be mounted on the wing tips or the aircraft’s nose. The height above
ground is measured with a Radar altimeter and a Laser altimeter. The Laser altimeter
unit and the Radar altimeter antennas are integrated in the fuselage, near to the center
of gravity, and are connected to the FTI. An illustration of the mounted Laser altimeter
is given in figure 6.3.

The integration of the Radar altimeter provides several challenges concerning the instal-
lation location. The requirements on the antenna mounting, concerning their relative
position to each other, the distance to other HF antennas and the obstacle clearance in
the near surrounding are given in [43]. Following list gives a brief overview of the major
requirements on the antenna mounting.

• Mounted parallel to the ground within an angle of 6◦

• Angle between both antennas should not exceed 6◦

• Obstacle clearance within a 120◦ cone around both antennas

Figure 6.2: Integration of the RQH1003 in the nose baggage compartment
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Figure 6.3: Integration of the Laser altimeter ILM500 in the fuselage

• Distance between both antennas 0.45 m < d < 1.0 m

• Mounting close to the aerodynamic center of the aircraft

• Distance between Radar and DME, ADF, VHF or other HF antennas d > 0.9 m

These requirements are challenging for the integration of the antennas in a small aircraft.
Especially in approach situations in which the Radar altimeter is normally used, the
extracted gear has to be considered, when the antenna position is specified.
A magnetometer has additionally been integrated in the left wing for an independent
orientation measurement. A tabular overview of the included navigation sensors with the
used interfaces and update frequency settings is given in table 6.1
The research aircraft’s sensor setup provides measurements of the deflection of the control
surfaces and pilot control inputs additionally to the classical navigation sensors. There-
fore, analog Laser position pickup distance sensors are mounted near to the corresponding
control surface to measure the deflection. The analog sensor measurement is processed
in a local micro-controller, which is connected to the Controller Area Network (CAN)
bus. This micro-controller has the capability to digitize the analog measurements and
transform the raw measurements into physical surface deflections by a stored calibration
table. Each micro-controller can host up to four analog sensors, and therefore the sur-
face deflection sensors are clustered into groups dependent on their location. The five
micro-controllers are connected via CAN to the FTI. The aircraft features two indepen-
dent sensor CAN buses, sensor bus 1 covering the left wing to the nose compartment and

Sensor class Sensor label Interface Frequency

Integrated navigation system iMAR RQH1003
RS232 100 Hz

UDP 300 Hz

GNSS receiver Novatel ProPack OEM638 RS232 10 Hz

Airdata computer Simtec RTMC CAN 10 Hz

Laser altimeter ILM 500 R/R RS232 9 Hz

Radar altimeter FreeFlight RA4500 RS232 25 Hz

Magnetometer Honeywell HMR2300 RS485 20 Hz

Table 6.1: Sensor suite overview
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Micro computer CAN interface Laser position pickup

Tail Sensor bus 2
Elevator surface deflection
Rudder surface deflection
Rudder trim pad

Left wing Sensor bus 1 Left aileron

Right wing Sensor bus 2 Right aileron

Flaps Sensor bus 1 Flap position

Pilot controls Sensor bus 1

Aileron - stick position
Elevator - stick position
Rudder - pedal position
Elevator - trim pad

Table 6.2: Laser position pickup overview

sensor bus 2 covering the tail to the right wing area. Table 6.2 gives an overview of the
measured deflections and the connections to the aircraft CAN buses. A top-view on the
research aircraft is given in figure 6.4.
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Figure 6.4: Research aircraft sensor suite
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6.2 Architecture

All devices related to the research infrastructure like sensors, experimental flight controls
and telemetry, are connected to the FTI computer. The primary task of the FTI is the
recording of all incoming sensor measurements on all interfaces for later evaluations and
analyses. The in-flight evaluation and visualization of the data, operated by the pilots and
flight test engineers, is the secondary task. Based on the opportunity to pursue a flexible
number and type of supported interfaces, an Automation PC (APC) has been chosen
as FTI hardware. Furthermore, the modular concept of the chosen Bernecker & Rainer
(B&R) APC 910 allows an easy extension or replacement of interfaces. The installed FTI
setup consist of the APC with two powerlink interfaces, one used for the three powerlink
nodes, responsible for Universal Asynchronous Receiver Transmitter (UART) (RS232,
RS422, RS485) modules, the other one is used for CAN bus transmission. Therefore, the
CAN transmit modules are connected directly via powerlink node to the APC, while the
CAN receive nodes are connected via an additional B&R X20CP3586 programmable logic
controller as Intelligent Controlled Node (ICN) due to internal processing reasons. Figure
6.5 shows an overview of the installed system as displayed in the B&R Automation Studio
System Designer tool.

The APC provides a VxWorks based real-time operating system and can be programmed
with the B&R Automation Studio software. Several computer languages (i.e. ANSI C,
ANSI C++, Structured Text, Basic, diagram-based programming) are supported and can
be combined within one project. The scheduling of the different subprograms is done,
by assigning each program to one of eight task classes with definable cyclic time. All
programs and library have been realized in ANSI C and a modular submodule structure
for this project.

All tasks have been categorized into groups with different cyclic frequencies to establish a
computational burden efficient project. The interface handling, responsible for receiving
and transmitting data, is assigned to the task with the lowest cyclic time. The post-
processing of the data for visualization purposes can be done at a medium frequency.
This medium frequency corresponds to the update frequency of the visualization. While
the collection of the data to an internal buffer is done at a high frequency, the file writing
is established with a reduced frequency, due to the high computational burden of file
access operations. Table 6.3 gives an overview of the used submodule categories, the

Figure 6.5: B&R Automation Studio system designer
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Submodule Category Description Frequency

tx
I/O handling

transmit
highrx receive

trx bidirectional

interpret
data processing

protocol unpack
mediumconvert physical value conversion

pack protocol pack

ctrl device control sensor setting modifications startup/on request

datalog file I/O file write low

Table 6.3: Submodule categories

nomenclature and the frequency association.

The total number of interface handling routines is given in table 6.4.

RS232 RS485/RS422 CAN (tx) CAN (tx) UDP

Number of modules 7 4 4 6 >30

Table 6.4: Number of interface handling functions

The UART and CAN connections are mainly used for sensor measurements and com-
munication with the experimental control system. The high amount of User Datagram
Protocol (UDP) connections is used by the communication to the in-flight visualization.
All incoming messages are time stamped and written to a data logging file. The mes-
sages which are important for the in-flight visualization are unpacked, Cyclic Redundancy
Check (CRC) checked and interpreted, too.

6.3 Data Logging Concept

For data logging, a robust time stamp is the most important meta information for the
later data synchronization with other sensor data. Each incoming data stream segment
is time stamped immediately after reception. For sensors without an internal time, like
the Laser altimeters or the air data computers, this time stamp is the only association to
the other sensors. For sensors with internal clocks, like GNSS receivers, this time stamp
is the association with the FTI time. The time stamping of the incoming data stream is
coded as a relative time, beginning with the FTI start up. The FTI time stamp can be
transformed into a global time for an absolute time-precise post-processing of the recorded
data. Therefore, the GNSS receiver clock is used to compensate a possible time drift of
the internal FTI clock.

The requirements on the time stamp are a resolution of minimum 50 µs and an unam-
biguous time assignment of at least one week, especially for HIL simulation. An unsigned
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Figure 6.6: Message interpretation and data logging stream division

32-bit integer with a bit resolution of 50 µs can cover the time maximum period TFT I,max
given by equation 6.1.

TFT I,max =
(

232 − 1
)
· 50 µs = 2.49 d (6.1)

As an alternative, the time stamp is divided into two variables, one unsigned 32-bit integer
representing the milliseconds, with a range up to TFT I,max = 49.7 d and a unsigned 16-bit
integer representing the µ seconds with a range up to 999 µs.

To avoid interdependencies, the data logging task is completely independent of the data
interpretation and data visualization tasks. The input data streams are separated into
a logging stream and an interpretation stream, immediately after reception. This design
is required to ensure a completely independent logging and avoid a potential blocking of
the the recording procedure.

If the design had included the logging of unpacked and converted sensor data, a failed
CRC check for example would have lead to the exclusion of the data packet and to the
interruption of the logging process. Such a data stream would have not been logged and
the error source could not be identified in the post processing. The schematics of the
receive stream division is given in figure 6.6.

After time stamping the incoming data stream, it is copied immediately into a local,
semaphore protected queue. This semaphore prevents the concurrent access to the queue
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Figure 6.7: Data logging buffer concept

which could lead to potential corruption of the data stream. Immediately after reception,
the local queue tries to copy its information in a global queue. The purpose of the global
queue is the data transmission to the file writer module. This operation is again semaphore
protected. In case of a locked global buffer, the data is collected in the local stream until
the global buffer is available again. The global buffer collects the data from the local
buffer over a larger period of time. The low frequent file writer task is executed when the
global buffer size has reached a minimum write threshold. This limitation avoids high
computational costs due to the file access routines. If the file writer buffer is locked, the
routine is executed at the next availability. The three buffer types and their interaction
are illustrated in figure 6.7.

The data logging algorithm requires several cycles to save the data on the storage medium,
depending on the amount of data and the general system load. To avoid exhausting file
sizes, new files are generated in defined time intervals, typically every five minutes. A
time sequence of the queue copy process is given in figure 6.8.

The filenames of the generated files include the logged device identification and a date
and time stamp for an unambiguous assignment. The amount of data is not the only
influencing factor for the file writer process runtime. This process is realized in the data
logging function of the fsdDatalog library using a state machine and the B&R FileIO
library. This manufacturer library offers several functions to open, close and write data to
a file. The rudiment FileIO functions are managed with a state machine for an automatic
flow. Additionally, the device hot plug functionality is managed in this function to allow
changes of the storage device during the runtime. The state diagram of the data logging
function is depicted in figure 6.9.

Figure 6.8: Data logging timing concept
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Figure 6.9: fsdDatalog library - state diagram
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The queue size of the three buffers (receive, global, write) for each sensor are designed
to be sbuf f er = 219 = 524 288 B, which adds up to a total buffer for all 23 data-log
channels of about 35 MB of disk space. In the event that the required recording storage
medium is not responding (busy), a controlled global buffer overflow is enforced if the
global buffer load is at lglobal = 100 % and the receive buffer load is at loadrx ≥ 90 %.
The receive buffer is not completely utilized to provide a minimum memory space for
future incoming messages, for a possible reconnection to the storage medium. The queues
are continuously shifted to delete older messages and keep the current ones. This methods
enables a continuous logging as long a the outage time ∆toverf low is not exceeded.
Considering a sensor with the frequency f1, a message length of smsg and the factor cmsg
describing the number of time cycles needed to receive one message, the total storage
medium overflow time ∆toverf low is calculated by equation 6.2. Assuming a message with
a frequency of f1 = 100 Hz and a message length of smsg = 66 Byte and a mean number
of message receptions of cmsg = 2, the time span the storage medium is not responding
should not exceed the overflow time ∆toverf low ≈ 2 min to prevent a buffer overflow.

∆toverf low =
1.9 · sbuf f er

f1 · (smsg + 8 · cmsg)
. (6.2)

An important aspect for the post-processing of the recorded data is the time drift behavior.
While sensors without an internal clock rely on the FTI clock, the integrated navigation
system or the GNSS receiver provide an internal clock. The logged time tag sequence of
the GNSS receiver does not only provide the Seconds-of-Week (SoW) of the highly precise
Position-Velocity-Time (PVT) solution, but also the FTI time stamp. These time stamps
enable the absolute synchronization from the relative FTI time trx to the absolute GNSS
time tSoW in the post-processing. The time drift behavior for a flight test with a duration
of T ≈ 60 min is shown in figure 6.10. A drift of δtrx ≈ 4 ms between FTI time stamp
and the tSoW over a period of one hour can be identified.
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Figure 6.10: FTI time drift

The outages of up to δtrx ≈ 25 ms are not indicating a timing problem of the recording
device, but are a sensor specific characteristic. In this example, the timing of the GNSS
receiver was analysed in detail. The GNSS receiver does not only provide position and
velocity information at a constant data rate, but also gives meta information like satellite
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constellation information or clock error model parameters. This information are provided
with a delay and without constant data rate. However, the data contains the time stamp
of their validity time, which explains the higher time stamp discrepancy.

6.4 In-flight Visualization

The in-flight visualization displays all important information to the Flight Test Engi-
neer (FTE). The amount of expensive flight test hours can be minimized by indicating
malfunctions directly. The most important functions have been indicated and grouped
for visualization onto eight subpages. The eight subpages and a brief overview of the
contained information are given in table 6.5.

Page Content Controls

Overview Primary Flight Display (PFD),
position, height above ground,
Experimental Flight Control System
(EFCS), surface deflections

-

EFCS detailed drive train information,
internal error list

-

RQH navigation states, covariances,
device status

trigger alignment,
trigger UDP stream

PFD PFD, detailed air data information,
Radar and Laser altimeter

Pressure Settings

GPS GNSS position and velocity,
device Status

log, unlog and reset,
toggle antenna power

POS Pickups raw and calibrate surface deflections modify calibrations and
update frequencies

Logmonitor USB device indication, buffer load,
file-age

reset buffer overflow

Flight Control autopilot modes, direct law, moving
map, error list, software versions

set flight test number,
toggle flight test, toggle
waypoints

Table 6.5: FTI display pages

An indication of the state of the buffers and the storage device is avaiable to monitor the
data logging. The load of the three buffers and the age of the file indicates the health of
the data logging channels. Additionally, a red frame around the corrupted buffer would
indicate a potential buffer overflow. This information can be reset by clicking onto the
symbol of the corrupted buffer if the FTE is aware of the malfunction (see figure 6.11).

The information of each page is transmitted to the visualization device by a separate
UDP package. Short time variant information can be transmitted at a higher data rate
(e.g. PFD) than information with low variance in time (waypoint list). The computational
effort of the FTI and the display computer as well as the network load is reduced this way.
The FTE workstation including the FTI and the display is shown in figure 6.12. The left
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Figure 6.11: Data logging monitoring

image displays the EFCS safety system, the FCC, the Power Distribution Unit (PDU)
and actuators. The UART powerlink knot of the FTI is installed in the rear baggage
compartment of the research aircraft. The FTI consists of the APC, the interface boxes
for CAN and UART and the display. The right image gives a more detailed view on
the FTI display with the selected overview page. While the aircraft is on ground in
this situation, the FTI inputs are fed by the Aircraft-in-the-Loop (AIL) system. This
additional HIL environment can be used for testing specific in-air situations on ground.

The display information is rigorously checked for their currentness. Therefore, each sensor
protocol package type is assigned a maximum outage time threshold. If no update is
received at the FTI within this time interval, the outdated sensor information is crossed
out from the display to indicate the sensor outage. If a complete UDP package is lost over
a specific time interval, the display itself indicates the loss of the Ethernet connection by
a red display overlay.

While the information content of the eight subpages are transmitted simultaneously, there

(a) Flight test engineer workstation (b) FTI display

Figure 6.12: FTI setup
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are contents which have to be requested by the user. For example, the calibrations table
of the surface deflection pickups is only provided for the selected sensor. Transmitting the
calibration table for each sensor would exhaust the UDP protocol structure and would
increase the network traffic load. The request of the sensor and generally, the operation of
a display button requires a handshake protocol for debouncing. The main reason for this
approach is the asynchronous timing of the display and the FTI and the indeterminism
of the UDP protocol. Additionally, the timing of the FTI has to be considered. A button
request for example can be received multiple times before the FTI reacts. Therefore,
all bi-directional message streams with the display are debounced. The implemented
debouncing method is illustrated in figure 6.13.

Figure 6.13: Display button debouncing

As example, the control of a device via FTI display is described in detail. The modi-
fication of a calibration sampling point on a surface deflection sensor is chosen to show
the procedure. While the calibration commands are provided via UDP to the FTI, the
sensors have to be configured via CAN bus. To insert, modify or delete a sampling point
of the calibration curve, which maps the raw sensor measurements onto physical surface
deflections, several steps have to be realized. The control of this sensor via display is
illustrated as sequence diagram in figure 6.14. The debouncing of the several buttons is
omitted in the diagram for convenience.

Figure 6.14: Modify the calibration table

Figure 6.15 depicts the rendered calibration curve of one Laser Position Pickup (LPP),
in this case the deflection indicator of the landing flaps.
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Figure 6.15: LPP calibration table

6.5 Hardware-in-the-Loop Setup

The development of such a complex system as the FTI was realized sequentially and
separately for each single sensor. The integration procedure was similar for all sensors and
started with a laboratory setup with the laboratory FTI. The laboratory FTI is equal to
the aircraft FTI in its interface setup and software. With an established electrical interface
and an implemented software protocol interface, the sensor was basically tested for its
functionality. A HIL environment was required due to physical limitations of sensor testing
in the laboratory and the need for sensor integration in the aircraft. The FTI HIL consists
of a Total System Simulation (TSS) containing a Flight Dynamic Model (FDM), sensor
simulation models and the sensor interface simulation. With this HIL environment, the
FTI interface and protocol interpretation can be tested more comfortably. The processing
of nominal sensor values can be tested in the HIL environment as well as extreme values
near or out of the measurement range of the sensor. With this stepwise testing approach,
the integration in the aircraft could be dramatically accelerated and the hard- and software
development can be parallelized. Furthermore, the TSS is used for debugging purposes
of flight tests, if a sensor or FTI shows an abnormal behavior. The HIL setup with the
TSS and the laboratory FTI is illustrated in figure 6.16.

The architecture of HIL sensor models providing the inputs for the FTI can be divided
into following three main layers:

• Electrical Layer,

• Functional Layer,

• Interface and Protocol Layer.

The aim of the electrical layer of the TSS is the interaction of the HIL with the PDU
simulator, where circuit breakers control the power for each connected sensor. Specific
sensors can be switched on and off with a hardware interface similar to the aircraft PDU.
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Figure 6.16: FTI and TSS in HIL environment

The specific sensor output for each sensor is calculated in the functional layer, which
requires the FDM states as input. Therefore, simple generic sensor behavior models can
be implemented up to highly detailed specific sensor models. As the main purpose of the
facility is protocol and interface testing, generic sensor models have been implemented so
far. For the further integration of a high detail sensor model, the real-time framework
of the APC is designed to include a model-based functional sensor model created with
MATLAB/SIMULINK. The protocol layer takes care of the conversion of the physical
sensor measurements into the specific sensor transmission protocol. HIL benefits of the
modular setup based on industrial components, which provide all established interface
types are available. The implementation of the sensor protocol has to be identical to the
real sensor for replicability and comparability. Therefore, especially the protocol headers,
checksums and protocol peculiarities, like stuff bytes, have to be implemented carefully.
A special feature of the research aircraft FTI HIL is the capability of simulating asyn-
chronous sensor measurements within a real-time system on any integer time interval.
One requirement on the HIL is to simulate time shifts and time drifts for each sensor
and interface and to individually test the performance of the device, not only under lab-
oratory timing conditions. The simulation of any integer time interval is realized with
a high-frequent sensor management function, which coordinates the submodules of the
electrical, functional, protocol and interface layers.
The achievements introduced in this chapter are summarized in the following box:

Achievements
• Modular FTI setup with industrial automation components

• Completely independent data logging and sensor protocol interpretation

• In-flight visualization and device control

• HIL environment for development and testing purposes
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Chapter 7

Flight Emulation and Simulation

The methods and algorithms introduced in the chapters 3, 4 and 5 are applied in this
chapter. Laser and Radar altimeter data of a real flight campaign have been recorded to
demonstrate the algorithms. Due to air traffic regulations, low-level flights could not be
realized however, hence real altimeter data for SAN algorithms are not available. Since the
research aircraft currently does not feature range-scanning or range-imaging sensors, the
applications using these sensors are demonstrated in simulations featuring a high-detailed
sensor data simulation. An overview of the three applications applied in this chapter is
given in figure 7.1. The three corners of the triangle represent, as already explained in
the introduction, the different aiding orders.

Figure 7.1: SAN Applications

The Vertical Surface Aided Navigation (VSAN) provides an absolute height information
in situations with degraded vertical GNSS performance. In GNSS denied situations, the
Precise Positioning Surface Aided Navigation (PPSAN) can provide an absolute three-
dimensional position aiding. However, both algorithms rely on a reference DEM. In
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contrast, the Dead-Reckoning Surface Aided Navigation (DRSAN) cannot provide an
absolute positioning information, but a relative position drift estimation without the
need of a reference DEM.

The first section of this chapter gives an introduction of the infrastructure used for the
simulations. The slant range compensated height aiding is demonstrated for a general
aviation airfield approach in simulation in the second section. As alternative the ground-
clearance integrity monitor is shown for smaller platforms. As a second application,
PPSAN applied on a simulated fighter aircraft trajectory with single and multi-beam
sensors is investigated. The results are compared to traditional TAN approaches. The
performance of the DRSAN concept is shown in the following section. The chapter is com-
pleted with the application of the validity assessment and the slant range compensation
on recorded flight test data.

7.1 Simulation Environment

The evaluation of SAN requires the analysis of platform, sensor and environmental char-
acteristics. The institute’s research aircraft features only the existing altimeters which
are integrated in the platform. This limits the available real data to the available sensor
types and to only one platform dynamics profile. Especially SAN algorithms have appli-
cations in military aircraft with high dynamics. Therefore a simulation environment has
been developed to simulate a wide range of surface-ranging sensors and SAN algorithms
with different platforms. The simulation environment is based on Mathworks MATLAB
and is divided into three layers. The input trajectory data is pre-processed to provide
an analytic representation of the trajectory. The analytic trajectory representation is fed
into a generic sensor data generation for several implemented sensor types. Finally, the
generated sensor simulation can be applied to the SAN algorithms. In this section, the
trajectory generation and the sensor data generation are discussed.

7.1.1 Trajectory Generation

The trajectory generation is designed to provide a wide interface spectrum for all kinds of
simulated or recorded flight data. It is not important whether the data is available with a
defined frequency or with a specified accuracy. Apart from a time stamp, the trajectory
generation only requires a position and an attitude input. The outcome of the trajectory
generation tool is an analytic representation of the trajectory for the later calculation of
highly consistent inertial measurement data.

The trajectory is represented by splines fitted to the input position coordinates and at-
titude angles. The tool contains an additional filtering option to eliminate quantization
errors in the input data. This option is not mandatory, but can be helpful when dealing
with recorded data with insufficient data type resolution. For example, the accuracy of
the geodetic position in radians stored in a float variable with single precision can lead to
quantization errors.

The quantization error of the longitudinal position (in radians) at the equator is given
by equation 7.1 assuming a single precision data type with the quantization qsingle =

0.0000001.
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qλ = qsingle · N (φ)

= 0.64 m
(7.1)

Single precision variables with a resolution of qλ = 0.64 m are not sufficient for a high
precision simulation and have to be avoided. The filtering of the input data to suppress
the quantization effects is a trade-off between closeness to the input data and smoothness.
For the spline fitting approach, quintic splines for position coordinates and attitude angles
have been chosen. The quintic splines feature the opportunity of an analytic differentiation
of the acceleration measurement with a continuously differentiable behavior. An example
showing the position and attitude of a departure trajectory as spline representation and
the raw input data is given in figure 7.2.
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Figure 7.2: Spline fitting of trajectory

The plot shows a good match between the input data and the spline approximation. For a
detailed performance analysis, the absolute differences between input data and the spline
representation are considered. The result in figure 7.3 is split in two components, the red
plot indicates the errors of the filtered signal with respect to the input data. The cyan
plot indicates the errors of the spline signal with respect to the filtered signal.

The deviations caused by the filtering can be led back to the quantization errors of the
input data and are welcome to provide a smooth input signal in prior to the spline fitting.
The error values are within a few decimeters in position and about two-hundredth of a
degree for the attitude angles.

The spline fitting errors of the position are within several millimeters, while the attitude
spline fitting errors are about a factor two smaller than the attitude filtering errors.
Summarized, the deviations from the input data are within a quite tolerable range and
acceptable in order to generate highly consistent data for this high precision simulation.
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Figure 7.3: Spline fitting errors

7.1.2 Sensor Data Generation and Validation

The output created by the trajectory generation tool is stored in a generic spline file. The
advantage of processing an analytic trajectory spline is not only the continuous differen-
tiability, but also the continuous availability of position and attitude without any sample
time restrictions. The sensor data generation tool offers the possibility to simulation the
following sensors type:

• Inertial Measurement Units

• GNSS Receivers

• Altimeters (Radar and Laser)

• Range-scanning sensors (f.i. Laser scanners )

• Range-imaging sensors (f.i. ToF cameras)

• Barometers

• Magnetometers

The focus of the following example is on the generation of IMU measurements. The
simulation models for altimeters, range-scanning and range-imaging sensors have been
discussed in chapter 2.
The specific force fb can be obtained by resolving the velocity navigation frame differential
equation, the derivation is given by equation 7.2. The angular rate ωnb is superposed by
the transportation rate ωen and the Earth rotation rate ωie to obtain the inertial angular
rate measurement by equation 7.3.

.
vn = Rnbfb + γn − (2Rneωie + ωen)× vn

fb = Rbn (
.
vn + (2Rneωie + ωen)× vn − γn)

(7.2)
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ωib = Rbn (Rneωie + ωen) + ωnb (7.3)

This approach enables the calculation of highly consistent inertial sensor measurements
with a freely selectable frequency. The trajectory and sensor data generation tool chain
is verified by a numerical integration of the derived inertial measurements. The contin-
uously available inertial measurements are sampled at a common frequency for inertial
measurement, in this example fs = 100 Hz. The sampled measurements are integrated to
velocity, attitude and position with the SDA, and finally compared to the input trajectory.
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Figure 7.4: Sensor data integration error

The errors in position, velocity and attitude of the simulated one hour trajectory are
given in figure 7.4. The position integration error does not exceed δxn < 1 µm. Due to
the central gravity field of the Earth, the height channel shows an instable behavior. The
velocity error do not exceed δnn < 1 nm s−1 and the attitude errors do not exceed δψ <

5 pdeg. These errors result from the discrete measurement sampling and the numerical
strapdown integration and are totally tolerable for the error free, inertial-only integration.
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7.2 Simulation Study - Vertical SAN

The methods discussed in chapter 3 are now applied in an approach scenario with a general
aviation aircraft. This section considers two different approach applications. First, a
slant range compensated height aiding of an INS is demonstrated. The scenario and the
simulation results are introduced in the first subsection.

The second example considers an Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV) or small aircraft
without the capability of an in-flight slant-range compensation in an approach situa-
tion. Therefore, an alternative method with a-priori processed altimeter measurement
expectations is discussed. The application description is given in the following box:

Application Description
• Height aiding for approach guidance

• In-flight slant range compensation

• Ground-clearance integrity monitor for small platforms.

7.2.1 Compensated Height Aiding

Airfields used for general aviation aircraft are often significantly smaller than international
commercial airports. On these airfields, ground-based navigation aiding systems like ILS
or GBAS are not offered. The airfields are limited to a small area around the runway and
hence do not feature a RAOA. The exemplary airfield discussed in this section is located
in Vilshofen (identification EDMV), it lies in the Danube river valley surrounded by a
hilly environment.

Figure 7.5: Google Earth visualization of the EDMV approach trajectory

An additional peculiarity of this airport is the traffic pattern path, which does not allow a
direct approach into the centerline direction. Due to the shape of the river and the moun-
tains on both sides, a direct approach is not possible. As alternative, an approach with
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an angular offset is mandatory. The simulated trajectory in the described surrounding is
depicted in figure 7.5.
The trajectory starts with the downwind sector at a constant height. The final sector is
approximately 30 degrees tilted to the runway center line axis, the heading is compensated
near to the runway threshold. This pattern provides rough surface variations, including
vegetation, forests, hilly surface and the river valley. The simulation of the approach is
started in the mid downwind sector at t0 = 150 s and covers the complete approach. The
vertical profile including the overflown surface is given in the upper plot of figure 7.6. The
simulated height above ground measurement of the Radar is depicted in the middle plot
of the figure together with the nadir height above ground. The lower plot illustrates the
simulated measurement errors with respect to the nadir height above ground.
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Figure 7.6: Radar altimeter raw measurement

The RMS error of the simulated Radar altimeter measurements is calculated to δhrms =

10.3 m. Applying the slant range compensation algorithm to the measurements reduce
the error to δhrms = 0.97 m. The results are illustrated in figure 7.7.
Finally, a INS/GNSS integrated navigation solution is compared to a raw Radar altimeter
aiding and to a compensated altimeter aiding. The height channel of the three methods
are depicted in figure 7.8.
As expected, the covariance of the height channel of the INS/GNSS is constant. While this
method is recommendable for trajectories which can guarantee a good GNSS constellation
and a large ground-clearance, it cannot be used for real-world landing applications.
The direct aiding with the Radar altimeter reduces the height variance. The errors of the
raw altimeter measurements however are to large to provide a height accuracy ensuring
a save guidance for small ground-clearances.
The application of the compensated measurement reduces the covariance and coinciden-
tally increases the accuracy of the height channel, especially with decreasing ground dis-
tance. The results are summarized in the following box:
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Figure 7.8: Integrated altimeter height aiding comparison

Results
• GNSS only aiding is not suitable for approach guidance

• GNSS + Radar (raw) cannot provide the required height accuracy

• GNSS + Radar (compensated) increases the height accuracy and reduces
the covariance

7.2.2 Ground-Clearance Integrity Monitoring

Processing a DEM and the slant range compensation algorithm in-flight requires a pow-
erful computer. While this requirement is fulfilled for military and commercial aircraft,
the computational power may not be available on-board of smaller platforms. An altime-
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ter application as ground-clearance integrity monitoring without the need for complex
in-flight calculations is introduced in the sequel. The method is based on pre-processed
altimeter measurement expectation values along a common flight path profile. The live
measurements are compared to the expected altimeter measurements and are checked for
accordance to ensure a correct measurement behavior, as long as the preplanned expec-
tations are met.

For this approach, either the introduced Radar simulation model is used to process the
synthetic altimeter measurements of a standard approach pattern of a specific airfield or
representative altimeter measurements are recorded directly. The pre-processed, synthetic
height expectation is provided digitally a-priori for storage in the platforms.

This step has to be iterated whenever the airfield surrounding (vegetations, buildings,
etc.) or the approach path itself changes. Therefore, a current DSM has to be created,
representative altimeter measurements have to be recorded or the altimeter measurement
recording flight has to be repeated.

Whenever the platform is on the defined path, for example guided by GNSS way-points,
the synthetic altimeter measurement can be compared to the live altimeter measurements.
While the height above ground measurement contains the discussed errors, the comparison
of two altimeter measurements is advantageous. A generic example of this application is
illustrated in figure 7.9.

Figure 7.9: Ground-clearance integrity monitor concept
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Figure 7.10: Ground-clearance monitoring - architecture

The upper sketch shows the approach situation above varying and vegetated surface.
The lower sketch gives the altimeter measurement (red) and the expected measurement
assuming a flat surface. Comparing the altimeter measurement with the expected linear
progress of the height above ground due to the aircraft sink rate, will result in huge
differences of the both signals. The difference of both signals can provide an integrity
information concerning the glide slope, which will be more robust compared to the use
of the height above ground in combination with the airfield height. A block diagram
of the navigation architecture with the preflight processing of the expected altimeter
measurements and the in-flight integrity check is given in figure 7.10. The computational
burden of the in-flight calculation is comparably small and the method is therefore suitable
also for small aircraft or UAVs.
The integrity of the glide path can be calculated by evaluating the history of altimeter
measurements, as it is done in the SAN approach. In contrast to comparing the measure-
ments to a DEM, the a-priori processed Radar altimeter expectations are used, including
all the specific surface features below the glide path. Those features are used to identify
the correct horizontal position.
As integrity feature, different criteria obtained from a reduced, two-dimensional compari-
son algorithms can be used. The comparison metric used for the integrity determination is
similar to the metrics used for SAN (see section 4). It requires the distance to the airfield
as argument instead of the horizontal position coordinates. The matching metric and the
height offset calculation thereby simplifies to equation 7.4 with the reference altimeter
measurements denoted by hagl,ref , the matching result vector Mi and the distance to the
runway touchdown point drwy .

∆h̄i =
1

K

K∑
k=1

(
h̃k − h̃agl,k − hagl,ref (drwy)

)
Mi =

1

K

K∑
k=1

∣∣h̃k − h̃agl,k − hagl,ref (drwy)− ∆h̄i
∣∣ (7.4)
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Figure 7.11: Integrity matching criteria

The glide path integrity can be indicated by the characteristics of the matching output.
There are several criteria which define a robust and accurate matching function if the true
position fits the expected position, they are summed up in the following list:

1. The peak value of the matching function is small, approximately in the quality of
the sensor errors.

2. The peak of the matching function is near to the zero matching algorithm shift.

3. The gradient on the left side of the peak is positive.

4. The gradient on the right side of the peak is negative.

An illustration of a matching function fulfilling all the criteria for a positive integrity is
given in figure 7.11. The requirement 1 on the matching result ensures that the mini-
mum matching result provides a good absolute match quality which is important for the
integrity monitoring. Relative matches, often caused by local surface similarities, can
be avoided with this requirement. Requirement 2 ensures a small drift of the distance
to the runways touchdown point and thereby confirms the estimated position solution.
The demands on the gradients 3 and 4 on both sides of the peak ensure a sharp and
unambiguous peak.

The application of the integrity monitor is demonstrated on two examples. The first
example in figure 7.12 shows an approach trajectory over a rough surface. The absolute
height, the height above ground hagl and the integrity error value are plotted over the
distance to the runway touchdown point drwy . The upper plot shows the ideal and true
three degree approach on the runway with exact match. This visualization only provides
the height in dependence of the runway distance drwy , the aim of the integrity algorithm
is to ensure that the expected topographic surface below the approach path is actually
measured.
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Figure 7.12: Approach integrity signal with mismatch indication

However, the height and the distance to the runway in the upper plot shows a perfect
match, the pilot is flying another approach path on the runway as the standardized ap-
proach pattern. This information is obtained by the height above ground measurements,
where the ideal and true measurement deviate until a distance of drwy ≈ 2200 m. At this
distance, the aircraft is back on the standard approach pattern and the reference altime-
ter measurement fits the actual measurement. The lower plot shows the corresponding
integrity error value and a colored integrity assessment. While the integrity error indi-
cates the deviations in the height above ground above unknown topographic surface, the
integrity error value decrease when flying back on the assumed track. The integrity value
provides a low-pass behavior due to its dependency on the measurement history. The
algorithm requires a sufficient number of correct matches before showing a good integrity
result, which is not only an algorithmic dependency, but also a robust behavior which
can eliminate outages. To show the performance of the algorithm without a deviation of
the approach track, the second example is given in figure 7.13. The trajectory provides a
flight path above the expected surface. The good match leads to a perfect integrity error
value and hence to a perfect integrity assessment.

An additional information can be obtained by this algorithm in form of a glide slope
deviation, which is similar to the signal provided by ILS. This deviation signal is calculated
as the ratio between expected and measured altimeter height in dependence of the distance
to the runway landing threshold, the equation is given in 7.5.

δγ = tan−1

(
hagl − hagl,ref

d

)
(7.5)

An example showing the relation between a deviation of the glide path, the measured
height above ground and the glide slope deviation signal, is illustrated in figure 7.14.

The upper plot shows the absolute height with the ideal glide path, the true glide path, the
topographic height and the runway. The height above ground over a flat earth is given in
the middle plot as well as the expected Radar altimeter measurement and the true Radar
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Figure 7.13: Approach integrity signal with positive indication

altimeter measurement. The expected radar altimeter measurements are obtained with
an a-priori processed synthetic estimation of the height above ground, assuming an ideal
glide path. For this demonstration, the true measurements are forced to deviate from the
expected measurements to show the performance of the glide slope indication in the lower
subplot.

Comparable to an ILS receiver, the dashed line indicates a one degree height deviation
from the glide path relative to the runway distance. This depiction has been chosen due
to its similarity to the ILS glide slope indication. Especially for a landing application, a
relative error indication depending on the distance to the threshold is beneficial.

This method can be used as an alternative approach guidance if a standardized approach
pattern and the corresponding altimeter reference measurements are available. The per-
formance of this method in combination with the integrity monitor is in the following
demonstrated by two examples. First, the integrity indication and glide slope deviation
is simulated for a nominal trajectory. The approach result is given in figure 7.15.

The integrity monitor acknowledge the altimeter measurements for the entire trajectory,
after a short transient at the beginning of the simulation due to the measurement history
dependency. The deviations of the standard approach glide slope are indicated in the
lower plot, with increasing deviations towards the runway threshold. These deviations
are caused by an in-precise true flight path height and the relative formulation of the
deviations with respect to the runway distance.

The same simulation is repeated to show the integrity indication for the occurrence of an
unexpected obstacle beneath the approach path. The results are depicted in figure 7.16.

At drwy =3000 m an obstacle with a height of about hobstacle =150 m is measured from
the altimeter, while the expected altimeter measurement does not include this object. The
integrity monitor instantaneously indicates the mismatch and the monitoring will first be
available again, when the false measurements are eliminated in the measurement history.
This example demonstrates the performance of the algorithm with unknown obstacles
very well. In this special case, a novel reference measurement of the approach path or the
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Figure 7.14: Glide slope signal
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Figure 7.15: Ground-clearance monitoring with glide-slope indication
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Figure 7.16: Ground-clearance monitoring with unexpected obstacle

removal of the obstacle is mandatory.
The results of this chapter including the vertical aiding of an INS and the ground-clearance
monitoring is summarized in the following box:

Results
• Ground-clearance monitor for platforms with weak computational power

• Enabling the reliable usage of altimeter measurements above rough surface
on a standardized trajectory

• Glide slope deviation as additional information
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7.3 Simulation Study - Precise Positioning SAN

The performance of modern SAN methods introduced in chapter 4 is compared to classi-
cal TAN approaches in this section. The modern SAN methods are applied to a fighter
aircraft-like, highly dynamic trajectory with small ground-clearance. This trajectory pro-
file is the most representative for SAN applications due to the complementary character-
istics of the two aiding system GNSS and SAN. While GNSS performs well and cannot
be jammed or spoofed easily in situations with sufficient height above ground, a low-level
flight is a challenge due the high probability of satellite line-of-sight loss caused by terrain
shadowing or the high roll dynamics. Additionally, the risk of jamming and spoofing
increases with a low-level flight. In this application, SAN can be used as aiding alterna-
tive. Obviously, SAN depends on a surface-ranging information and is only applicable to
terrain-following trajectories.

Application Description
• Position aiding during temporal GNSS degradations

• Position aiding during temporal GNSS outages

• Long-term position aiding during GNSS outages

Apart from a low ground clearance, the trajectory selected for the performance demon-
stration features high roll dynamics and a high along track velocity. The trajectory starts
with a take-off in East direction followed by a bank-to-turn maneuver into North-West
direction. The flight path ends with a valley flight heading North-East. The surface below
the flight path can be described as hilly and rough in the mountainous area and moderate
in the valley. The surface roughness in the valleys can be described as moderate. The
complete trajectory is visualized in a Google Earth environment in figure 7.17.

Figure 7.17: High dynamic trajectory above rough surface
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Figure 7.18: Reference navigation states

The trajectory is flown with ground clearances between 100 m < hagl < 500 m, the along
track velocity is near to the speed of sound. The maximum simulated roll angle is about
φ ≈ 90◦. The absolute aircraft position, velocity and attitude states are given in figure
7.18.

For the simulation, a tactical grade navigation system is simulated as basic system using
loosely coupled GNSS aiding information. Even though a tightly coupled system is ben-
eficial in this scenario, this thesis aims to highlight the benefits of modern SAN. These
benefits can be shown equally with a loosely coupled system. The estimation of IMU
biases is also not discussed in this section in order to highlight the pros and cons of the
SAN system.

7.3.1 Measurement

For the single beam SAN, a Radar altimeter with a narrow beam-width is applied. The
considerations of the beam width and their effects on the measurements have been dis-
cussed in section 2.3. The antenna characteristics are given in figure 7.19. The antenna
provides a maximum gain of G = 10 dBi at the beam center, while the HPBW is reached
for the symmetric antenna for az = el = 15◦. In military application, narrow shaped
altimeter antennas are common due to a decreased detectability. The Radar altimeter
simulation parameters which are used for the simulation are given in table 7.1.

With this settings, the altimeter measurements have been created along the entire trajec-
tory with their detailed error characteristics. The vertical situation of the trajectory is
illustrated in figure 7.20.

The upper plot shows the absolute height with the surface height including several moun-
tain tops and valleys. The second plot gives the height above ground measurement and
the nadir height for comparison reasons. Especially in the two flight phases beginning at
t1 = 50 s and t2 = 150 s, the altimeter measurement differs from the nadir height. This
difference is plotted as height above ground error δhagl in detail in the third row. The last
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Figure 7.19: Narrow beam characteristics

Parameter Value

DEM source NEXTMAP DSM
DEM resolution ∆xn × ∆xe = 5 m× 5 m

DEM vertical accuracy δhtopo < 1.5 m

Number of rays Nray = 2000

Center frequency fc = 4.3 GHz

Update frequency fs = 10 Hz

Table 7.1: Altimeter simulation model settings
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Figure 7.20: Vertical situation and measurement

row offers the platform roll φnb and pitch θnb attitude angles for a better identification of
the flight situations. Obviously, the platform attitude influences the altimeter measure-
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ment enormously, as already discussed in section 2.3. While the high platform attitude
angle at t = 12 s has minor influence on the measurement due to the small height above
ground, the errors at t1 and t2 can be explained by the large roll angle of the platform in
these situations.

7.3.2 Conditioning

Table 7.2 gives an overview of the four different SAN approaches with increasing complex-
ity which are used in the sequel. The first system processes the altimeter measurement
directly in the grid-search comparison algorithm with the information exploitation and
position drift consideration algorithm as introduced in chapter 4. The second SAN ap-
proach adds the validity assessment to remove invalid measurements before processing
the comparison algorithm (see section 3). In the third algorithm, the platform attitude
compensation is added. Finally, the beam-cone shape and the signal processing of the
altimeter is additionally compensated by the fourth approach.
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Table 7.2: PPSAN methods overview

To show the effects of the validity assessment on the measurements, the raw and com-
pensated height above ground measurements are plotted in the following. First, the raw
altimeter measurements are illustrated with the results of the validity detection algorithm
in figure 7.21.

The validity assessment eliminates the most erroneous measurements with the decreased
SAN availability as disadvantage. The trade-off for this consideration is to eliminate
erroneous measurements and thereby reducing the availability or to accept erroneous
measurement and thereby decreasing the SAN accuracy. This trade-off has to be decided
depending on the platform, application and on the mission profile. The raw measurement
without any invalidity removal are fed into the first algorithm, while the second algorithm
only processes the valid measurements.

Figure 7.22 shows the attitude compensated measurements and the corresponding validity
assessment. Obviously, the attitude compensation exhibits huge compensation errors due
to the high roll dynamics of this trajectory. This compensation method is therefore not
suitable for high attitude dynamics above a rough surface. These huge errors are detected
by the validity assessment and are identified to be invalid. In this example, the availability
of the SAN decreases further.
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Figure 7.21: Validity check for raw measurements
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Figure 7.22: Validity check for attitude compensation

Finally, figure 7.23 provides the beam-cone compensated measurements with the corre-
sponding validity assessment. Due to the well performing compensation algorithm, the
validity assessment identifies only a small number of measurements to be invalid.
This analysis has been simulated with a perfect navigation solution and is thereby not
exactly representing the SAN method. The validity assessment as well as the informa-
tion selection and beam-cone compensation depends on the navigation solution. If the
navigation system is already degraded, these methods won’t work.
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Figure 7.23: Validity check for beam compensated measurements

7.3.3 Positioning

The settings for the grid-search and comparison algorithm are summarized in table 7.3.
While the matching length and the number of measurements are the same for all four
methods, the method number four differs in the grid-resolution and grid-size from the
other three methods. The grid-resolution and size have been reduced for the fourth
method due to the expected higher accuracy of this approach according to the input
measurement accuracy.

Parameter No. 1 No. 2 No. 3 No. 4

Correlation length tcor = 5 s

Number of measurements Ns = 125

Grid resolutions ∆g = 5 m ∆g = 0.2 m

Grid size g = 100 m g = 10 m

Table 7.3: PPSAN comparison grid-search settings

The SAN performances of the four methods are first compared to each other in a scenario
with a perfect reference navigation (see figure 7.24).
Obviously, the errors of the first and second method are clipping the grid-size in several
situations. This indicates an invalid solution and reduces the availability of the SAN
system. This horizontal inaccuracy of up to δx = 100 m leads to height errors up to δh >
30 m. The attitude compensation method three leads, because of the erroneous input, to
errors in a comparable scale of the other methods. Only the beam compensation method
(four) performs at a quality which is sufficient for aiding a high precision navigation
system. Therefore, a more detailed insight into the accuracy of the beam compensation
method is given in figure 7.25.
Method four, which includes the validity check, the information exploitation and the
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Figure 7.24: PPSAN positioning method comparison
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Figure 7.25: Slant range compensated PPSAN

beam-cone compensation provides a high accuracy during the entire trajectory. The
horizontal errors of the SAN system with a perfect INS navigation estimation are limited
in this perfect navigation environment to δx ≤ 1 m and the vertical error to δh ≤ 0.2 m.

7.3.4 Aiding

The single beam SAN performance of the fourth method is now demonstrated with non-
ideal navigation solutions in three application scenarios. First, SAN is applied as aiding
support for the established INS/GNSS system to provide an additional information source.
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Second, the performance of the inertial/GNSS/SAN system is analyzed for three different
time periods with degraded GNSS accuracy. Finally, SAN is applied to replace GNSS in
three flight phases with GNSS outages.
The additional aiding of an INS/GNSS system with a redundant, complementary system
like SAN provides several advantages. While the covariance will reduce slightly, the
system becomes more robust against local disturbances or GNSS constellation changes,
for example. While the benefit in a nominal situation is slightly noticeable, in case of a
degradation or outage of the GNSS, the SAN gains impact. The results of a redundant
SAN are provided in figure 7.26.
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Figure 7.26: INS/GNSS/PPSAN

For this consideration, only the three position channels are shown including their standard
deviations. The SAN aided system is compared to the INS/GNSS system. The variances
of all three channels can slightly be decreased when the SAN aiding is activated at t = 30 s.
The nominal GNSS standard deviation is set to σhor = 2 m and σvert = 3 m. Especially
the height channel benefits of the SAN aiding.
The second scenario simulates a degradation of the GNSS aiding concerning the position
accuracy. The SAN aiding is continuously available after the take-off beginning at t =

30 s. While the nominal GNSS standard deviation is set to σhor = 2 m and σvert = 3 m,
the standard deviation is varied in three situations with different lengths to simulate the
degradation. The degradation can be caused by all kinds of GNSS error sources like
satellite constellation changes, loss of satellite line of sight due to the platform dynamic
or terrain shading. The degradation sequence is given in table 7.4.
The standard deviation of the GNSS measurements increase stepwise as well as the time
period of the degraded phases. The main focus of this simulation is the behavior of the
integrated navigation system within the GNSS degraded phases. The position channels of
the simulation results with their corresponding covariances (3σ) are given in figure 7.27.
It shows the reduction of position errors in the three phases of GNSS degradation by SAN
aiding. The position accuracy can significantly be improved in the three phases t = 40 s,
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Time [s] GPS standard deviation
horizontal [m] vertical [m]

0-30 2 3
30-40 4 6
40-80 2 3
80-100 5 7
100-170 2 3
170-200 6 8
200-250 2 3

Table 7.4: Degraded GNSS standard deviations
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Figure 7.27: INS/PPSAN with degraded GNSS

t = 100 s and t = 200 s. The application of SAN impacts the integrated navigation
system by reducing the level of covariance degradation and replaces the GNSS as main
aiding source. While the variances and accuracies of the horizontal channels still degrade
due to the GNSS outages, the vertical channel is only marginally affected, since SAN is
dominating it instead of GNSS.
The final example simulates a total outage of the GNSS aiding for the three time periods.
This example stands for a jamming or spoofing scenario or a total GNSS outage due to
the loss of the satellite tracking and a subsequent reacquisition. The sequence of outages
and the availabilities of both aiding systems are given in table 7.5. The simulation results
are depicted in figure 7.28.
The phases with GNSS outages are compensated by the SAN aiding at a high accuracy.
The position errors and variances are reduced and thereby, the system can provide a stable,
non-drifting position information. The results of a long-endurance SAN-only aiding is
given in section 7.3.6.
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Time [s] Aiding availability
GNSS SAN

0-30 X x
30-40 x X
40-80 X X
80-100 x X
100-170 X X
170-200 x X
200-250 X X

Table 7.5: Aiding availability
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Figure 7.28: INS/PPSAN with GNSS outages

7.3.5 Multi-Beam Extension

The benefits of a multi-beam extension for SAN have already been explained and are
now quantified in simulation in comparison to the single-beam approach. Several beam
arrangements are applied to indicate the advantages and disadvantages. Apart from the
single-beam approach, four systems with N = 3, N = 5, N = 7 and N = 9 beams are
investigated. Each setup is configured with equidistant beam separations and different
absolute angles-of-view. The beam setups are depicted in figure 7.29, a tabular overview
is given in table 7.6.

The benefit of using multiple beams for SAN is the increased information content of the
additional measurements. Not only the number of measurements, but mainly the different
directions provide additional information. Therefore, the introduced five beam setups are
compared along a trajectory. This simulation provides the position variances as quality
index of the different systems. The simulation is given in figure 7.30.
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Figure 7.29: Simulated number of beams

0◦ ±10◦ ±15◦ ±20◦ ±30◦ ±40◦

N=1 X
N=3 X X
N=5 X X X
N=7 X X X X
N=9 X X X X X

Table 7.6: Multi-beam directions
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Figure 7.30: Multi-beam PPSAN method comparison

As expected, the multi-beam approaches provide a sharper matching function shape than
the single-beam approach does whenever additional features become visible. This behavior
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can be observed for example at t = 90 s, t = 105 s and t = 200 s. If a feature is
measured with one of the additional beams, the result can be improved. If the information
with the most beneficial impact is measured with the central beam, the covariance of all
measurement setups is equal. A good example for variance improvement is given at t =

150 s. While the covariance decreases with increasing number of beams, the last two setups
provide the same result. That implies that the information content is distributed within
the first seven beams, but the additional two side-beams do not provide any additional
important information. An example, where the main information is measured with the
central beam is given at t ≈ 60 s.
In the next paragraph, the scenarios with degraded GNSS performance and GNSS outages
are repeated using the multi-beam measurement approach. The first result is given in
figure 7.31.
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Figure 7.31: INS/Multi-beam PPSAN with degraded GNSS

The three phases with degraded GNSS accuracy are significantly complemented by SAN.
The four multi-beam SAN methods are compared to the single-beam approach. The plots
affirm the results obtained in the previous error-free simulation. The multi-beam methods
improve the performance significantly in situations in which additional surface features
can be measured.
The performance during GNSS outages is demonstrated in figure 7.32. The behavior of
the different multi-beam setup is equal to the previous simulations.
The application of multi-beam sensor configurations is recommendable to increase the
measurement accuracy, whenever additional information content is provided by the over-
flown surface. Especially in feature-less environments like flat surface with rare variations
the probability of measuring additional signification variations increases by applying a
multi-beam approach.
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Figure 7.32: INS/Multi-beam PPSAN with GNSS outages

7.3.6 Long-Endurance Results

The long-term behavior of a single-beam and a N = 9 beam SAN is analyzed and com-
pared against the INS only solution in this section. Therefore, a new trajectory is simu-
lated with medium dynamics, which additionally can be used for the later dead-reckoning
SAN comparisons. The trajectory represents a flight with a duration of T ≈ 1000 s,
which contains GNSS outages between t = 250 s and t = 750 s. The three-dimensional
trajectory is shown in figure 7.33.
The trajectory features and the sensor settings are summarized in table 7.7. The height
above ground plot in figure 7.34 shows the low-ground clearance and the terrain following
flight path characteristics.

Trajectory

Along track velocity vx ≈ 170 m s−1

Mean ground clearance hagl ≈ 300 m

Single-beam altimeter
Update frequency fs = 25 Hz

Beam-shape Narrow

Multi-beam altimeter
Number of beams N = 9

Update frequency fs = 25 Hz

Measurement direction φsm = [−40 : 10 : 40]

Beam-shape Narrow

Table 7.7: PPSAN simulation setup
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Figure 7.33: Medium dynamic trajectory above rough surface
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Figure 7.34: Vertical situation

The position estimation errors in figure 7.35 show the position error drift of the un-
aided inertial navigation solution during the GNSS outage period between t = 250 s and
t = 750 s. The horizontal position error raises to several hundred meters, while in this re-
alization the height position error is limited to about 14 m. The SAN estimations provide
a stable and accurate estimate.

Figure 7.36 depicts an zoomed plot of the position errors including the 3σ standard devi-
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Figure 7.35: Long-endurance position error

ations. Both SAN aided position solutions show long-term stable results with a slightly
better horizontal position accuracy and standard deviation for the multi-beam approach.
As explained in the earlier analysis, this depends on the occurrence of features measured
by the additional sensors. The multi-beam benefit can be observed, for example, between
t = 500 s and t = 600 s. The high redundancy of the height information results in a
highly stable vertical channel for both systems.
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Figure 7.36: Long-endurance position error zoom
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Results
• GNSS degradations and outages can be compensated with SAN

• SAN can provide an accuracy in the same magnitude as GNSS (depending
on the surface)

• Multi-beam sensors improve SAN if additional surface information is avail-
able

• SAN is also capable of compensating long-term GNSS outages.
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7.4 Dead-Reckoning Surface Aided Navigation

The simulation study is completed with the results of the dead-reckoning surface aided
navigation. The trajectory introduced in the previous chapter is used to demonstrate
the performance without the use of a DEM reference. The trajectory is illustrated in
figure 7.33, the characteristics are given in table 7.8. In this scenario, the surface is
assumed to be fast changing or unknown and therefore, an overlapping measurement of
the same surface has to be guaranteed. This simulation study analyses the performance
of a dead-reckoning SAN using range-imaging sensors.

Application Description
• Flight above unknown / fast-changing surface

• DRSAN approach using range-imaging sensor

• Position increment aiding during long-term GNSS outages

Assuming a sensor with a given angle-of-view, the update frequency of the sensor measure-
ments has to be adjusted a-priori to the trajectory characteristics. Two factors influence
the requirements on the sensor update frequency, the height above ground and the along
track velocity. Equation 5.6 of chapter 5 poses a condition for the update frequency which
needs to be fulfilled to guarantee an 50 % overlap of the two measurements. The sampling
interval is calculated for the parameters of this trajectory by equation 7.6.

∆ts ≤
hagl
vx

tan
(α

2

)
≤

300m

170m
s

tan (30◦)

≤ 1.02 s

(7.6)

The sampling interval is set to ∆ts = 0.5 s to ensure a margin for velocity and height
variations. This also allows the selection of the best range-imaging snapshot. The product
of the area of overlap and the time duration has been identified as valid selection criterion.
In figure 7.37, the upper plot shows the overlapping area of two snapshots above the
time interval between the measurements. Obviously, the overlapping area is decreasing
over time. The lower plot provides the product of time delay and overlapping area.

Trajectory

Along track velocity vx ≈ 170 m s−1

Mean ground-clearance hagl ≈ 300 m

Range-imaging sensor
Update frequency fs = 2 Hz

Pixel px = 75× py = 75

Angle-of-view φsm = 60◦ × θsm = 60◦

Table 7.8: DRSAN simulation setup
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Figure 7.37: Overlapping area and time delay

The snapshot measured at ∆τ = 1 s provides the maximum product, hence the position
drift determination is based on this two snapshots. If a measurement concept provides
less information content, or the position drift error is increasing fast, the time duration
between the snapshot can be reduced. For this simulation it is important that a possible
position drift increases to a relevant and detectable value for the comparison algorithm.

To give an impression of the characteristics of the overflown surface and the surface
sampling, the situation at t = 300 s is illustrated in figure 7.38. The aircraft is in a
bank-to-turn maneuver while measuring the range-imaging snapshots. The maneuver is
indicated by the contour distortion of the two measurements. The overlapping area in the
middle of the illustration includes several features, like the small valley and some hills,
which provide the necessary horizontal information to calculate the position drift.

The simulation results of the three position channels are plotted in figure 7.39. The sim-
ulation demonstrates the behavior of the dead-reckoning SAN/INS. While GNSS aiding

Figure 7.38: Range-imaging surface sampling
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Figure 7.39: Long-endurance dead-reckoning position error

is available before t = 250s and after t = 750s , it is switched off in between.
The simulation results show the expected behavior of the inertial-only navigation system.
The position error uncertainty grows with time until the GNSS aiding is available again.
The dead-reckoning SAN system provides a good positioning performance (see figure 7.40
for a zoomed plot).
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Figure 7.40: Long-endurance dead-reckoning position error zoom

The zoomed view manifests the reduction of position drift of the dead-reckoning SAN.
While the expectation value only represents the current realization of IMU errors, the
covariance of the DRSAN aided position indicates the growing uncertainty. The growth
of position uncertainty cannot be fully compensated with the incremental measurement
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equation. Whenever an absolute position aiding is required, this system cannot be applied.
However, this approach provides a fully self-contained system to reduce the position drift
when no other aiding system is available. At last, the mission time duration and mission
profile decides whether a DRSAN is applicable. Whenever no surface elevation model is
available and GNSS outages are probable, dead-reckoning SAN is a suitable extension of
an INS/GNSS/SAN system.

Results
• Fully autarchically position error drift limitation

• Recommendable solution if no DEM for PPSAN is available
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7.5 Real Data Evaluation

The methods of chapter 3 are now applied to recorded real data. In this section, three
recorded trajectories and the corresponding Laser and Radar altimeter measurements are
discussed. The aircraft and the FTI which was used for this campaign has been introduced
in chapter 6. This section is organized in four subsections. The first subsection introduces
the three trajectories and the corresponding altimeter raw measurements. The second
subsection compares the recorded altimeter measurements with the altimeter simulation
model results of chapter 2. The validity assessment of chapter 3 is applied in the third
subsection. This section is concluded by the application of the slant range compensation
algorithm of section 3.3 in the fourth subsection. Some results and explanations of this
section have been prepublished in [83].

Applications Description
• Simulation model comparison with recorded real data

• Validity assessment on real data

• Slant range compensation of real data

7.5.1 Trajectories and Measurements

7.5.1.1 Flight Test 1

The first flight test trajectory start South of LOAN (Wiener Neustadt) with an low-pass
approach on runway 09. The low pass overfly is initiated by two bank-to-turn maneuvers
to the right. The low pass over runway 09 is flown at a ground clearance of about seven
meters. The flight test ends with a traffic pattern flown counterclockwise and the final
landing again on runway 09. The three dimensional trajectory is illustrated in figure 7.41.

Figure 7.41: Flight test 1 - 3D situation
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Two digital elevation models are applied as surface height reference. In the near airfield
surrounding and below the approach paths in both directions, a high resolution DSM
obtained from Laser scanner measurement data is available. The outer regions are covered
by an ASTER tile with a lower resolution and accuracy.

The trajectory and the height above ground measurements are shown in figure 7.42. The
upper plot gives the absolute height with respect to WGS84 including the INS/GNSS
height and the DSM height. The second row shows the raw height above ground mea-
surements of the Laser and Radar altimeters. To show the causal relations between the
platform attitude and the altimeter measurements, the figure gives the roll and pitch
angle of the aircraft in the lower row.
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Figure 7.42: Flight test 1 - altimeter measurements

The error characteristics of both altimeters exhibit a similar behavior with respect to
their attitude dependency. The height above ground overshoots in figure 7.42 show some
coincidence with the roll and pitch angles displayed in the lower plot. The wide beam-
cone of the Radar however is designed to compensate platform roll and pitch angles, the
beam-cone divergence leads to a dispersion of the signal and thereby to an erroneous
measurement. This topic has already been discussed in section 2.3. Especially the bank-
to-turn maneuver at t = 64.1 min causes large height measurement errors, while the Laser
altimeter measurement errors are limited to δhagl ≈ 50 m, the Radar altimeter errors grow
up to δhagl ≈ 100 m. In this situation with a height above ground of hagl ≈ 200 m, this
is an error of 50% of the measurement value. Another remarkable property of both
sensors is the predicted scale factor error dependency. While the measurement errors are
minimized in the runway overfly phase around t = 65.0 min with a minimal sensor noise
characteristic, the errors increase in the leveled flight phase between t = 66.0 min and
t = 66.5 min. Especially the Radar altimeter is sensitive to surface variations in this
situation, while the Laser altimeter provides a better measurement result.
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7.5.1.2 Flight Test 2

The second trajectory visualized in figure 7.43 includes two three-degree-approaches on
runway 27 with subsequent go-around maneuvers, the first one aborted at hagl ≈ 8 m, the
second one aborted at hagl ≈ 4 m. The flight test is finished with a 180 ◦ turn and the
final landing on runway 09.

Figure 7.43: Flight test 2 - 3D situation

The measurement results given in figure 7.44 show the same error characteristic as in
the first flight test. The main influencing factors are the aircraft attitude and the height
above ground. Especially the four situations with high roll angles up to ϕ ≥ 50◦ at
t1 ≈ 78.0 min, t2 ≈ 80 min, t3 ≈ 82.2 min and t ≈ 83.2 min are remarkable.
While the measurement errors of both sensors are comparable to the results of the first
flight test, at the time points t2 and t4 the platform angles cause the exceed of the Laser
altimeter’s maximum measurement range. The Laser altimeter cannot measure a feasible
distance and provides an invalid indication in this situation. Another noticeable effect
occurs at time t2 where the Radar altimeter keeps tracking the height above ground but
reduces the measurement resolution. This effect is caused by quantization error effects
due to the rounding function of the used Radar altimeter. The quantization interval is
increased by the Radar altimeter software above hagl > 1000 ft from at least hquant = 20 ft

to hquant = 50 ft, which explains this effect in the situation with hagl > 304.8 m = 1000 ft.
The quantization steps of the used Radar altimeter RA4500 are given in table 7.9 [43].

Height (ft) ≤199 120-199 200-499 500-999 1000-2099 ≥2100
Quantization (ft) 1 2 5 20 50 100

Table 7.9: Freeflight RA4500 measurement quantization
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Figure 7.44: Flight test 2 - altimeter measurements

7.5.1.3 Flight Test 3

While the other trajectories provide dedicated test trajectories including several ap-
proaches in both runway directions, this trajectory defines only one approach with an
inconspicuous flightpath. The approach is flown on runway 27 after a continuous descend
with one medium bank-to-turn maneuver at t = 47.5 min. While this trajectory does
not provide a special flight path, the weather conditions of this recorded flight test con-
tain a short flight through foggy environment. The three dimensional illustration of this
trajectory is shown in figure 7.45.

Figure 7.45: Flight test 3 - 3D situation

The Radar altimeter outputs inconspicuous measurements (see figure 7.46). The quan-
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tization effects can be observed above hagl ≈ 300 m. The bank-to-turn maneuver at
t = 47.45 min causes a slant range error of δhagl ≈ 50 m. The scale factor like errors
above hagl > 300 m are also influenced by the quantization algorithm and could be re-
duced with a more detailed measurement resolution. The Laser altimeter measurements
are error-prone during the flight through the foggy area. Beginning at t = 47.25 min the
Laser altimeter start outputting measurements which result from reflections in a distance
of hagl ≈ 75 m to hagl ≈ 5 m at t = 47.75 min. This effect remains until the aircraft
descends below hagl < 100 m where the Laser altimeter starts operating nominally. The
missing invalid indication in the erroneous measurement phase is remarkable. As men-
tioned in the trajectory description, this flight test was recorded under poor visibility
conditions, and therefore the explanation for the Laser altimeter behavior is caused by
the weather conditions.
A detailed analysis reveals that the most probable explanation is the Laser altimeter
detection of a cloud reflection at 47.25 min < t < 48.8 min. The Laser altimeter initially
starts operating nominally as the weather conditions recover and the height above ground
decreased below hagl < 100 m.
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Figure 7.46: Flight test 3 - height measurement

These three trajectory examples show the performance of a Radar and a Laser altimeter in
realistic approach scenarios. The strength and weaknesses of both measurement principles
are identified and the similarities of both principles have been shown. The attitude
dependency of wide beam-cone Radar altimeter has been identified as issue, as well as the
quantization and scale factor errors. While the Laser altimeter causes slant range errors for
larger attitude angles, the visibility conditions are limiting its performance significantly.
Especially in situations with poor visibility, altimeter are required as support for the pilot,
and therefore the applied Laser altimeter is not usable in approach applications.

7.5.2 Altimeter Simulation Model Comparison

The recorded flight test data is compared to the simulation model in this subsection. First
the simulation model, parametrized as a pencil beam, is compared to the Laser altimeter
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measurement of the three trajectories. Then, the Radar altimeter measurements are
compared to a Radar simulation model.

7.5.2.1 Laser Altimeter

The comparison of the simulation results and the measurements of the first trajectory is
given in figure 7.47. The upper plot shows the absolute height, followed by the height
above ground and the height above ground errors with respect to the nadir height above
ground. The lower plot provides the platform roll and pitch angles.
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Figure 7.47: Flight test 1 - Laser altimeter simulation

Naturally, the simulation model performs better for lower heights above ground. The
platform attitude, surface characteristics, signal propagation and environmental effects
are additionally influencing the match of the simulation results to the measurements. To
quantify the matching quality, table 7.10 provides the according RMS errors between
simulated and measured height above ground. The table distinguishes the RMS error
of the entire trajectory and sequences above the lower resolved DTM and above the
high-resolution DSM. This partitioning indicates the dependency of the simulation model
quality on the DEM resolution and accuracy.

However, for the height plot, the DEM type dependent on the platform nadir is plotted,
for the distinction of the simulation model results the platform normal is required. In
certain situations, the platform nadir DEM could provide a high resolution, while the
simulation model uses the low-resolution DEM due to the high slant range angle.

Total DTM DSM

RMS error δrms = 5.5 m δrms = 5.9 m δrms = 3.0 m

Table 7.10: Flight test 1 - Laser altimeter simulation error
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As expected, the simulation quality increases with the quality (resolution and accuracy)
of the DEM. While the results for the entire trajectory and the DTM applied situations
provides results significantly below the guaranteed DEM accuracy the application of the
DSM in the simulation model outperforms the remaining situations. The comparison
however is slightly biased due to the fact that the DSM is only available in the near
surrounding of the airfield, where the aircraft is flying with low ground clearance.
The interpretation of the measurement and simulation results of the second trajectory is
given in 7.48.
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Figure 7.48: Flight test 2 - Laser altimeter simulation

While the results show similar characteristics, the measurement outages at t = 80.0 min

and at t = 83.2 min influence the comparability of the DEM dependency. Especially the
behavior of the simulation model during the bank-to-turn maneuvers at t = 76.3 min,
t = 78.0 min and t = 82.2 min matches the real data well. To quantify this results, the
RMS errors are given in table 7.11.

Total DTM DSM

RMS error δrms = 6.8 m δrms = 7.2 m δrms = 4.1 m

Table 7.11: Flight test 2 - Laser altimeter simulation error

While the results are slightly worse compared to the results of the first trajectory, a
significant improvement by using a DSM as simulation model reference is observable.
The degradation of the simulation model fit is caused by the increased number of roll
maneuvers. Additionally, these maneuvers are realized with higher platform dynamics.
For the third trajectory, the comparison of simulation model with the real data is not
representative. Environmental conditions like fog and rain are not covered by the simula-
tion model, and thereby the erroneous measurements of the Laser altimeter cause a huge
difference to the simulation model. This trajectory however is a good demonstration of
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the limitation of the developed altimeter simulation model. The vertical situation of the
third trajectory is plotted in figure 7.49.
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Figure 7.49: Flight test 3 - Laser altimeter simulation

For completeness reasons, the RMS evaluation is executed for this trajectory, too. The
results are given in table 7.12.

Total DTM DSM

RMS error δrms = 147.8 m δrms = 153.6 m δrms = 3.0 m

Table 7.12: Flight test 3 - Laser altimeter simulation error

The RMS value for the entire trajectory and for the DTM parts rise to above 100m.
Only the error indication of the DSM parts, where the Laser altimeter is working nominal
again, is representative and is in the same magnitude as the earlier results.

7.5.2.2 Radar Altimeter

The same analysis as performed for the Laser altimeter is subsequently done for the
Radar altimeter. While the simulation model performance for the Laser altimeter is only
based on the platform normal range, and thereby, due to the pencil beam-shape, on one
surface point on the applied DEM, the Radar altimeter model simulates the complete
beam-shape. For a better understanding of the effects of the beam shape and to explain
effects of the simulation model in comparison to the measurements, figure 7.50 provides
the HPBW footprint of the trajectory.

The figure shows the HPBW footprint of the simulated Radar altimeter of the recorded
trajectory as red area. As mentioned earlier, the real data evaluation is based on two
different DEM types. While the gray area is covered by the ASTER database with a
resolution of about 30 m, for the colored area, a local hi-resolution DSM is available with
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Figure 7.50: Flight test 1 - HPBW footprint

a resolution of about 1 m. The trajectory starts at the lower edge of the illustration
(position A) and continuous with the downwind leg. Thereby, the borders between high-
and low resolved DEM are crossed. The base leg is initiated at B, where the platform
roll angle causes the footprint to exceed the highly resolved DEM again. This causes a
degradation of the altimeter simulation model quality. The trajectory continues with the
final approach, the decreasing height above ground reduces the HPBW footprint width.
At letter D, the turn maneuver is initiated directly after the go-around. The trajectory
is continued with the downwind leg and the base leg, indicated by the letter E before the
final approach and landing.

The vertical situation of the measurements and altimeter simulation model results are
given in figure 7.51.

The plot also features the normal height above ground. While this indication is equal to
the pencil beam range of a Laser altimeter, for a Radar altimeter, the platform normal
corresponds to the antenna center. Obviously, this is just valid if the antenna is mounted
parallel to the platform fuselage, which is typically required for the antenna mounting.
The three situations, where the simulation performance is expected to degrade (A-C) can
be identified between t = 64.1 min−64.5 min. During this period, the measurement errors
exceed 100 m, while the simulated nadir error is about half of the measured deviation.
This is mainly caused by the low-resolved DTM. Subsequently, the simulation model
performs well. To quantify the results, the RMS error indications are given by table 7.13.
The quality metric of the resulting assessment follows exactly the road map of the Laser
altimeter comparison.

The match of the simulation results to the recorded Radar altimeter real data is within
the accuracy and resolution of the applied DEM. As expected, the application of the high
resolution DSM improves the fit of simulation and real data significantly.
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Figure 7.51: Flight test 1 - Radar altimeter simulation

Total DTM DSM

RMS error δrms = 10.0 m δrms = 11.0 m δrms = 5.1 m

Table 7.13: Flight test 1 - Radar altimeter simulation error

The footprint of the second trajectory is illustrated in the same way in figure 7.52. The
trajectory starts in the South at letter A. The final approach is initiated with a bank-to-
turn at B, where the increased width of the footprint indicates the high roll angle. The
glide path with decreasing height above ground enforces the reduction of the footprint
width. The trajectory is continued with a 180◦ turn at C, and the downwind sector
heading West.

The footprint at D, where the second approach is initiated, shows an artifact. In this
situation, the high bank angles enforce the outer HPBW angle to exceed 90◦ and is
thereby parallel to the Earth’s surface or directing into the sky. In this situation, an
intersection with the surface cannot be calculated.

The footprints of the second approach are similar to the first approach. The approach is
aborted with a subsequent go-around and right turn maneuver. At letter E, again a 180◦

maneuver is flown with high roll angles φ � 60◦. In this situation, the outer half power
beam width edges cannot be calculated, and therefore the footprint is discontinued. The
approach ends with a standard approach leading to F and a subsequent landing. The
vertical analysis is given in figure 7.53.

It provides a good fit between the measured and the simulated height above ground. The
simulation model matches the recorded data, not only in the leveled flight situations, but
also in the bank-to-turn maneuvers. The RMS errors are given in table 7.14.

The longer flight time above the low resolved DEM degrades the RMS results for the total
trajectory. Additionally, the deviations of the bank-to-turn maneuvers are larger since
they are flown above low-resolved DEM. The simulation model applied above DSM shows
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Figure 7.52: Flight test 2 - HPBW footprint
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Figure 7.53: Flight test 2 - Radar altimeter simulation

an even better performance than in the first scenario. Finally, the footprint of the third
trajectory is illustrated in figure 7.54.

The trajectory starts in the South at A, leading in a sustained left turn to the final
approach at B. The bank angle is almost equal along the left turn. The vertical results
of the third approach trajectory are plotted in 7.55.
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Total DTM DSM

RMS error δrms = 17.0 m δrms = 18.4 m δrms = 4.4 m

Table 7.14: Flight test 2 - Radar altimeter simulation error

Figure 7.54: Flight test 3 - HPBW footprint
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Figure 7.55: Flight test 3 - Radar altimeter simulation

While both other trajectories started at a height above ground of about hagl ≈ 300 m,
this trajectory start significantly higher at hagl ≈ 500 m. The noise effects caused by
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surface variation within the large beam-cone shape and the rounding effects of the receiver
processing can be observed in the first seconds of the trajectory. Both effects are covered
well by the simulation model and represent the characteristic of the real sensor. This is
confirmed in the results of the RMS analysis in table 7.15.

Total DTM DSM

RMS Error δrms = 12.3 m δrms = 12.5 m δrms = 4.3 m

Table 7.15: Flight test 3 - Radar altimeter simulation error

The RMS value for the entire trajectory is near to the RMS above DTM, which is caused
by the long part of flight duration above DTM. Both DTM and DSM RMS errors are in
the magnitude of the earlier simulations. Summarized it can be said, that the quality of
the DEM has an higher influence on the Radar altimeter simulation model due to the size
of the beam cone than on the Laser altimeter simulation model.

7.5.3 Validity Assessment

The validity assessment algorithm is applied as second step after comparing the simulation
model to the recorded altimeter flight test data. The validation is based on the same
trajectories as the ones used in the last section.

7.5.3.1 Laser Altimeter

For the validity assessment of the Laser altimeter measurements, the measurement values
and the platform states and the surface environment are considered. Due to the pencil
beam-shape characteristics of Laser altimeters, the validity range of the roll and pitch
angle is limited which avoids an increase of slant range measurement errors. Addition-
ally, the measured values are compared to the simulation model outputs. If the deviation
between simulation and measurement exceeds the defined limit, the measurement is ex-
cluded. The settings of the Laser altimeter validity assessment algorithm are given in
table 7.16.

Criteria Settings

Roll angle ≤ 10◦

Pitch angle ≤ 10◦

Simulation model deviation ≤ 5 m

Table 7.16: Laser altimeter validity criteria

The Laser altimeter measurements and the validity assessment results are depicted in
figure 7.56. Furthermore, invalid measurements are indicated in red color, valid measure-
ments in blue. For the validity analysis, only the absolute height, the nadir height above
ground error and the platform attitude are plotted.
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Figure 7.56: Flight test 1 - Laser altimeter validity assessment

The middle plot of the vertical analysis shows a very good detection rate of erroneous
measurements. However, this methods strongly depends on the simulation model quality
and thereby on the accuracy and resolution of the applied DEM. The RMS errors of the
entire measurements are displayed with respect to the results of the validity assessment.
The validity assessment results are given for the entire trajectory and for the sequences
above the DTM and DSM, separately. Additionally, the exclusion rates, which provide
the relation between excluded and total measurement numbers, are indicated for all three
cases. The analysis is given in table 7.17.

Validity assessment
Raw Total DTM DSM

RMS error δhrms = 11.5 m δhrms = 3.7 m δhrms = 5.0 m δhrms = 3.2 m

Exclusion rate 35.4 % 60.0 % 23.3 %

Table 7.17: Flight test 1 - Laser altimeter validity assessment

For this recorded trajectory, the RMS error could be reduced by a factor of four for
the entire measurements. The application of the DTM is slightly worse and requires a
significantly higher exclusion rate, compared to the use of the DSM.
The vertical situation of the validity assessment is provided for the second trajectory by
figure 7.57.
The validity assessment algorithm detects most of the measurement outliers. While most
of the errors are caused by large platform angles, surface dependent errors can be ob-
served for example at t = 75.4 min and t = 79.3 min. The RMS errors of the algorithm
performance is given in table 7.18.
The results of the first trajectory can be continued with this trajectory. While the er-
ror figures are approximately in the same magnitude, the exclusion rate for the DTM
application was significantly reduced.
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Figure 7.57: Flight test 2 - Laser altimeter validity assessment

Validity assessment
Raw Total DTM DSM

RMS error δhrms = 11.1 m δhrms = 3.3 m δhrms = 4.7 m δhrms = 1.3 m

Exclusion rate 17.9 % 22.3 % 13.9 %

Table 7.18: Flight test 2 - Laser altimeter validity assessment

The validity assessment of the third trajectory is the most representing result, due to the
application-related scenario. The approach trajectory is flown under poor environmental
conditions, including light fog. Obviously, erroneous measurements can be detected easily
in the post-processing, but an in-flight evaluation of the altimeter measurement would
support the pilots. The vertical validity indications are given in figure 7.58.
The erroneous reflection caused by the cloudy environment are excluded by the simulation
model comparison. The performance measures are given in table 7.19.

Validity assessment
Raw Total DTM DSM

RMS error δhrms = 151.1 m δhrms = 3.0 m δhrms = 4.7 m δhrms = 0.5 m

Exclusion rate 72.2 % 86.3 % 23.5 %

Table 7.19: Flight test 3 - Laser altimeter validity assessment

While the majority of measurements above DTM surface is excluded, the remaining mea-
surements can be improved to a quality comparable to the previous results.
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Figure 7.58: Flight test 3 - Laser altimeter validity assessment

7.5.3.2 Radar Altimeter

The same investigation as performed for the Laser altimeter is now done for the Radar
altimeter. The parameter settings for the applied Radar altimeter model are given in
table 7.20. Additionally to the criteria of the Laser altimeter validity assessment, the
dispersion of simulated height is considered for the Radar altimeter. If the dispersion is
excessively larger in relation to the height above ground, a measurement error is probable
and the measurement is excluded.

Criteria Radar altimeter

Roll angle φhpbw
Pitch angle θhpbw
Simulation model deviation ≤ 10 m

Received signal dispersion ∼ hagl

Table 7.20: Radar altimeter validity criteria

The vertical situation of the first trajectory is given in figure 7.59.

The vertical situation shows a good detection rate of the validity assessment algorithm.
The platform attitude is the driving factor, however some single outliers are detected with
other criteria. The performance measures are given in table 7.21.

The RMS errors can be reduced by a factor of two using the DTM, and by a factor of
three using the DSM. The vertical plots of the second trajectory are shown in figure 7.60.

The vertical comparison provides similar results, the improvement by using the validity
assessment algorithm is provided in table 7.22.

In this example, the error values are in the same magnitude compared to the first tra-
jectory, however, the measurement error is significantly higher. Finally, the approach
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Figure 7.59: Flight test 1 - Radar altimeter validity assessment

Validity Assessment
Raw Total DTM DSM

RMS Error δhrms = 15.8 m δhrms = 8.6 m δhrms = 9.7 m δhrms = 5.0 m

Exclusion Rate 20.5 % 25.0 % 7.0 %

Table 7.21: Flight test 1 - Radar altimeter validity assessment
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Figure 7.60: Flight test 2 - Radar altimeter validity assessment

trajectory is compared in figure 7.61.

In this example, the algorithm mainly excluded noisy measurements. The noise-like mea-
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Validity Assessment
Raw Total DTM DSM

RMS Error δhrms = 25.7 m δhrms = 8.1 m δhrms = 8.6 m δhrms = 5.4 m

Exclusion Rate 15.6 % 18.2 % 0.6 %

Table 7.22: Flight test 2 - Radar altimeter validity assessment
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Figure 7.61: Flight test 3 - Radar altimeter validity assessment

surements are caused by bank-to-turn maneuvers. However, the roll and pitch limitation
does not detect the outliers, the comparison with the simulation model can eliminate
the erroneous measurements. The RMS error statistics in table 7.23 affirm these observa-
tions. The measurement error can be halved, the application of the DSM brings additional
benefit and even reduces the error by a factor of ten.

Validity assessment
Raw Total DTM DSM

RMS error δhrms = 16.8 m δhrms = 8.8 m δhrms = 9.0 m δhrms = 1.64 m

Exclusion rate 23.8 % 24.9 % 0.0 %

Table 7.23: Flight test 3 - Radar altimeter validity assessment

7.5.4 Slant Range Compensation

To complete the real data evaluation, the compensation algorithm is applied to the three
trajectories. The section outline is comparable to the previous considerations, the Laser
altimeter compensation algorithm results are discussed first. Subsequently, the Radar
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altimeter compensation results are analyzed.

7.5.4.1 Laser Altimeter

The evaluation of the Laser altimeter compensation results for the first trajectory is given
in figure 7.62.
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Figure 7.62: Flight test 1 - Laser altimeter slant range compensation

The upper graph of the figure shows the absolute height and the lower plot provides the
platform attitude of the flown trajectory. The middle plot illustrates the compensation
results and the original raw Laser altimeter measurements. Obviously, the Laser altimeter
errors are reduced significantly by the introduced slant range compensation algorithm,
which is used for a pencil beam measurement. The improvement is given in the familiar
way as RMS errors in table 7.24.

Raw Compensation

RMS error δhrms = 11.5 m δhrms = 3.0 m

Table 7.24: Flight test 1 - Laser altimeter slant range compensation

The geometric compensation can reduce the measurement error by almost a factor of
four. This result is comparable to the result of the validity assessment after excluding
erroneous measurements. The compensation methods however do not exclude measure-
ments and thereby provide a constant measurement update frequency. The results of the
compensation algorithm for the measurement of the second trajectory are presented in
figure 7.63.
The compensation results show a similar performance. Especially the errors induced by
the bank-to-turn maneuvers are compensated. The compensation algorithm however can
improve only available measurements, and thereby the outages of the recorded measure-
ments are not compensated.
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Figure 7.63: Flight test 2 - Laser altimeter slant range compensation

The RMS figures are given in table 7.25.

Raw Compensation

RMS error δhrms = 11.1 m δhrms = 3.4 m

Table 7.25: Flight test 2 - Laser altimeter slant range compensation

The RMS error for measurement and compensated height above ground are comparable
to the results for the first trajectory. The improvement is between a factor of three and
four. The measurements of the third trajectory cannot be processed by the compensation
algorithm due to the large errors of the recorded height above ground measurements. The
analysis is continued with the Radar altimeter compensation results.

7.5.4.2 Radar Altimeter

The compensation of Radar altimeter measurements is accomplished by a model which
includes, in contrast to the Laser compensation algorithm, also the signal layer model.
This signal layer model comprises the beam-shape, signal propagation effects and the
receiver internal processing as described in section 2.2 and in section 3.3. The used
antenna characteristics corresponds to the applied Sensor Systems S67-2002 antenna,
which is integrated in the research aircraft (see figure 7.64)

For this analysis, the attitude only compensation is also applied for the Radar altimeter
results. This compensation corresponds to the platform attitude compensation, assum-
ing a measurement in direction of the antenna center. The vertical results for the first
trajectory are given in figure 7.65.

The beam-shape compensation provides a significant improvement, compared to the
attitude-only compensation and the raw measurements. Especially for higher heights
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Figure 7.64: Sensor Systems S67-2002 antenna characteristics
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Figure 7.65: Flight test 1 - Radar altimeter slant range compensation

above ground at the beginning of the trajectory, the attitude compensation cannot com-
pletely compensate the error. The RMS figures are given in table 7.26.

Compensation
Raw Attitude Beam-shape

RMS error δhrms = 15.8 m δhrms = 6.6 m δhrms = 4.8 m

Table 7.26: Flight test 1 - Radar altimeter slant range compensation

While the attitude compensation can improve the results by a factor of approximately
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two, the beam-shape compensation yields an improvement of at least a factor of three.
Following, the results of the second trajectory are presented in figure 7.66.
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Figure 7.66: Flight test 2 - Radar altimeter slant range compensation

The enormous measurement errors can be reduced by both compensation algorithms. The
analysis in table 7.27 affirms that the beam-shape compensation provides slightly better
results. Both compensation algorithms can provide improvements, the attitude compen-
sation can improve the measurement by a factor of four, the beam-shape compensation
by a factor of five. The vertical situation of the last trajectory is given in figure 7.67.

Compensation
Raw Attitude Beam-shape

RMS error δhrms = 25.7 m δhrms = 6.6 m δhrms = 4.9 m

Table 7.27: Flight test 2 - Radar altimeter slant range compensation

This chapter concludes with the results of the approach trajectory. The corresponding
height above ground errors show the performance of both algorithms. The attitude com-
pensation works well within a tolerance of about ∆hagl ≈ 200 m. Beyond this tolerance,
the beam-shape and the surface variation within the increasing footprint become a major
influence. Therefore, the beam-shape compensation algorithm can provide better results
in these situations and overall. The RMS figures are given in table 7.28. The results affirm
the observations that the beam-shape compensation improves the measurement accuracy
by a factor of approximately three.
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Figure 7.67: Flight test 3 - Radar altimeter slant range compensation

Compensation
Raw Attitude Beam-shape

RMS error δhrms = 16.8 m δhrms = 9.2 m δhrms = 5.0 m

Table 7.28: Flight test 3 - Radar altimeter slant range compensation

Results
• Large raw measurement errors caused by surface variations and platform

dynamics (Radar & Laser)

• Laser altimeter is sensitive to weather conditions (clouds & fog)

• Good fit of simulation model to raw measurements

• Improvement of the measurement accuracy by validity assessment

• Significant accuracy improvement by applying the compensation algo-
rithm
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Chapter 8

Conclusion

8.1 Detailed Summary

Functional Sensor Principles

This thesis started with the comparison of different altitude and height measurement
methods used in aerospace applications. The time-of-flight measurement principle for
height above ground measurements was introduced and the error characteristics of all
methods were compared.

In order to model and simulate surface-ranging sensors, the functional principles of the
three considered sensor classes ranging, range-scanning and range-imaging were intro-
duced. Particularly the signal propagation effects on a Radar signal and its processing in
the receiver were analyzed in detail.

The formal description of a slant range measurement was introduced including sensor
mounting and measurement coordinate frames.

Sensor Modeling

A modular sensor simulation model including a geometric and a signal layer was devel-
oped. The model considers different types of DEMs including the Earth’s surface in DTMs
and the surface objects in DSMs. The bilinear interpolation of the surface was described
to ensure a continuous DEM surface. To determine the geometric distance to the surface,
a fast ray tracing algorithm using a tile prediction and an analytic intersection determi-
nation was implemented. For the closed solution of the intersection of the ray with a
bilinear surface an approach using two auxiliary planes was used.

Based on the geometric distance, a simple ranging error model considering noise and scale
factor errors was established. The detailed error model comprised signal propagation and
signal processing. The beam shape was modeled using a large number of rays, angular
distributed around the antenna boresight. A geodesic dome construction was used to
ensure an uniform surface distribution of the rays.

The entire signal represented by multiple rays was reconstructed at the reception antenna
and the internal receiver signal processing was simulated including the mix-down with the
local oscillators and the low-pass filters. A baseband representation of the entire signal
was calculated and used to reduce the computational load.

The simulation model, parametrized as Radar altimeter, was validated with real data
which were recorded in a flight test campaign with an octo-copter. Three characteristic
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trajectories was used to show the performance of the simulation model. The performance
was quantified by comparing the simulated with the measured height, and the limitations
of the simulation model were identified. The strong dependency on the currentness and
accuracy of the applied DSM was identified in the validation steps.

Concept of Operation

The limitations of surface-ranging sensors were analyzed theoretically. Apart from envi-
ronmental influences, ranging errors caused by the platform attitude, surface variations,
the beam-shape and signal propagation effects were discussed. The influences of the error
sources and their interactions were discussed in detail including their interactions.

The slant range errors were demonstrated on two simulated trajectories above a flat
Earth’s surface and with a realistic topographic elevation profile. The developed surface-
ranging sensor simulation model was applied for this analysis.

Measurement Validity

To enhance the robustness of surface-ranging measurements, a method to assess the mea-
surement validity was introduced. Apart from the sensor internal validity assessment, this
method extends the validity consideration to the platform state and surrounding surface.
Two different validity criteria sets for narrow and wide beam shaped sensors were defined.

Measurement Variance

The measurement variance was derived for the usage of the altimeter height as direct
height above ground measurement, as slant range distance and as georeferenced mea-
surement point. The beam-shape of different sensors was considered in the derivation.
The derived variance was used to estimate the measurement quality for aiding a central
navigation filter.

Slant Range Compensation

To not only detect erroneous measurements, to exclude them or to estimate their accu-
racy, three compensation methods to improve the measurement accuracy were introduced.
The three methods are addressing different applications with different sensor and surface
characteristics and available on-board computational power. The attitude compensation
can be applied in missions above flat surface when a sensor with a narrow beam-shape is
used. This compensation method corrects the measurement errors caused by the platform
attitude. The range compensation can be used to compensate errors of the narrow beam-
shape sensor if the mission profile is extended to rough surface. This extension considers
the surface variations of the platform nadir and measurement point additionally to the
platform attitude. The beam compensation can be applied independent of the overflown
surface when it comes to sensors with wide beam-shape. In addition to the platform
attitude and surface variation, this method also considers the beam-shape of the applied
sensor.

The methods can be used as stand-alone compensation or integrated in the Kalman filter
measurement matrix. Therefore, the measurement matrix was derived. The performance
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of the compensation methods was validated on a recorded octo-copter trajectory with a
significant accuracy improvement.

Basic SAN Concepts

As introduction to horizontal position and height estimation from surface measurements,
the basic concepts of SAN were explained. Existing systems were categorized concerning
the applied techniques and several background information.

A concept for a direct altimeter aiding to improve the horizontal position was introduced
and discussed. Especially the pros and cons of the DEM linearization approach were
discussed.

The batch processing with a matching metric and a grid-search algorithm was discussed in
detail, which is the base for further improvements. For the integration of the measurement
in a central navigation filter, a basic method to estimate the measurement covariance was
introduced.

Information Exploitation

The influence of the elevation gradients on the shape of the matching matrix was analyzed.
Based on the analysis results, an information exploitation method was introduced which
selects the measurements with the highest impact on the matching metric. Thereby, the
points with the highest elevation gradient improve the horizontal positioning information
most. The algorithm was demonstrated in two synthetic examples as well as several real
DEM regions showing performance improvements. Two matching results for a simulated
trajectory above a DSM with and without the information exploitation method were
compared and have shown the expected improvements.

Surface Sampling

The sampling of the overflown surface was discussed for two synthetic examples. The goal
of this consideration was the reduction of ambiguities in the matching metric. The effects
of an under-sampling were shown and the improvements by increasing the sampling was
demonstrated. In combination with the information exploitation, this method can reduce
the processed measurement points as well as the reduction of matching ambiguities.

The sampling of the surface was additionally considered in the frequency domain to ana-
lyze the information content of the overflown surface. This approach is based on a spatial
Fourier transformation. The importance of the Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem for
spatial analysis was demonstrated by an example.

Translational Drift Estimation

The effects of the translational drift during each measurement interval was discussed
and the benefits of an intrinsic compensation were shown. The relative compensation
of the growing translational errors in the measurements with different time-stamps was
demonstrated. With this method, the matching results can be improved in shape and
accuracy.
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Closed-loop Slant Range Compensation

The benefits of processing slant range compensated measurements in the matching metric
were demonstrated in a synthetic example. A method to compensate slant range errors
in the grid-search matching algorithm was introduced.

The grid-search algorithm was adjusted to the additional computational load required
from the compensation algorithm. The optimized grid-search function calls were compared
against a classical approach.

A detailed algorithm flow was used to explain the combination of a grid-search with a
matching algorithm and a slant range compensation. The closed-loop slant range com-
pensation was demonstrated in comparison to a conventional approach with significant
improvements. A calculation-time efficient method which combines a regular grid for
coarse search and a compensation algorithm for fine search was proposed.

Multi-beam SAN

The basic idea of increasing the measured information content was extended to a multi-
beam SAN approach. Three different multi-beam sensor setups using fixed and steered
beams were discussed. The performance of the three methods using fixed-beams, beam-
switching and beam-steering were compared in simulation. All multi-beam methods have
provided a performance impact compared to a single-beam approach.

Dead Reckoning SAN

The measurement concept of a dead-reckoning SAN was explained for range-scanning
and range-imaging sensors to allow a DEM independent aiding. The difference and chal-
lenges of range-scanning measurements were discussed in detail and compared against a
range-imaging measurement regarding the regular surface sampling, the sequential data
collection and the time-to-overlap estimation. The sensor settings for different trajectory
parameters were investigated for both kinds of sensors. The extension of the matching
algorithm for a irregular point cloud processing was explained. The influence of the posi-
tion error drift within the measurement period was discussed for range-scanning sensors
in comparison to range-imaging sensors. The integration of a position error increment
measurement aiding in a central navigation filter was proposed.

Flight Test Instrumentation

The integration of two altimeters and a reference sensor suite in the institute’s research
aircraft was shown. The sensor setup of the aircraft concerning the sensor mounting lo-
cations, the sensor interfaces and update frequencies was illustrated. For data logging,
the FTI based on an automation computer was introduced which provides benefits con-
cerning the modularity and extendability of the system. Apart from the hardware setup,
the software structure and the data logging concept were explained including the buffer
structure and the time stamping.

Apart from data logging, the in-flight data interpretation and visualization was discussed.
Especially the bidirectional communication between the user interface, the FTI and the
connected sensors was explained.
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For developing and testing purposes, a FTI HIL setup was installed and the underlying
principle was described.

Flight Emulation and Simulation

The simulation environment was described containing the three layers trajectory gener-
ation, sensor data generation and system simulation. A spline approach was chosen for
trajectory generation to provide continuous trajectory states. It can be fed by real flight
test data or from any kind of aerodynamic flight simulation. The tool was validated by
an one hour free inertial integration to show that the numerical errors were dominating
the error spectrum.

The vertical aiding of an INS with the introduced slant range compensation algorithm was
demonstrated in an approach simulation. The result was compared against INS/GNSS
results and a classical height above ground aiding with strong performance impacts.

As an alternative application, the use of the altimeter measurements as ground-clearance
monitoring system was demonstrated. Especially in platforms without high computational
capacity, this method is advantageous in an approach scenario. The system outputs a
height integrity monitor as long as the platform horizontal guidance was on the defined
path. Additionally, the glide slope deviation can be calculated with this approach.

The performance of the position aiding SAN was demonstrated along a highly dynamic
trajectory. The introduced methods information exploitation, translational drift estima-
tion, validity assessment, attitude compensation and closed-loop slant range compensation
were applied cumulatively in four different setups. The results of the methods were demon-
strated and subsequently the joined SAN algorithm performance was shown. Therefore,
the algorithms were applied on three different scenario profiles of the trajectory. First, an
additional aiding of the INS/GNSS system with the PPSAN algorithm was demonstrated
which yields a performance gain. As second application, the PPSAN algorithm was used
to bridge short sequence of GNSS degradation and finally, the aiding was used to bridge
short GNSS outages. The PPSAN method was able to manage all scenarios with an
positioning accuracy comparable to GNSS given sufficient sensor and DSM accuracies.

To demonstrate the benefits of a multi-beam approach, the simulation was repeated with
four additional sensor setups including three, five, seven and nine measurements. In the
GNSS degraded and denied scenarios, the methods were beneficial compared to the single
measurement approach, whenever additional information can be measured.

The nine beam approach was compared with a single-beam method and an unaided INS
in a long-term GNSS denied situation. While the unaided position solution drifts several
meters, both SAN methods provide a stable position solution with slight benefits for the
multi-beam approach in the provided scenario.

The performance of the dead-reckoning SAN method was demonstrated during a long-
term GNSS outage with good results. However, the position error was drifting slightly
compared to the absolute aiding of the PPSAN approach, the drift was reduced signifi-
cantly compared to an unaided solution.

The recorded raw measurements of a Radar and a Laser altimeters were compared in three
recorded flight test trajectories. The real data was compared against the simulation model
results and the differences were quantified as RMS errors. The dependence on the applied
DEM was demonstrated and illustrated in a beam footprint illustration for all trajectories.
The validity assessment method was applied to the three trajectories and both sensors and
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the performance impact was calculated. The method has improved the altimeter accuracy
by a factor of three to four by detecting and excluding erroneous measurements. The
compensation algorithm was furthermore applied with an improvement of a factor three to
four to Laser altimeter measurements. For the Radar altimeter, the attitude compensation
was compared with the beam compensation. While the attitude compensation improved
the height measurement by a factor two to three, the beam compensation improved the
measurement at least by a factor of three.

8.2 Significant Achievements beyond State-of-the-Art

Vertical aiding using an altimeter The improvement of vertical aiding of an INS/GNSS
using surface-ranging sensors was the first problem discussed in this thesis. A combina-
tion of the validity assessment method and the slant range compensation was introduced
and explained as solution approach. The method assumed a sufficiently good horizontal
position estimation, a high precision DSM and a detailed sensor simulation model.

The developed high detail simulation model for surface-ranging sensors features the va-
lidity assessment algorithm as well as the slant range compensation approach. The model
covers the geometric ranging as well as signal propagation effects including the beam-
shape.

The performance demonstration of the validity assessment has shown an improvement
between a factor of two and up to a factor of ten of the measurement accuracy. This
was achieved by detecting and excluding erroneous measurements. This method can
be applied to avoid height measurement errors whenever no continuous measurement is
mandatory.

The performance of the slant range compensation algorithm has shown an accuracy im-
provement of a factor of four. With this method, a continuous measurement frequency
with an increase accuracy can be guaranteed. The compensation algorithm has to be
chosen dependent on the overflown surface and the altimeter beam-shape. For narrow
beam-shapes, the attitude compensation can be used above flat surface and the range
compensation above rough surface. Whenever a wide beam-shape altimeter is applied,
the beam compensation provides the best compensation results and is recommended for
this configuration.

With the ground clearance monitoring method, a measurement monitoring concept with-
out the need of high computational power has been introduced. This method can be
applied to smaller unmanned aircraft with the nominal height above ground measurement
as prior knowledge. With this information, the current measurement can be validated for
a further use.

Improvement of SAN The accuracy improvement of SAN was the second main focus
of this thesis. It was demonstrated that the matching metric based algorithms can be
improved by a section of the measurement concerning their accuracy and their information
content.

The detailed sampling of the surface in combination with the information exploitation
algorithm ensure a significant accuracy improvement of the SAN position estimation.
By taking the translational drift during the measurement time interval into account,
additional benefits concerning the matching matrix shape and accuracy were achieved.
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The closed-loop slant range compensation applies the introduced compensation algorithm
to the horizontal positioning problem with significant improvements. The extension of the
sensor setup by multi-beam measurements improved the accuracy and robustness further.
The simulation of the single-beam approach with the introduced method has shown a high
accuracy position estimation, whenever the surface is rough enough. The high frequency
sampling and the information exploitation method is mandatory to achieve a position
accuracy in a comparable scale as GNSS. Depending on the quality of the used INS, it is
recommended to apply the translational drift estimation. If a wide-beam altimeter, such
as a Radar is used for SAN, the closed-loop slant range compensation brings an additional
performance impact. Apart from the beam-shape, the compensation of the platform
attitude is mandatory for high dynamic aircraft. The extension of the configuration by a
multi-beam setup is recommended whenever the expected information above the mission
elevation profile is too low. Thereby, the multi-beam measurement with fixed-beams or
the beam-switching method increase the measured information content. In case of the
beam-steering approach, the sensor can be steered to maximize the measured information
content. This method is recommended for trajectories above a surface with poor features.

Dead-reckoning approach to SAN As solution for the third problem, a DEM inde-
pendent SAN method, an autarchical dead-reckoning approach to SAN was introduced.
This method can stabilize the position drift above an unknown surface. The applied meth-
ods are similar to the methods used for VSAN and PPSAN algorithm. The extension of
the algorithm to address the novel sensor setup are discussed separately.
If an integration of a DRSAN is intended, the higher cost and integration effort of a
range-imaging or range-scanning sensor in comparison to the costs of the used INS have
to be evaluated. It is recommended to use a range-imaging sensor due to the snapshot
measurement characteristics rather than a range-scanning sensor, not at least due to the
easier implementation in the aircraft. Whenever the costs for range-scanning or range-
imaging sensors decrease, this method can be an alternative navigation system. Currently
the application of a navigation grade INS seems more economical to become independent
of GNSS than the integration of two range-scanning or one range-imaging sensors.

8.3 Outlook

Most methods introduced in this thesis rely strongly on the accuracy and currentness of
the used DEM model. Performance improvements are expected whenever DEM with a
finer resolution and higher accuracy are available. Not only the measurement accuracy,
but also the currentness is influencing the performance. Seasonal dependencies of the
DEM can be managed with a characterization of the surface regarding the vegetation or
forest type. The reflectivity of the surface is another important influence which is not
considered due to missing surface information. With a surface database including the
surface reflectivity characteristics, the simulation model and thereby the compensation
and positioning algorithm performance can be improved. The consideration of the envi-
ronmental condition in the simulation model can be another information to improve the
introduced methods.
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Appendix A

Isotropic Radiator

The derivation of the power density of an isotropic radiator is based on the distribution
of the transmitted power on the surface of a sphere. A sphere with a radius d has the
surface area Asphere given by equation A.1 [19].

Asphere = 4πd2 (A.1)

The power density at the distance d initiated by the transmitted power Ptx is calculated
by equation A.2.

Starget =
Ptx

4πd2
(A.2)

With this equation, the basic Radar equation can be derived.
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Appendix B

Signal Mixer

Assuming two independent signals s1 (t) and s2 (t) with their frequencies f1 and f2 given
by equation B.1.

s1 (t) = a1 cos (2πf1t)

s2 (t) = a2 cos (2πf2t)
(B.1)

The both signals are mixed in a multiplicative frequency mixer illustrated in B.1. The
output signal is given by equation B.2.

sout (t) = s1 (t) · s2 (t)

= a1a2 cos (2πf1t) cos (2πf2t)
(B.2)

With the addition theorem for trigonometric functions given in B.3 [19], the output signal
of the frequency mixer can be calculated to equation B.4. The frequencies of the input
and the output signals are illustrated in B.2, the time domain representation is given in
figure B.3. A detailed signal processing consideration is given in [55].

Figure B.1: Frequency mixer block diagram

cos (x) cos (y) =
1

2
(cos (x − y) + cos (x + y)) (B.3)

sout (t) =
a1a2

2
(cos (2πf1t − 2πf2t) + cos (2πf1t + 2πf2t))

=
a1a2

2
(cos (2π (f1 − f2) t + cos (2π (f1 + f2) t)))

(B.4)
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Figure B.2: Mixer frequency domain
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Figure B.3: Mixer Time domain
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Appendix C

Slant Range Perturbation

C.1 Footprint Perturbation

The footprint perturbation of a slant range measurement is derived in this section. The
basic equation is given in C.1.

xe (M) = xe (P ) + RenRnb (RbsRsmdm − xb (S)) (C.1)

For the perturbation, the rotational errors are expressed as rotation between a tilted and
the corresponding error-free coordinate frames. The rotation matrices are denoted Rnñ,
Rs̃s and Rm̃m. With the perturbation approach, the equation can be written to C.2.

x̃e (M) +δxe (M) = x̃e (P ) + δxe (P ) +

RenRnñRñb

(
Rbs̃Rs̃sRsm̃Rm̃m

(
d̃m + δdm

)
− (x̃b (S) + δxb (S))

) (C.2)

The products are following expanded and the footprint error is isolated, the result is given
by equation C.3.

δxe (M) =x̃e (P ) + δxe (P )− x̃e (M)− RenRnñRñbx̃b (S)− RenRnñRñbδxb (S)

+ RenRnñRñbRbs̃Rs̃sRsm̃Rm̃md̃m + RenRnñRñbRbs̃Rs̃sRsm̃Rm̃mδdm
(C.3)

Rotations by small enough angles can be approximated with the relation in equation C.4.

R (δψ) ≈

 1 −δψ δϑ

δψ 1 −δϕ
−δϑ δϕ 1

 (C.4)

Introducing the skew symmetric matrix Ψ, the expression can be decomposed to equation
C.5.

R (δψ) ≈I3 + Ψ (C.5)

The error angles in this use case fulfill the requirement and therefore the approximations
given by equation C.6 are valid.
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C.1 Footprint Perturbation

Rnñ ≈ (I3 + Ψnñ)

Rs̃s ≈ (I3 + Ψs̃s)

Rm̃m ≈ (I3 + Ψm̃m)

(C.6)

With this approximation, the equation can be written to C.7.

δxe (M) ≈x̃e (P ) + δxe (P )− x̃e (M)

− Ren (I3 + Ψnñ) Rñbx̃b (S)− Ren (I3 + Ψnñ) Rñbδxb (S)

+ Ren (I3 + Ψnñ) RñbRbs̃ (I3 + Ψs̃s) Rsm̃ (I3 + Ψm̃m) d̃m

+ Ren (I3 + Ψnñ) RñbRbs̃ (I3 + Ψs̃s) Rsm̃ (I3 + Ψm̃m) δdm

≈x̃e (P ) + δxe (P )− x̃e (M)− RenI3Rñbx̃b (S)

− RenI3Rñbδxb (S)− RenΨnñRñbx̃b (S)− RenΨnñRñbδxb (S)

+ RenI3RñbRbs̃I3Rsm̃I3d̃m + RenI3RñbRbs̃I3Rsm̃I3δdm

+ RenΨnñRñbRbs̃I3Rsm̃I3d̃m + RenΨnñRñbRbs̃I3Rsm̃I3δdm

+ RenI3RñbRbs̃Ψs̃sRsm̃I3d̃m + RenI3RñbRbs̃Ψs̃sRsm̃I3δdm

+ RenΨnñRñbRbs̃Ψs̃sRsm̃I3d̃m + RenΨnñRñbRbs̃Ψs̃sRsm̃I3δdm

+ RenI3RñbRbs̃I3Rsm̃Ψm̃md̃m + RenI3RñbRbs̃I3Rsm̃Ψm̃mδdm

+ RenΨnñRñbRbs̃I3Rsm̃Ψm̃md̃m + RenΨnñRñbRbs̃I3Rsm̃Ψm̃mδdm

+ RenI3RñbRbs̃Ψs̃sRsm̃Ψm̃md̃m + RenI3RñbRbs̃Ψs̃sRsm̃Ψm̃mδdm

+ RenΨnñRñbRbs̃Ψs̃sRsm̃Ψm̃md̃m + RenΨnñRñbRbs̃Ψs̃sRsm̃Ψm̃mδdm

(C.7)

For linearizing the perturbation, all bilinear error terms are neglected, the result is given
by equation C.8.

δxe (M) ≈δxe (P )− x̃e (M) + x̃e (P ) + RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃d̃m − RenRñbx̃b (S)

− RenRñbδxb (S)− RenΨnñRñbx̃b (S)

+ RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃δdm + RenΨnñRñbRbs̃Rsm̃d̃m

+ RenRñbRbs̃Ψs̃sRsm̃d̃m + RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃Ψm̃md̃m

(C.8)

With the relation in equation C.9 the equation can be furthermore reduced, the resulting
error equation is given by equation C.10.

x̃e (M) = x̃e (P ) + RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃

 0

0

d̃m

− RenRñbx̃b (S) (C.9)

δxe (M) ≈δxe (P )− RenRñbδxb (S)− RenΨnñRñbx̃b (S)

+ RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃δdm + RenΨnñRñbRbs̃Rsm̃d̃m

+ RenRñbRbs̃Ψs̃sRsm̃d̃m + RenRñbRbs̃Rsm̃Ψm̃md̃m

(C.10)
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Chapter C: Slant Range Perturbation

C.2 Slant Range Perturbation

The perturbation of the measurement equation is derived in this section. The basic
measurement equation is given in C.11.

dm = RmsRsb (RbnRne (xe (M)− xe (P )) + xb (S)) (C.11)

The perturbation is similar to the footprint perturbation, the equation is given in C.12.

d̃m + δdm = Rmm̃Rm̃sRss̃Rs̃b

(RbñRñnRne (x̃e (M) + δxe (M)− x̃e (P )− δxe (P )) + x̃b (S) + δxb (S))
(C.12)

With the small angle rotation matrix approximations given by equation C.13 (based on
equation C.5), the equation can be expanded to C.16, with the intermediate steps in
equation C.14 and equation C.15.

Rñn ≈ (I3 + Ψñn)

Rss̃ ≈ (I3 + Ψss̃)

Rmm̃ ≈ (I3 + Ψmm̃)

(C.13)

d̃m + δdm ≈ (I3 + Ψmm̃) Rm̃s (I3 + Ψss̃) Rs̃b (Rbñ (I3 + Ψñn) Rne

(x̃e (M) + δxe (M)− x̃e (P )− δxe (P )) + x̃b (S) + δxb (S))
(C.14)

d̃m + δdm ≈ (I3Rm̃sI3Rs̃b + Ψmm̃Rm̃sI3Rs̃b + I3Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃b + Ψmm̃Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃b)

(RbñI3Rne x̃e (M) + RbñI3Rneδxe (M)− RbñI3Rne x̃e (P )

− RbñI3Rneδxe (P ) + RbñΨñnRne x̃e (M) + RbñΨñnRneδxe (M)

− RbñΨñnRne x̃e (P )− RbñΨñnRneδxe (P ) + x̃b (S) + δxb (S))

(C.15)
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d̃m + δdm ≈Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M) + Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (M)

− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (P )

+ Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (M) + Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRneδxe (M)

− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (P )− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRneδxe (P )

+ Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S) + Rm̃sRs̃bδxb (S) + Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)

+ Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (M)−Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )

−Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (P ) + Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (M)

+ Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRneδxe (M)−Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (P )

−Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRneδxe (P ) + Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S)

+ Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bδxb (S) + Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)

+ Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRneδxe (M)− Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )

− Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRneδxe (P ) + Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (M)

+ Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñΨñnRneδxe (M)− Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (P )

− Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñΨñnRneδxe (P ) + Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bx̃b (S)

+ Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bδxb (S) + Ψmm̃Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)

+ Ψmm̃Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRneδxe (M)−Ψmm̃Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )

−Ψmm̃Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRneδxe (P ) + Ψmm̃Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (M)

+ Ψmm̃Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñΨñnRneδxe (M)

−Ψmm̃Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (P )

−Ψmm̃Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñΨñnRneδxe (P )

+ Ψmm̃Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bx̃b (S) + δxb (S)

(C.16)

The bilinear terms are furthermore neglected, the result is given in C.17.

d̃m + δdm ≈Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M) + Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (M)

− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (P )

+ Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (M)− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (P )

+ Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S) + Rm̃sRs̃bδxb (S) + Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)

−Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P ) + Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S)

+ Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)− Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )

+ Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bx̃b (S)

(C.17)

With the relation in equation C.18, the result can be reduced to C.19

d̃m ≈Rm̃sRs̃b (RbñRne x̃e (M)− RbñRne x̃e (P ) + x̃b (S)) (C.18)
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δdm ≈Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (M)− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRneδxe (P )

+ Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (M)− Rm̃sRs̃bRbñΨñnRne x̃e (P )

+ Rm̃sRs̃bδxb (S) + Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)

−Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P ) + Ψmm̃Rm̃sRs̃bx̃b (S)

+ Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRne x̃e (M)− Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bRbñRne x̃e (P )

+ Rm̃sΨss̃Rs̃bx̃b (S)

(C.19)
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